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ABSTRACT

PROJECT REPORT
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This project comprises of the selection, research, casting, adaptation, production and post-production
process of The Imaginary Invalid. Documentation and research include adaptation, analysis of the play as a
production vehicle for our program, research, script analysis, outcome goals, a record of the production
period, and a postproduction evaluation.
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Permission From Hiring Authority

From: "Alexandra Clark" <skyperformingarts.spa@gmail.com> Subject: Letter of intent
for spring production Date: October 7, 2018 at 9:53:46 PM PDT To: "Kimberly Dorman"
<nxtdormans@gmail.com>
Cc: "Carol Mangiola" <csolid39@aol.com>, "Cloe Flaherty"
<cloeflaherty@hotmail.com>, "Debra Speer" <djspeer@frontier.com>, "Leah McNatt"
<Leah.mcnatt@gmail.com>, "Lory Tossey" <lorytossey@earthlink.net>, "Mark
Ainsworth" <markains@mindspring.com>, "Valeria Rae" <4vvraeven@gmail.com>
To all it may concern,
Sky Performing Arts is extending the offer to Kimberly Dorman to direct a production of
The Imaginary Invalid by Moliére in our Spring 2019 production slot as her Master’s
thesis. We have reserved the theatre space for performance dates of Friday April 5
through Sunday April 14 with a total of 8 performances projected. Our community
theatre will provide publicity and technical support for this endeavor as needed. We are
looking forward to this production and see great potential in it for our community.
Thank you,

Alexandra Clark President
On behalf of Sky Performing Arts
Sky Performing Arts Monroe’s Community Theatre 360-863-1663
www.Skyperformingarts.com
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Parameters Established by Production Organization
Wagner Theatre has a wonderful history in the community of Monroe, WA. The
original benefactor, Frank Wagner, is a true immigrant story. As with all construction
projects, it cannot last forever. Built in 1937 in the Art Deco style, complete with a
columned front entrance, Wagner Theatre was the focal point of the community for many
years. Due to time, neglect, cost, earthquake and rodents the building was left nearly
abandoned by the mid-seventies. The local school district, responsible for the building,
was not able to cover the cost of the maintenance and much needed upgrades.
In 2012, the Monroe Arts Council (M.A.C.) was looking for a suitable location to
showcase their theatrical productions and musical performances. Signing an agreement
with the Monroe school district for $1 a year, M.A.C. took over the care and renovation
of the building, in exchange for use of the building (Goss). Since 2002, the 647-seat
auditorium has served as both an off-site school theatre and a community theatre. Many
home schools, dance companies, and private events now utilize the historic space.
Since 2015, I have been looking for a community theatre to direct my thesis
project. In my search for a location, I stumbled into the Monroe area on a total whim. I
contacted the president of Sky Performing Arts, Alex Clark, and was welcomed into the
community. After designing the set for their spring production, I pitched my idea for The
Imaginary Invalid. It was unanimously approved for spring of 2019. My goal of finding a
venue to support my thesis production having been met, it was then on to more tangible
challenges.
Wagner Theatre, while historical, is also just old. The lighting system is fifty years old
and partially unusable (see photo One, appendix A). The sound system has been updated
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but is very basic. The roof leaks in part of the upstage right corner, and during the spring
show, the fire department cordoned off the entire back third of the stage. The fly system
is inoperable and, quite honestly, a little scary looking. The bathrooms are not ADA
compliant, and the only restrooms available are shared with the adjoining elementary
school. Another related challenge is that many of our community patrons are senior
citizens. However, since the building is not ADA approved, members of our target
audience are unable to attend. As with most community theatre buildings, it is also
available for other rental purposes and requires a degree of flexibility with scheduling.
There is a standing orchestra practice session on Thursday nights. All theatre scenery and
props must be collapsible and storable, and then re-assembled and positioned on Fridays.
Lastly, as a community theatre, all involved are volunteers. Set design, technical crew,
and actors are volunteers; they are trying to balance their careers, families, and
involvement simultaneously, dedicating many hours to the theatre. I will be participating
heavily in the costume design and construction. I will also be designing the set pieces and
helping with construction. Sound and lighting will be run by a volunteer, but I will be
applying for any music licenses and creating sound effects for the show. As you can see,
there are multiple obstacles to overcome.
Some of the favorable elements of doing my thesis here are that my cast and crew
can be people that I know and trust. The volunteers involved are dedicated and want each
show to be successful. They are talented members of the community that repeatedly help
to ensure that all of the performances under the Sky Theatre Performance umbrella are
supported. New microphones were purchased in the spring of 2018. There is a wonderful
costume and properties person that has offered to support my show. By allowing me to
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adapt a classic, we are able to save on royalty fees, allowing for an increase in the
working budget. There is some storage space for sets and props. I have plenty of time to
start collecting, planning, and discussing my ideas with those who have offered to help.
Although there are significant hurdles to jump and challenges to overcome, I am
confident that this is the right place for me to complete my project. I am sure Wagner and
the community it is part of will give me opportunities to learn, to apply my knowledge,
and to make connections with others as I navigate this final step towards my educational
goal.
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Evaluation as a Production Vehicle
When I suggested The Imaginary Invalid to the artistic board at Sky Performing
Arts, I was met with a resounding “Yes!” quickly followed by, “We will need some time
to educate our audience.” I offered to adapt Wall’s English translation into a more
modern version of the play. I chose Wall’s translation because it was a simplified
translation with very little stage directions. I wanted to keep my adaptation as close to the
translation without being overly influenced by someone else’s blocking and staging ideas.
I further wanted to bring the humor into the twentieth century. I also suggested setting the
location similar to a community in which we were producing. This was accepted, and by
a unanimous vote I was invited to direct my thesis project in April of 2019.
Like Molière, my goal is to entertain, but, also like Molière, I want to create
awareness of social issues. Unlike television shows and movies, theatre gives us an
opportunity to process in real-time. The actors are real, tangible, un-retouched, and far
less glossy than on screen, much like real life. Live theatre reaches into schools,
communities, and cities and helps us relate to other people. It gives the audience a
somewhat voyeuristic perspective on real life situations.
When Molière wrote The Imaginary Invalid, he was suffering from tuberculosis.
The medical profession, still in its infancy, was of little help to him. The treatments were
often secondary to the book-knowledge of the doctors who prescribed them. Most doctors
were pedantic, remote, and often in disagreement over how to treat—much less how to
cure—their patients. Molière under, the protection of the King, was allowed to poke fun
at the medical community. King Louis XIV enjoyed Molière’s wit and was heard to say,
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“Surely we may laugh at the doctors a little, for they make us suffer enough” (Churchill
49).
Similarly, today it is the working classes, impoverished, and retirees on fixed
incomes that play tug of war with the medical establishments. Trying to schedule
appointments, finding and maintaining a family doctor, meeting deductibles, costs of
prescriptions, knowing when to see specialists, and the overall high price of aging all add
to the stress of dealing with the medical profession. It is my hope that, in sharing
Molière’s play, The Imaginary Invalid, we will be able to laugh at our own inner invalid
as well.
In conclusion, I agree with King Louis’s above sentiment, but in 2018 our
laughter has changed focus. Doctors are far more regulated, educated and invested in
their patients. However, what can be ridiculed is the crushing cost of medical care, the
difficulty in keeping hospitals staffed and fully operational, and the indignities of aging. I
cannot do all of this in one play. Yet, by using satire as Molière did to raise social
awareness, I hope to achieve my goals of entertaining and educating the community in
which I live. In the words of Lord Byron, “Always laugh when you can, it is cheap
medicine” (Byron Quote).
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Director’s Concept Statement
The Imaginary Invalid
By Molière; adapted by Kimberly Dorman
The play The Imaginary Invalid, written in 1673, was first performed as a
comedic ballet at the Grand Palais in Paris, France. The play depicts Argan, a bitter,
frustrated hypochondriac. Argan had similar dilemmas in his day as we do now. Finding
affordable healthcare, the high cost of medicine, rebellious teenage daughters, and
dealing with blended families are all themes within The Imaginary Invalid. Molière in the
1600s dealt with the same social issues that we wrestle with more than three hundred
years later. Molière used comedic plays to address these issues, just as we use sitcoms.
But where we are unlikely to land in jail for poking fun and pointing fingers at our
leaders, Molière landed in jail on several occasions. In this production, I explore and
highlight the humor that continues to exist for all involved with the process of aging and
the medical community.
The Imaginary Invalid was originally set in 1673. I have chosen to bring it
forward into the twentieth century, placing it in 1968. I have also chosen to move it from
Paris, France, to Paris, Tennessee. Moving the location to the United States makes the
play more relatable to my audience. My play venue is a rural setting, and many in the
community have not had the opportunity to travel abroad (to France, for instance). In this
way it can be familiar and similar to the local residents. The common threads will be
pride in community, socioeconomic familiarity, similar family dynamics, and commercial
enterprise. At the same time, it gives them an introduction to the great works of the
French playwright.
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Nineteen sixties fashion typically broke with more formal traditions and gave way
to a modern style of dress. Retrowaste called the fashion changes from the beginning to
the end of the sixties “bipolar in just about every way” (“1960s Fashion”). I am choosing
to illustrate the societal differences between the characters through costuming. The
younger characters, Angela (Angélique), Clinton (Cléante), and Louise (Louisone) will
have brighter modern styles and colors. Fabrics like polyester, patent leather, and suede
were all part of the new fashion scene. Bright colors also made the late sixties vibrant and
full of life. Swirls of neon, magenta, yellows and gold made it into fashion along with
chain belts and go-go boots. The older generation, Argan, Dr. Diforus (Diafoirus), Dr.
Smelling (Fleurant), Dr. Purge (Purgeon) could be in traditional doctor’s apparel from the
earlier sixties. These can be typically portrayed through white, collarless uniforms with
stethoscopes, or black suits and skinny ties. In the sixties, rural doctors still made house
calls. Such will be the case here. All of the medical characters will arrive with the
traditional medical bag, full of bottles, elixirs etc. Darlene, being a wealthy second wife
to Argan might be costumed in rich fabrics, feather adorned hats ,and fur-trimmed coats.
Nanette, as the maid, but also the comic relief throughout the play, could be in the
traditional black and white maid costume but an updated version to show her age. Adding
a bit of flair and color to her costume could be included too, tying in her role as zanni
from the Italian comedia del’arte style, which Moliere borrowed from.
Although I am doing this as a straight play, I would like to include music that sets
both the tone of mood and place. Since I have placed it in the latter half of the sixties,
songs could include, “All You Need Is Love” or “Can’t Buy Me Love” by The Beatles.
Or other possible choices could be “Happy Together” by The Turtles, “Stuck in The
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Middle with You,” and “Sugar, Sugar” by The Archies. These songs have the light upbeat
optimism of the 1960s. The music should add to the silliness of the storyline and the
relationships between the characters; for example, “Stuck in The Middle with You” could
be Nanette and Argan’s theme song, with a few bars comically played whenever they are
dealing with each other. Darlene’s character is that of a gold digging opportunist and she
could have a few bars of her own theme song or possibly a sound effect of thunder. The
music should be subtle in volume and placement so as not to overpower the characters,
but add to their personalities and relationships between them. All permission to use music
must be submitted to Sony/ATV live stage request or other applicable entity.
The lighting design for The Imaginary Invalid could be bright and playful,
especially during chase scenes between Argan and Nanette. When Angela and Clinton
interact, a more subdued, romantic tone could be applied. The Doctor’s characters could
be bright, almost fluorescent, to bring on the microscope feeling. All lighting should
support and not distract from the storyline. The overall feeling should be light, cheerful
and fun, to portray the silliness of the characters and their foibles. Lighting choices are
fairly limited as our light board is an antique and was installed with the original theatre in
1937.
Set design is a fixed piece, since we are limited on space and unable to fly in
additional pieces. The set is staged in an upscale part of Paris, Tennessee. The action
takes place in a single room: the living room of Argan. He could have a large window in
the background featuring a view of the Eiffel Tower a replica. The colors should be
bright purples and reds showing the craziness of not only the characters, but also the
world they inhabit. Entrances and exits will be through a center French-styled door and
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wing exits. Along with the Eiffel tower, a view of the downtown business district could
be shown, with its colorful buildings and 1960s charm. Set pieces include Argan’s couch
or daybed, a desk and chair, two standing lamps and a potted plant to hide behind. Set
pieces should be from the late fifties and early sixties period and should be modular and
functional. The exception would be Argan’s couch. This piece of furniture needs to be
overstuffed and plush. It should consume him when he flops into it, similar to how he is
consumed by his many perceived illnesses. (This consumption foreshadows Molière’s
own death from Tuberculosis in 1623.) So as not to make the setting too busy or chaotic,
furniture should be solid colors and compliment the bright room and busy costumes.
My inspiration for this play came from my part time job working with the senior
population. My average client is eighty-four years old. On a daily basis, I get to listen to
their stories, complaints, jokes and issues, many of which center around the physical
aspects of getting older. I hear their stories about finding doctors, taking multiple
medications, and dealing with insurance companies, and I am reminded that little has
changed in three hundred years. Argan was dealing with the very beginnings of the
medical profession, when the treatments were untested, unproven and, more often than
not, unsafe. When Molière wrote The Imaginary Invalid, he was sick with tuberculosis.
He was frustrated with the medical professionals in his life and their inability to cure him.
He used his satirical comedy to shine a light on what he believed to be ridiculous, risky
treatments for life threatening conditions. He further highlighted the blindness of the “so
called” educated man who did little to help his patients, but knew a lot of useless
information. I think Molière would have similar things to say about medicine today.
Today, his flashlight might be focused on the insurance industry and pharmaceutical
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companies. Medicinally, we have come much further with treatments and patient care.
Yet not all treatments are reaching patients in a fair and equal way. By updating his
farcical play, it is my goal to introduce my audience to Molière’s seminal work, thereby
linking our two communities through shared and timeless issues.
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Project and Production Schedule

Date

Goal or Subject

9/4/18

Send in Option Approval form to Committee Chair @CWU

9/6/18

Send in Playscript approval form to committee Chair @ CWU

9/26/18

Goal: Complete Project Calendar/Schedule

9/29/18

Goal: Complete Concept Statement

9/30/18

Goal: Evaluation as a Production Vehicle

10/1/18

Goal: Information on the Playwright

10/4/18

Goal: Complete Given Circumstances and Previous Action

10/8/18

Goal: Complete Previous Reviews

10/11/18

Goal: Complete Given Circumstances Supplemental Research

10/15/18

Goal: Complete Polar Attitudes

10/18/18

Goal: Complete Analysis of Dialogue

10/20/18

Goal: Complete Analysis of Dramatic Action

10/22/18

Goal: complete Mood, Tone, Tempo

10/25/18

Goal: Complete Conflict Framing Analysis

10/29/18

Goal: Complete Ideas of The Imaginary invalid

11/1/18

Goal: List of Learning Outcomes

11/5/18

Goal: Costume Renderings

11/12/18

Goal: Scale of Floor Plan

11/19/18

Goal: Set Design and Ground Plan

11/25/18

Goal: Create Props List

2/7/19

Auditions at Church 7-9:00p.m.
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2/8/19

Send in Section II to Chair/Dr. Rollie Auditions at theatre 7-9p.m.

2/9/19

Auditions at theatre 2-4p.m.

2/12/19

Callbacks 7-9 p.m.

2/13/19

Cast cold read 7-9 p.m. at Wagner

2/19/19

Rehearsal 7-9:30 p.m. at Wagner

2/20/19

Rehearsal 7-9:30 p.m. at Wagner

2/21/19

Rehearsal 7-9:30 p.m. at Church

2/25/19

Rehearsal 7-9:30 p.m. at Wagner Meet with production crew and stage
manager (Angela sick)

2/26/19

Rehearsal 7-9:30 p.m. at Church (No Clinton & Angela)

2/27/19

Rehearsal 7-9:30 p.m. at Church (No Clinton & Angela)

2/28/19

Rehearsal 7-9:30 p.m. at Church (No Clinton, Bernie or Angela)

3/4/19

Costume measurements – Rehearsal at Wagner 7-9:30 p.m. (No Clinton)

3/5/19

Rehearsal work through Act I 7-9:30p.m. (No Clinton)

3/6/19

Rehearsal work through Act II 7-9:30p.m. (No Clinton)

3/7/19

Publicity Photo shoot, costumes at Fire station 7-9:30 p.m.

3/11/19

Rehearsal work through at Wagner Act I 7-9:30p.m. (No Bernie)

3/12/19

Rehearsal work through at Wagner Act II 7-9:30p.m. (No Bernie)

3/13/19

Rehearsal work through at Wagner Act II 7-9:30p.m. (No Bernie)

3/14/19

Rehearsal work through ALL Church 9:30p.m. (No Bernie)

3/18/19

Rehearsal work through ALL at Wagner 7-9:30p.m.

3/19/19

Rehearsal work through ALL at Wagner 7-9:30p.m. (No Darlene)

3/20/19

OFF BOOK Rehearsal work through ALL at Wagner 7-9:30p.m. (No
Darlene)

3/21/19

Rehearsal work through ALL at Wagner 7-9:30p.m. (No Darlene)
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3/25/19

Rehearsal work weaker scenes at Wagner 7-9:30p.m.

3/26/19

Rehearsal work weaker scenes at Wagner 7-9:30p.m.

3/27/19

Rehearsal work weaker scenes plus final scene at Wagner 7-9:30p.m.

3/28/19

Rehearsal work final scene at Church 7-9:30p.m.

4/1/19

Tech week, Set construction, Full run through noon- 10:00p.m.

4/2/19

Tech week, Set construction, Full run through in costumes noon10:00p.m.

4/3/19

Tech week, Set construction, Full run through in costumes noon10:00p.m.

4/4/19

Dress rehearsal Call time 5:00p.m.

4/5/19

Opening Night Tech call 5:00 p.m. Cast 6:00 p.m. Curtain 7:30 p.m.

4/6/19

Tech call 5:00 p.m. Cast 6:00 p.m. Curtain 7:30 p.m.

4/7/19

Tech call 12:30 p.m. Cast 1:00 p.m. Curtain 2:00 p.m.

4/12/19

Tech call 5:00 p.m. Cast 6:00 p.m. Curtain 7:30 p.m.

4/13/19

Tech call 5:00 p.m. Cast 6:00 p.m. Curtain 7:30 p.m.

4/14/19

Tech call 12:30 p.m. Cast 1:00 p.m. Curtain 2:00 p.m. Strike

4/26/19

Goal: Complete Section III

5/10/19

Received Option approval Form from CWU and Playscript Approval

5/24/19

Goal: Submit Completed Thesis Project

6/5/19

Goal: Defend Project
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The Imaginary Invalid
Translated by Charles Heron Wall
Adapted by Kim Dorman
Persons Represented
ARGAN: an imaginary invalid.
DARLENE: second wife to ARGAN.
ANGELA: daughter to ARGAN, in love with CLINTON.
LOUISE; ARGANS’S younger daughter, sister to ANGELA
BERNIE, brother to ARGAN.
CLINTON, love interest to ANGELA.
DR. DIFORUS, a physician.
THOMAS DIFORUS, his son, affianced to ANGELA.
DR. PURGE, physician to ARGAN.
DR. SMELLING, a pharmacist.
MR. GOODEEL, a public notary.
NANETTE, maid to ARGAN.
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The Imaginary Invalid
ACT I.
SCENE I. Argan (sitting at a table, adding up medical receipts and bills)
Argan: Ugh! Bills, bills, bills! Will they never end? They are like gray hairs! I pluck one
and three more are in its place. I dread the mailman and his bag of bad news. I would like
to toss them all in the bin, but sadly that would be like going white headed in a day. Still,
if I don’t check the accounts the insurance companies along with hospitals will take it as
fair game to charge me ridiculous amounts. (mumbling to himself) $30. and $50 make
$80. and $40. and $20.00 make sixty. So far so good. “Item, on the 24th, a therapeutic
enema, preparative and gentle, to soften, moisten and refresh the bowels of Mr. Argan.”
What I like about Mr, Smelling, my pharmacist, is that his bills are always well-worded
and descriptive, but without the medical details and nonsense. Even so it is not enough
Mr, Smelling to be poetic, you must also be reasonable, and not bleed sick people to
financial death. One hundred dollars for an enema! I have already told you, with all due
respect sir, I can do this myself for ten dollars in the privacy of my own bathroom. These
medicinal sorts must be doing some other kind of math than the rest of us. Here now, you
will get thirty dollars and not a penny more. (picking up another bill) “Item, rhubarb,
roses compound and scent of lavender for head pains, thirty dollars, ha! I don’t think so.
If I want to smell like a bridal bouquet I’ll call FTD!, fifteen dollars. "Item, hepatic,
soporiferous, and somniferous, intended to promote sleep of Mr. Argan, thirty-five
dollars.” No complaints here, I did sleep like a baby. (adding up totals) Twenty, fifty,
carry the two seventy-two dollars. I must look into subsidized medicine, I am paying too
much. “Item, on the 25th, a strong laxative and corroborative mixture, composed of fresh
cinnamon, dandelion extract and other ingredients, according to Dr. Purge, to expel Mr.
Argan’s wind, thirty dollars. “You are joking, Mr. Smelling; you must learn to be
reasonable with your patients; Dr. Purge never ordered this, why should you? Fifteen
dollars. [Footnote: As usual, Argan only counts half; even after he reduces the charge.]
Next,..” a dose, anodyne and astringent, to make Mr. Argan sleep, “ forty dollars Mr.
Smelling. “Item, dated the 26th, a carminative elixir to cure flatulence of Mr. Argan,
forty dollars.” (loud fart noise) well that didn’t work. Ten dollars. “Item, the elixir
repeated in the evening, as above, forty dollars. (another fart) I should ask for a refund.
“Item dated, the 27th, a good mixture composed for the purpose of reducing
inflammation and congestion of Mr. Argan, twenty dollars.” good; twenty bucks. I am
glad that your are reasonable. “Item on the 28th, a clarified and edulcorated whey, to
soften, soothe, temper, and refresh the digestion of Mr. Argan, twenty dollars. “Good’ a
dose, potion, cordial and preservative, composed of twelve grains of anise, syrup of
citrons and pomegranates, and other ingredients, according to the prescription, ten
dollars.” Ah! Mr. Smelling, gently, if you please; if you go on like that, no one will wish
to be sick. Be satisfied with five dollars. Twenty, Forty. Forty times two are eighty plus
five and five are ten are twenty. One hundred forty dollars and 87 cents. So in one month
I have taken one, two, three, four five, six, seven, eight mixtures, and one, two, three,
four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve injections and one, two three, four,
five, six adjustments and one two three bowel cleanses. No wonder I don’t feel so well, I
should see the doctor soon! Come; time to put this all away. (_He sees that no one
comes, and that he is alone._) Nobody. It's no use, I am always left alone; there’s no way
of keeping them here. (he rings a hand bell.) They don’t hear, and my bell doesn’t make
enough noise. (he rings again) It’s just as if I doesn’t ring at all. (he rings again) No one.
(he rings again) Nanette! (he rings again) It’s just like her to ignore me. (he rings again)
You hussy! you Jade! (he rings again) Confound it all! (he rings again and shouts) Devil
take you, you lazy tramp! (He keeps ringing and muttering, this can be ad-libbed) They
have left me here to rot. NANETTE!
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Scene II - ARGAN, NANETTE
NAN: Coming, coming
ARG: Ah! You tart! You wretch!
NAN: (pretends to trip as she hurries into the room) Good grief man, you're impatient!
You rush, rush, rush me and look what has happened. I have slipped and twisted my
ankle.
ARG: (angry) You sloth!
NAN: (interrupting Argan Oh!
ARG: There is…
NAN: Oh!
ARG: It has been and hour I..
NAN: Oh!
ARG: You have left me…
NAN: Oh!
ARG: Shut up! you bag, and let me scold you.
NAN: Well! That’s too bad after what I have done to my ankle.
ARG: You make me yell until my throat aches, you floosey!
NAN: And you, you made me break my ankle, it’s just as bad as your problem, (said
under her breath ) You old fart. (louder) I’m leaving, we are done.
ARG: What! you hussy…
NAN: If you go on scolding me, I will cry.
ARG: To leave me, you…
NAN: (again interrupting) Oh!
ARG: What! Now I have to give up the pleasure of scolding you?
NAN: Well, scold, yell, complain, moan as much as you like.
ARG: You won’t let me, you hussy, you continually interrupt me at every word.
NAN: If you get the pleasure of yelling at me , I get the pleasure of crying! To each is
own, it’s only fair. Oh! Oh! (continues crying)
ARG: Good God I give up! (starts handing Nanette paperwork) Take this away; take this
away, you klutz. Get going and bring me some broth, I need to take it with my pills soon.
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NAN: This Dr. Smelling and Dr. Purge, you are keeping them in new Cadillac’s and
Pierre Cardin suits with all of the treatments you require. They have a regular savings
plan in you, I must say; I would love to know what disease you actually have that
requires so much attention. Next time you see them, ask for something that will cure your
foul mood!
ARG: Oh do shut your trap, featherbrain; it is not for you to diagnose the doctor’s
methods or me. Ask my daughter Angela to come see me. I have some news to tell her.
NAN: Here she is, she must be able to read your mind. (under her breath) As if there is
anything worth reading.
SCENE III —ARGAN, ANGELA, NANETTE
ARG: Oh good, you have arrived just in time.
ANG: Oh father I have good news to share with you.
ARG: (looking around) Oh fits and feathers, I have forgotten something; I will be right
back. Hand me my walking stick won’t you?
ARGAN EXITS
SCENE IV — ANGELA, NANETTE
ANG: Nanette!
NAN: Well! What?
ANG: Look at me a little.
NAN: Yes dear, I am looking.
ANG: Nanette!
NAN: What? Well what Angela?
ANG: Can’t you guess what I want to talk about?
NAN: Oh! yes, I have an idea that you might, possibly, perhaps, maybe want to talk
about your latest love, it’s not that we haven’t spoken of anything else in the past six
days. And you haven’t gone five minutes without mentioning him.
ANG: Well if you know how much he means to me and how much I want to talk about
him, why did you not bring up the topic first? Why do I have to be the one to initiate the
conversation all of the time?
NAN: I can barely get a word in edgewise, let alone start a conversation.
ANG: I know, I am sorry. I am never tired of talking about him. My heart is singing
about him constantly and I just want to share that with you. Nanette, can you blame me
for being so happy and in love?
NAN: No, of course not. I am very happy for you little bird.
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ANG: Should I hide my happiness?
NAN: No, never.
ANG: Should I pretend I don’t love all the little gestures and sweet things he says to me?
NAN: Heaven forbid!
ANG: Don’t you think it is fate that we have met and fallen in love? It’s like a fairytale,
don’t you think? Sonny and Cher, or John and Yoko?
NAN: I suppose…
ANG: Don’t you think he is the most adorable man?
NAN: He’s very handsome, quite the looker!
ANG: And that he is so strong.
NAN: Oh yes, like Hercules.
ANG: He is so polite.
NAN: Agreed
ANG: Wouldn’t you say there is even something noble almost royal about him?
NAN: No doubt about it.
ANG: He says the most tender and sweet things to me.
NAN: True
ANG: That is why being locked up in this house is so awful. Father is so overprotective! I
can’t go to the park on my own or the store! He makes it impossible for me to see my
dearest love. We are meant to be together.
NAN: You are right.
ANG: But, dear Nanette, tell me the truth, do you think he loves me as much as he says
he does?
NAN: Hum! That is a thing, hardly to be trusted at any time. A show of love looks a lot
like the real thing. I have seen many good actors, but sadly few true lovers.
ANG: Ahh! Nanette, what are you saying? Do you think he is faking his love for me? Do
you think it is an act? I’ll die if he is!
NAN: Well you will surely know the truth soon. He said he is going to ask for your hand
in marriage. If he does what he says, that will be proof enough.
ANG: Ah! Nanette, if he deceives me, if he lies, I can’t bear it. I will never again believe
a man so long as I live.
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NAN: Shhh, here is your father.
SCENE V — ARGAN, ANGELA, NANETTE
ARG: Angela come here, come here darling. I have news for you, you may be a little
surprised. Someone has asked my permission to marry you. You are smiling. You are
happy at the idea of marriage? It is good that you like marriage, this will be much easier
and we will both be happy at the end.
NAN: Oh father, I am happy to do whatever you ask of me.
ARG: I am glad, it is lovely having such an obedient daughter in these rebellious times,
all this hippie dippy nonsense. So many young women are ignoring the wiser adults in
their lives. As your father, I want what is best for me (quickly corrects) I mean you
darling. I have arranged for you to be married.
ANG: And father it is my duty, to do whatever you ask of me.
ARG: My wife, your step - mother, would like me to send you and your sister, Louise
away, a convent, or a vegan commune of some sort. She has had that in her head for
some time and persists in reminding me daily that it would be all the better.
NAN: (aside) Total gold digger, that one is.
ARG: She voted against your marriage, but I persuaded her. It is set.
NAN: (to Argan) Really, I am surprised, but happy for that. It is by far the smartest thing
you have done this week.
ARG: I have not yet met the young man, but I am told that I will be satisfied by him, and
that you will be too.
ANG: Of course, father.
ARG: Why! Have you seen him already?
ANG: Well…. since you have already approved I guess I can let the cat out of the bag, so
to speak. By sheer chance and good luck, I met him six days ago at an outdoor concert.
ARG: You did? And what kind of a concert was this? Were there hippies and drug
addicts there? I bet there were! He didn’t take any liberties, did he? I know how forward
the young are these days.
ANG: Oh father, chill, don’t get upset, it was purely innocent. Louise, Nanette and I were
on a picnic listening to music in the park.
NAN: Here sir, take a pill for your nerves, and one for your blood pressure, and one for
your heart, (she starts shoving pills in his mouth)
ARG: (he takes the first two but as she continues he becomes upset) That’s enough
Nanette, if you cure me with all these pills there will be nothing left for the doctor to do
when he arrives.
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ANG: Anyway father, the request for our marriage is only because we fell instantly in
love when we met at the picnic. It was love at first sight.
NAN: (aside) First sight? Try “Only” sight, you only saw him that one day.
ANG: I knew he was going to ask you if he could marry me. Isn’t that serendipitous?
ARG: Yes, quite. I had no idea that you had already met, they did not tell me that. Either
way I am glad, it is much easier to marry someone you already care for. I hear he is tall,
and rather good looking.
ANG: Yes, he is the perfect height.
ARG: Strapping young man. (puffs out his chest)
ANG: Yes, to the max.
ARG: Pleasant and doesn't argue with his elders.
ANG: Absolutely, wouldn't even think of it.
ARG: A handsome face.
ANG: Very handsome, a total fox.
ARG: Level headed and from a decent family.
ANG: Quite
ARG: With good manners.
ANG: Polite as the Pope
ARG: And speaks French, reads Latin
ANG: Ahh French and Latin? Why would anyone read Latin? Didn’t that language die or
something?
ARG: Of course, it’s not dead in the medical community, that is how all medicines are
named.
ANG: So?
ARG: He has to be able to read Latin to be a doctor. What if he invents a cure for
something, and he has to name it?
ANG: Why would he be inventing a cure for something?
ARG: Because my darling daughter, he is going to be a doctor soon. He has almost
completed his medical training and his pharmaceutical schooling.
ANG: He has? He is? He didn’t tell me that. A doctor? Well that makes him all the more
attractive.
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ARG: Yes, indeed it certainly does, (under his breath) for both of us.
ANG: But how do you know all this? Father have you been spying on me?
ARG: No of course not, what a ridiculous idea. Dr. Purge told me.
ANG: Dr. Purge knows him?
ARG: Of course he knows him; he is his nephew, his protege!
ANG: Clinton is the nephew of Dr. Purge?
ARG: Who is Clinton? We are talking about Dr. Purge’s nephew.
ANG: Yes, the man who has asked to marry me.
ARG: Yes, yes, I just told you this, Dr. Purge’s nephew
ANG: (at the same time say the names) Clinton!
ARG: Thomas!
ARG: Wait a minute, I am speaking of Thomas Diforus, the son of the renowned
Nephrologist and Osteopath! Dr. Purge’s brother in law, his nephew, Thomas has just
completed his medical training and I have agreed to let you marry him.
ANG: LET? Me, marry him? Father you have been speaking of one man and I have been
speaking of another. I can’t marry someone I have never even met.
ARG: Of course you can. I have met his uncle and that is the same as you meeting him. I
have wonderful judgement and I know what is good for my daughter. (Pauses) Why do
you look sick, do you need a tonic, maybe some medicine? Here I have some right here
(goes through several prescription bottles as he questions Angela) Is it your stomach?
Your head? Your nerves? Your back? I am sure I have something that will help.
NAN: (under her breath) Anything there for stubbornness or stupidity? Sir, why do you
want to marry your daughter to this man?
ARG: Not that it is any business of yours, you impertinent twit, but seeing that I am
aging and in need of specialized care I would like to have a doctor in the family. One that
I can trust, one that will help offset some of the ridiculous costs that other non-related
quacks like to charge me. I think it is a brilliant plan to have a medical man in the family,
he will be close by for consults and prescriptions as I need them.
ANG: Father stop! I can’t marry someone I don’t love, and to make matters worse I
already love someone else. Just because he is a doctor, is not a good enough reason for
me to marry him.
ARG: (Getting more upset) Oh! Ah! I’m having trouble breathing.
NAN: Begging your pardon Sir, do you really believe that you are ill?
ARG: Believe that I am ill? It is not merely a belief, it is a fact, you insolent tart! I am
sick from head to toe.
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NAN: Well I don’t want to know about your toes but I will agree with the head part. Very
well, then, Sir, you are ill; let’s not fight about that. Yes, you are VERY sick, I will agree
with you on that point, sicker than you think. Now, is this settled? You are sick and
Angela can marry whom she wants, after all Sir, she is not ill. She does not need a doctor.
ARG: I am giving her this wonderful opportunity to marry a doctor both for her sake and
my own. A GOOD daughter would recognize this wonderful opportunity and do exactly
what her father asks of her.
NAN: Sir can I give you some advice? As a friend.
ARG: I suppose, what is this advice?
NAN: Don’t do this, do not even consider this marriage.
AGR: What? Why not?
NAN: Angela will never agree to this.
ARG: She won’t agree?
NAN: No.
ARG: She will not consent to it?
NAN: No.
ARG: My Daughter?
NAN: Your daughter? She will tell you that she wants no part of this or the whole
Diforus clan, every last one of them. She does not need any of them.
ARG: But I have need of them, besides the match is more advantageous than you think.
The younger Mr. Diforus is an only child and not only that but his uncle, Dr. Purge, has
neither a wife nor children so he has willed all of his estate to the young newly minted
doctor Diforus! Dr. Purge is quite well known and is quite well off, to the tune of $70,000
a year.
NAN: He must have killed a lot of people to earn that much money!
ARG: $70,000 a year is a lot and that is not even counting the properties of his father.
NAN: That is all well and good, but I know Angela and she does not choose to marry for
money but for love and even though your love is money, it is not hers! I advise you to
choose another husband for her, or better yet, join the modern age and let her choose
whom she wants.
ARG: Nonsense! I will have her married to Mr. Diforus, it is the best match for all
concerned.
NAN: Nonsense? Nonsense? Nonsense to you. Don’t even say this.
ARG: And why should I not speak like this? I am her father.
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NAN: Father you may be, but people will talk and you know what they will say…
ARG: What? What will they say?
NAN: They will say you are mad, that you don’t know what you are talking about. They
might even suggest that you are cra.. (interrupts)
ARG: Do not say it! I am as sane as the next man! Besides people will say what they
want in this small town, I don’t care. I tell you, I will make my promise to the Diforus
good.
NAN: I promise she won't do it.
ARG: Then I will force her to do it.
NAN: She will not do it, I tell you.
ARG: She will or I will send her away, I am sure there is a convent that will take her.
NAN: You?
ARG: I.
NAN: Huh?
ARG: Huh?!
NAN: You will not send her away, you will not send her to a convent.
ARG: I will
NAN: No.
ARG: No?
NAN: No.
ARG: By God, I will send my daughter to a convent or anywhere else I like!
NAN: No, you won’t.
ARG: And who is going to stop me?
NAN: You, yourself. (she points at his chest, nearly knocking him down)
ARG: Myself?
NAN: You don’t have the heart to do it.
ARG: Of course, I do.
NAN: She will give you her innocent look with those big eyes and her “oh daddy” smile
and you will cave in just like that.
ARG: That is ridiculous, you make me sound like a squishy old teddy bear.
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NAN: Welllllll… A little tear here, a little tear there, arms thrown around your neck and
voila that will be enough.
ARG: All that crying and begging will be useless.
NAN: Oh yes!
ARG: Ridiculous! Nothing will move me, I am a rock.
NAN: Fiddlesticks and rubbish!
ARG: Fiddlesticks and rubbish? You have no business saying that, in fact you have no
business questioning me at all.
NAN: I know you; you are naturally kind hearted. You’re a pineapple all prickly and
rough on the outside but inside you are sweet and syrupy.
ARG: (angrily) I am not kind-hearted, and I am not a pineapple! I am ill-natured when I
like.
NAN: Calm down, Sir, remember you are ill.
ARG: I demand that she prepare herself to be married to the man of my choosing.
NAN: And I decidedly forbid her to do anything of the kind.
ARG: What an impertinent hussy you are. Why telling me, your employer, what I can
and can’t do with my daughter.
NAN: When an employer does not consider what he is doing, a sensible employee should
set him straight.
(chase ensues)
ARG: (running after NANETTE) Ah, imprudent girl, I will beat you with my cane!
NAN: (avoiding ARGAN, blocking him with a chair) It is my duty and obligation to
oppose what would make you look like a doddering old fool.
ARG: (Argan running after NANETTE cane in hand) Come here, come here, so I can
give you a lesson on how to speak to your superiors.
NAN: (NANETTE running and dodging around the furniture.) I can speak as I like, and if
I want to take interest in your affairs, as I ought to do, I will! I don’t want to see you ruin
yourself with your stubbornness and stupidity.
ARG: (as before) Busybody!
NAN: (as before) Fool!
ARG: (as before) Flibbertigibbet!
NAN: (as before) I will never consent to this marriage!
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ARG: (as before) Vixen!
NAN: (as before) Old Fart! She will listen to me much sooner than you!
ARG: (stopping, breathing heavily) Angela, won’t you stop that tart for me?
ANG: Ah! Father, don’t make yourself ill.
ARG: (to Angela) Angela, if you don’t stop her, I will refuse you my blessing.
NAN: (heading toward the exit) And I will disown her if she obeys you.
Nanette Exits)
ARG: (collapsing in a chair and remembering he is ill) Oh! Oh! I am done for. That
woman is going to be the death of me.
SCENE VI.—DARLENE, ARGAN
(Darlene entering from the next room) (she is a gold digger: dripping with jewelry, furs
and looking down her nose at everyone)
ARG: Ah! Come hear, my wife! I am dying.
DAR: What ails you, my love, my dear husband?
ARG: They have been torturing me.
DAR: What is the matter my love my darling my sweetest of all?
ARG: My love.
DAR: Oh poopsie. However, did they do that, my little dove.
ARG: That awful wench of a servant of yours, Nanette, has grown more insolent than
ever.
DAR: Oh, sweetheart don't excite yourself
ARG: She has put me in a rage my darling.
DAR: Calm down my dearest.
ARG: She has been thwarting me for the last hour about everything I want to do.
DAR: Don’t over excite yourself, breathe my dear. (she pulls out an O2 mask, but never
really gets it on his face and when she does he can’t breathe and he pulls it off)
ARG: And has had the impudence to say that I am not ill.
DAR: She is an impertinent hussy.
ARG: You know, my soul, what the truth is?
DAR: Yes, my darling, she is wrong.
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ARG: My own heart, that jade will be the death of me.
DAR: Now, don't, don’t.
ARG: She is the cause of all of my ulcers.
DAR: Don't be angry. (Darlene, starts handing him pills)
ARG: And I have asked you so many times to send her away, fire the wench!
DAR: I'm sorry my sweet, there is no servant without defects. We are obliged to put up,
at times, with their bad qualities on account of their good ones. The girl is skillful,
careful, diligent, and, above all, honest; and you know that in our day we must be very
careful what people we take into our house. I say, Nanette.
SCENE VII — ARGAN, DARLENE, NANETTE (Nanette enters)
NAN: Ma’am.
DAR: How is it Nanette that every time you speak to my husband you put him in a panic?
NAN: (soft tone) I Ma’am? I don't know what you mean. My only aim is to please my
employer in everything, and to make his mood calm and uncomplicated.
ARG: HA! Deceitful girl! Lies, lies, lies I tell you!
NAN: He said that he wished to marry his daughter to the son of Mr. Diforus. I told him
that I thought that was a lovely idea and very advantageous for him, but he believed it
would do her better to be tucked away in a convent.
DAR: There is no harm in that and I think that she is right.
ARG: AH! Dearest, do you believe her? She is a vile girl, and has said one hundred
insolent things to me. Why every word out of her mouth is an untruth.
DAR: Well, I believe you, my dear. Come, compose yourself; and you, Nanette listen to
me. If you ever make my husband angry again, I will send you away. Come on, give me
his shawl and some pillows. I want to make him more comfortable. There you are dear,
let’s pull your nightcap down over your ears. There's nothing worse than getting a bad
cold through your ears. Must keep that precious head warm, mustn’t have you get a chill,
or worse -- pneumonia.
ARG: Oh Sweetheart! I am so grateful for your gentleness, what would I ever do without
you?
DAR: (while she is covering him, she is over doing it and nearly suffocates him) Yes, my
love let me help raise yourself a little for me to put this pillow behind you. Let us put this
one for you to lean on, and this one on the other side; this one behind your back, just
want to support your head.
NAN: (dropping a pillow rudely on his head) And this other to keep you from the
evening cold.
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ARG: (rising angrily, and throwing pillows at Nanette, who runs away, exits) Ah!
Wretched girl! You are trying to smother me!
SCENE VIII —ARGAN, DARLENE
DAR: Now, now; what is the matter dear?
ARG: (throwing himself in his chair) AH! I can’t stand it any longer, fire that witch!
DAR: Darling why do you let her get to you? She is just a silly girl. She is looking out for
our best interest.
ARG: You don't know, darling, the wickedness of that the villainous baggage. She has
put me in a complete rage, and I must take eight different mixtures and 12 injections to
remedy her evil just to calm my nerves.
DAR: Oh Dearheart , compose yourself a little.
ARG: Lovey, you are my only consolation.
DAR: Poor little invalid!
ARG: To repay you for all the love you have for me, my darling, I will, as I told you,
make out my will.
DAR: Ah, my soul I do not like to speak of that, I beg you. I cannot bear to think of it,
and the very word "will" makes me die of grief.
ARG: I have to speak to our attorney about it.
DAR: (quickly interrupts) He is in the next room; I have brought him with me.
ARG: Let him in, my sweet!
DAR: Boo-hoo, my darling, when a woman loves her husband as much as I love you, she
finds it impossible to think of these things. (running to the door) Mr. Goodeel, Mr.
Goodeel!
SCENE IX— MR. GOODEEL, DARLENE, ARGAN
GOODEEL enters through center stage. Goodeel is a greasy lawyer with slicked back
hair, a handlebar moustache and is constantly looking for an angle.
ARG: Enter, Mr. Goodeel, come here. Take a seat, if you please. My wife tells me, Sir
that you are a very honest man, and a trusted friend; I have asked her to speak to you
about a will, which I wish to make.
DAR: Oh! I cannot speak of these things. The thought breaks my heart. I am nothing
without you my dear……(super sickly sweet) Can I get you a glass of water Mr.
Goodeel?
GOO: Your wife has explained everything to me Sir. I am happy to help you,
unfortunately you can give nothing to your wife through a will.
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ARG: Why is that?
GOO: It is against custom. If you were in a district where statute law prevailed, this thing
could be done, but in this county and in almost all places governed by custom, it cannot
be done; In fact, the only settlement that man and wife can make to each other is by
mutual donation while they are alive, and even then there must be no children from either
that marriage or from any previous marriage at the decease of the first.
ARG: This is a very meddlesome custom that a husband can leave nothing to his wife in
whom he loves, and whom tenderly returns his love and who takes such good care of
him. I would like to consult my own lawyer to see what I can do.
GOO: A lawyer is not the one you should consult. They consult the law too closely. And
then they charge you exorbitant prices, to tell you what I have. (he leans in, and slyly
rubs his hands together) There are other ways to shall we say…get around the custom.
Maybe even find a certain loophole that will suffice. There are those that we can consult
that can gently override the law. These know how to smooth over some of the difficulties
of the language of the law. What without their skill business would come to a screeching
halt. We can’t have that now, can we?
ARG: My wife was right about you. Sir, you are a very clever and honest man. What can
I do to give her my fortune as a reward for her love and attention. My children need
nothing.
GOO: What can you do? You could discreetly choose a friend of your wife, in whom you
will give all that you own via the will, and that friend will give it up to her afterwards; or
instead of waiting for your most unfortunate demise, you could gift it to her now.
ARG: Now?
GOO: A Deed of Gift
ARG: “A Gift” you say. Well, I may need to think about this.
GOO: (producing papers) There really in very little to think about, either your wife gets
nothing at your death and she is left penniless, or we can proceed step by step as you
secure her future and solidify your far out love for her. It doesn't need to be the whole of
your fortune. You can start with an inconsequential amount. (Darlene whimpers) Or a
tidy amount? (Darlene starts to cry harder) Or in the span of your lifetime you can pay it
all to her. (Darlene sobs inconsolably.)
DAR: This is enough! I can’t stand it any longer, I would sooner follow you to the grave
than take your money.
ARG: My darling!
DAR: Yes, my sweets, I can’t bear the thought of life without you…
ARG: My beautiful wifey!
DAR: It would be nothing to me.
ARG: My love!
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DAR: I would follow you to the grave to continue caring for you.
ARG: You are breaking my heart, dearest, I beg you, don’t cry.
GOO: (to Darlene) It is too early for tears, it hasn't come to that yet.
DAR: Oh Mr. Goodeel you don’t know what it is like to have such a loving, attentive,
generous, husband.
ARG: Oh my dear, my greatest regret, if I die, will be to have not had a child with you.
Mr. Purge told me that he could fix that, and maybe someday…
GOO: That may still happen.
ARG: I must make out my will, my heart, according to what this gentleman advises: but
out of precaution, I will give you the twenty thousand I have in gold bars which I keep
hidden in the wall safe. I also have a deed to some property owed to me. I will give that
to my wife at once.
DAR: (rising) No, No! I want nothing to do with all of that. Uh, how much did you say
was in the wall safe?
ARG: Twenty thousand.
DAR: (starts to fake cry) Don’t talk of money to me, I beg you. Ah! how much is the
property worth?
ARG: One, my pumpkin, is for six thousand and the other for eight thousand.
DAR: All the wealth and property in the world, my soul, cannot replace your love.
GOO: Shall we draw up the will?
ARG: Yes, Sir. Let’s go into my study, it is much more comfortable.
DAR: Come, my sweet little pet.
(as they exit Goodeel pinches Darlene)
DAR: I owe you one.
GOO: I will collect later.
ALL EXIT
SCENE X —ANGELA, NANETTE
NAN: They are cloistered with the notary, and I heard something about a will; your
stepmother doesn't sleep, she is like a snake, eyes open at all times. It is no doubt a
conspiracy, some trick in which she will use your father for her benefit.
ANG: Oh let him throw away his money however he likes, as long as he does not throw
away my heart with it. It is bad enough that my father is stomping all over my feelings, I
could not survive if I lost your support too. I beg you, help me convince my father.
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NAN: Me? Abandon you! I would rather be rolled in honey and eaten by termites. Your
step-mother is convinced that I am her most loyal servant, the blood sucking leech has no
idea that I am on your side 100%. Trust me, I am keeping that enemy as close as I can so
as to spare you any harm. I am going to have to change tactics, if I want to keep helping
you. I am going to have to pretend to be on her side and your father's, if I want to fully
stay ahead of their selfish plots.
ANG: Please try whatever you think will work. Will you please get word to Clinton and
let him know of my father’s ugh, I can hardly say the word, “arranged” marriage for me.
NAN: I don’t have anyone to send to let him right now, except Willie, my boyfriend, I
am sure I will have to pay for his services, the greedy bugger. I am happy to do it for you,
though. Today is too late to get started, but tomorrow morning, early, I will call him and
he will be happy to…
SCENE XI— DARLENE, ANGELA, NANETTE (in the house)
DAR: Nanette.
NAN: (to Angela) Cruella is summoning me, Good night. Trust me.
ACT II--NANETTE, CLINTON
SCENE I
Scene: Same as Act I
Time: The next day
At Rise: Nanette is cleaning and straightening the room as Clinton enters disguised as a
music teacher. He comes up behind her, she doesn't see him until she turns around,
surprising her.
NAN: Oh! (still not recognizing him) Well hello, sir?
CLI: (removing his glasses, mustache and hat) It’s me, Clinton.
NAN: Oh! Mr. Clinton! What are you doing here?
CLI: I heard of this ridiculous and unhappy arrangement that Angela’s father has
proposed and I had to come to her. I want to know for sure that it is me she loves and not
this interloper her father has suggested.
NAN: Splendid, the problem is her father and opportunistic stepmother have put her on
restriction and even unplugged her telephone. We are going to have keep things on the
low, low and use a little trickery and subterfuge. In fact, if it were not for the wishes of an
old aunt, you never would have met her at the play last week. If we want to protect your
love we must be very careful. Don’t even bring it up in front of her father.
CLI: And for that very reason I have come, not as her lover, but as the old friend and
assistant of her music master.
NAN: Ok step back and let me make the introductions.
SCENE II — ARGAN, NANETTE
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ARG: (thinking he is alone) Mr. Purge told me that I am supposed to walk twelve times
back and forth in my room each day. I forgot to ask whether that is lengthwise or
widthwise across.
NAN: Sir, there is a gentleman…
ARG: Shh Shh, you minx, lower your voice you're giving me a headache, and you know
you should never yell at sick people.
NAN: I wanted to tell you sir…
ARG: Lower, lower, you featherbrain.
NAN: Sir…(she mouths the words)
ARG: What?
NAN: I am telling you…(as before)
ARG: What is it you say? I can’t hear you at all.
NAN: (loud) I am saying there is a gentleman here who wants to speak with you.
ARG: Let him in, let him in.
SCENE III: — ARGAN, CLINTON, NANETTE
CLI: Sir.
NAN: (to Clinton) Do not speak so loudly, we wouldn’t want to split Mr. Argan’s head
open.
CLI: Sir, I am delighted to find you up, and see that you are feeling better.
NAN: (pretending to be angry) How! Better? Why he is not better at all. Just because he
didn’t wake up smelling flowers or seeing candles does not make him on the mend! He is
always ill!
CLI: I had heard that he was feeling better, and to look at him he seems fine, quite
healthy.
NAN: What do you mean he looks healthy? He looks terrible, it is only uneducated,
ninny brains like yourself who say that he is better: he has never been as sick as he is
today.
ARG: She is right.
NAN: He walks, eats, sleeps like other folks, but that does not stop him from being ill.
ARG: That is quite true.
CLI: I am sincerely sorry for that, Sir. I have been sent by your daughter’s music
instructor, he was called away to a musical conference for a few days. Since I am his
good friend, he asked me to come here and fill in for him. He asked that I continue with
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the lessons for fear that your daughter might forget what she has learned without constant
refreshing.
ARG: (to Nanette) Call Angela.
NAN: I think, sir, that it would be better if we take the gentleman to Angela in her room.
ARG: Absolutely not, make her come here.
NAN: He cannot give her a good lesson if they are not left alone.
ARG: Oh! yes, he can.
NAN: But Sir, in your invalid condition, your headache, wouldn’t the sounds distress
you?
ARG: No, No, I like music, I should think that it will help me feel better. Ah! here she is.
(to Nanette) Go and see if my wife is dressed.
SCENE IV —ARGAN, ANGELA, CLINTON
ARG: Come here daughter, your music teacher has gone out of town, and has sent a
replacement for your music lessons.
ANG: (recognizing Clinton) Oh Heavens!
ARG: What is the matter? Why the surprise?
ANG: It is…
ARG: What is troubling you so much?
ANG: It is just a strange coincidence.
ARG: What is?
ANG: I had a dream last night that I was in the worst trouble imaginable, and that
someone who looked exactly like this gentleman came to my rescue. I asked him to help
me, and he saved me from the terrible situation I was in. I am just stunned to great the
man who looked so similar to the one I dreamt of last night.
CLI: I am honored to have occupied your thoughts and dreams. Asleep or awake it would
be my privilege to be your knight in shining armor. There is nothing I would not do for…
SCENE V —ARGAN, ANGELA, CLINTON, NANETTE
NAN: (to Argan) Sir, Mr Diforus and his son are here to see you. Sir, I take back all that I
said yesterday. You were right to match Angela up with the young Mr. Diforus. He is a
catch. He only said two words to me, but they were so eloquent I knew you had made the
right decision.
ARG: (to Clinton, as he starts to leave) Oh you don’t need to leave. I am about to
introduce my daughter to her fiancé; they have never met before this moment. Since we
will be having a wedding soon, we will need your music.
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CLI: I am honored to be part of such a special occasion.
ARG: He is the son of a clever doctor. I have set the wedding for four days from now.
CLI: Really! I am sure I can be ready for your daughter by then.
ARG: Good.
CLI: I am happy to be invited. I am thrilled to be to be part of your daughter’s special
day.
NAN: Come, make some room; here they are.
SCENE VI — DR. DIFORUS, THOMAS, ARGAN, ANGELA, CLINTON,
NANETTE, SERVANTS
ARG: (patting his hat on his head) Mr. Purge has forbidden me to uncover my head. You
are a doctor, what do you think would happen if I uncovered my head?
DR. DIA: We are bound to bring comfort and relief to all of our invalids.
(the two men speaking each line at the same time, pausing after each to see if they can
speak singularly)
ARG: Ah Mr. Diforus, I am so happy you have come…
MR. DIA: Mr. Argan It is good to see you…
Pause
ARG: It is my brilliant friend and doctor…
MR. DIA: The incomparable Mr. Argan…
Pause
ARG: You are too kind to…
MR. DIA: I would like to present…
Pause
ARG: And this must be your son…
DR.DIA: My outstanding son, Thomas…
Pause
ARG: It is a pleasure to meet you…
DR. DIA: He finished top of his class…
Pause:
ARG: Welcome, to my home
DR. DIA: Thank you for having us…
Pause (both take a deep breath before launching into the last of their speeches)
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DR. DIA: My son and I are most honored at this arrangement and thrilled to pay homage
to your family. We are as always, at your disposal both as future family members, but
also medicinally at your request.
ARG: My daughter and I are extremely privileged that you have come to our home. We
are committed wholeheartedly to having you and your son join our humble family circle.
Both men stop at the same time, hug awkwardly, Argan collapsing into his chair
exhausted and Dr. Diforus turns and pulls Thomas forward.
DR. DIA: Now, come forward Thomas, pay your respects.
T. DIA: (to MR. DIA) Should I start with the old man?
DR. DIA: Yes.
T. DIA: (to Argan) Sir, I come to salute, acknowledge, cherish, and revere you as a
second father; but a second father I owe more than to the first. The first gave me life; but
you my new father, have chosen me above all others to be your son. He, (pointing to MR.
DIA) had to accept me, but you have invited me. What I have of him (Mr. DIA) is from
the body but you is from the mind. Since the mind is above the body and is the
controlling voice of all the body you have all of my allegiance and affiliation from this
day forward and forever. (He bows and shakes Argan’s hand awkwardly) (turns towards
his father) How was that?
DR. DIA: Optime. But you're not done yet.
T. DIA: I know, but I need to breathe. (Pulls out his asthma inhaler and takes a puff,
wipes his brow.)
NAN: Long live the colleges that send us these brilliants.
T.DIA: Who shall I do next?
DR. DIA: The lady of the house.
T. DIA: Right. (turns to Angela, giving her a rather peckish kiss and then kneels before
her) Ma’m it is by heaven and holiness that you have been given the name of mother in
law, since we see in your beauty heaven’s light and…
ARG: (to Thomas) That is not my wife, that is your fiancé.
T.DIA: Where is she? Your wife.
ARG: She will be joining us soon.
NAN: (under her breath) No doubt sharpening her claws and cleaning her broomstick.
(Thomas sits)
DR. DIA: Stand up son and speak to the young lady, your fiancé first.
T. DIA: M’Lady, as the statue of Memnon gave forth a harmonious sound when it was
first struck by the first rays of the sun, so do I experience a sweet rapture at the sight of
that very same sun in your beauty.
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ANG: Thank you. That was…
T. DIA: I am not done… (starts to mutter until he reminds his place.) As the naturalists
teach the flower known as the heliotrope to always turns towards the brightest star, the
sun, so will my heart forever turn towards your adorable eyes as to its center. If you will
permit me, Miss, I will be your most humble, most obedient, faithful servant and
husband.
NAN: Ah! So inspiring.
ANG: Thank you?
ARG: (to Clinton) Well what do you think of that?
CLI: The man is well rehearsed, if he is as good a doctor as he is an orator, it will be
quite promising to be one of his patients.
NAN: It will be a wonder at the scores of people he could save.
ARG: Now, quick, my chair. Be seated everyone. Sit down here Angela. We are all in
admiration of your son and I am sure it is a great blessing to have him as your son.
DR. DIA: Sir, it is not just because I am his father that I may boast of him, but I am also
quite proud of his accomplishments in life thus far. If you speak to anyone of his teachers
you will find that he did not start out as other, brighter children. He was a bit slow in
learning and did not have much of the sparkling wit that other youngsters have. As a
child he was never what you would call sharp or lively. He was always, peaceful, gentle,
taciturn, not speaking very much. He rarely even played children’s games like other
children. It was this methodical and stoic personality that was the groundwork for his
introduction into medicine. It was most challenging to teach him his letters, he could
barely read at the age of nine. A good sign, I used to say to myself; slow growing trees
bear the best fruit. We engrave on marble with much more difficulty than on sand, but the
result is much more permanent, and that dullness and slow imagination, is a mark of
sound judgment in his future.
ARG: This is a good point, well made.
DR. DIA: When I sent him to college, he found it difficult but he plodded through his
studies, and was obstinate against difficulties. His tutors praised him for his diligence and
the time he took. Basically, he hammered away, and at last succeeded gloriously in
obtaining his degree; and I can say, without bragging, that there has never been a
candidate for the Bachelor of Pre Med. who has made more noise than he in all of the
school’s history. He is a strong arguer and will debate with the Dean himself over his
principles, never changes his opinion, and pursues an argument to the last recesses of
logic. But, what I am most proud of is that he has chosen to follow me in my pursuit of
traditional medicine, and that he would never understand nor listen to the reasons and the
experiences of the supposed discoveries of our century concerning new medicine. DNA,
Oral contraceptives, heart and lung transplants, all of it hogwash!
T.DIA: (pulling out a piece of paper, presenting it to Angela) I have written a thesis in
response to the American Heart Association's findings that smoking is unhealthy for the
heart. (bowing to ARGAN) With your permission Sir, I would like to present it to the
young lady as a token of my genius.
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ANG: Sir, it is a useless piece of paper to me; I do not understand these things.
NAN: (taking the paper) Never mind; give it to me I will wallpaper the bathroom with it.
T. DIA: (bowing to Angela and getting more animated) With your father’s permission I
have one other wedding gift for you. I am pleased to invite you to an autopsy I will be
performing on a woman tomorrow.
ARG: A dead body?
T. DIA: Of course, it is illegal to perform autopsies on the living.
NAN: An autopsy, what a unique gift. Why some fiancés might consider an outing to a
play or a ballet for their sweetheart, but a dissection and a lecture is so much more
intimate. (makes a gagging face)
DR. DIA: I assure you, what my son lacks in romantic gestures, he more than makes up
for with traditional qualities that make up a good marriage, his children will be strong and
healthy.
ARG: Do you intend to support his further advancements in governmental medicine?
And perhaps supplying medical advice to those in power?
DR. DIA: To tell the truth, I have never had much thought or care for the affluent and
overly educated; it is much better to minister to the general masses. The ordinary public
does not expect as much service and attention to detail. As long as you do the
traditionally medical steps and do them with minimum flourish there is no need to trouble
yourself with results. What galls me are the hoity-toities that expect, when they are ill,
that a doctor will actually cure them.
NAN: How unreasonable! How absurd of them to ask you doctors to cure them! You are
not in the business to bond with sick people, but to collect your fees, get your kickbacks,
and prescribe more treatments. It is their own fault if they cannot recover.
DR. DIA: Exactly. We are only bound to treat people so much as we follow the rules and
meet the insurance requirements.
ARG: (to Clinton) Sir, since you are here why not have my daughter sing for her new
fiancé and our guests.
CLI: In order to entertain the group, Sir; I propose a song that is newly written, perhaps
as folk song of sorts. I will accompany her, as it is a duet. (hands the music to Angela).
Here is your part.
ANG: Mine?
CLI: Just go with it. I have a plan. (aloud) I am not a great singer, but I can share with
you the verse that is written and the lovely lady can sing.
ARG: Excellent. You may begin.
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CLI: First let me explain this new method of making music, it is very contemporary and
yet steeped in tradition. It is an improvisation of sorts, where the storyline is set but the
musical artists let the music move them and the lyrics take place spontaneously.
ARG: Sounds messy and unorganized.
CLI: Oh I am sure you will enjoy it to the fullest, if given a chance.
ARG: Fine, go on.
CLI: Our storyline follows a young shepherd in the San Bernardino mountains , not too
far from here as a matter of fact. You can picture me as the shepherd, can’t you?
(All the company nods, some more enthusiastically than others)
o

CLI: One evening the shepherd attends a play within his town. As he is
strolling through the town this rugged, yet sensitive, shepherd sees a
young lady in distress and comes quickly to her rescue. She is being
rudely harassed by a witless hillbilly with deplorable manners.

ARG: Why is she alone? She should have a chaperone to prevent this sort of thing.
CLI: Right you are Sir, she was accompanied her…
NAN: Her Aunt!
CLI: Exactly, I think maybe you know this part.
NAN: Oh no only a little.
ARG: That’s more like it.
CLI: (continuing) Our hero, quickly dismisses the oafish, tactless, dunce and kneels
before the beautiful girl. (Clinton, kneels in from of Angela)
ARG: Here, borrow Nanette.
CLI: Oh! begging your pardon Sir, but we must stay in character and Nanette is much
older and wiser than the fair shepherdesses character.
ARG: Fine.
CLI: As he gazes into her beautiful eyes he is mesmerized. Alas, he says to himself can
anyone be so cruel as to hurt this dear one’s heart. And he vows to himself to always
make her smile. He reaches to her cheek to brush away a single tear. The lovely
shepherdess surprises him by taking his hand and kissing his palm. (Angela kisses the
palm of Clinton) Her gesture of thanks, so sweet, so tender that it is the greatest thanks he
has ever received. Her soft touch leaves him with a burning shaft that penetrates his heart.
He wonders what other service he might provide to this beauty to earn her sweetest
thanks. He has become completely lost in her eyes and heart and lost all sense of reality
around him, swirling only in the passion he has for his true love. From that moment, from
that first sight, he is carried away to a love that is eternal. As he leaves the village all he
takes with him are the feelings of sorrow and the pangs of absence, the torment of not
seeing his love, and the regret of such a short time spent with her. He tries everything he
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can think of to meet her again, but his attempts are blocked by her father who keeps
watch over her constantly.
ARG: That is what a respectable father should do.
CLI: The young shepherd meets secretly with the girl’s aunt, she tells him of a shameful
plan the father has put into motion. A plan to marry his daughter off for his own selfish
purposes. The father has chosen a bumbling, thick skulled man that has never met his
daughter. The young shepherd cannot not let his beloved fall into the hands of the dolt
her father has arranged for her. He and the aunt join forces rescuing his love. He hides his
shepherd’s clothing, disguises himself as another, and introduces himself into the
household.
ARG: The scoundrel! He did not?
CLI: He did, and this is where our story turns to song. I will play the part of the young
shepherd, Anthony, and Miss Angela can play the part of the Shepherdess, Cleo.
(He sings)
Oh most divine Shepherdess, I kneel before you
My eyes lifted to the heaven I see in yours
Tell me true, as I love you
Do you love me more?
ANG: I do, I love you, but sad I am
For my father has locked me away
I beg of you, please release me from this …..jam (she tries to rhyme)
CLI: Fear not my angel, for as you profess your love to me
So do I to you, and swear on my life to set you free
ANG: Oh happy words! am I so blessed? Repeat them, Love, set my heart at rest.
CLI: I love you, darling, more than earth and sea and swear by my life to set you free.
ARG: Wait, what about the man, the one the father set her up with?
CLI: Quite right, Sir. This takes place in the next verse.
ANG: But what of the engagement of my father’s choice
Do you think that he may have a voice?
CLI: I doubt for all intents and purpose be…
Love, don’t fear, he can try his best to challenge me.
I have a plan to save your virtue
We must hold fast and avoid your curfew.
ARG: The little minx is going to run away with this heathen?!
CLI: Be patient Sir, this is the exciting part.
ARG: I don’t find it exciting at all. Why, if she were my daughter I would lock her in the
basement and call the police on this home invader.
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CLI: I am sure you would, but I promise your will enjoy the end, it is a happy one.
ARG: Not for her father, I can see that.
CLI: Sir, I thought you enjoyed music?
ARG: Yes, but not this nonsense and drivel. I should like to hear something classical, not
this made up hippie music.
CLI: Sir, if you will let us finish, I am sure your daughter’s lovely voice will make the
song even more enjoyable.
ARG: Yes, her voice is lovely, it is the lyrics I don’t like. I suggest you stop here and
work on a different song or better yet with your other clients. (starts showing him the
door)
CLI: But Sir….
ARG: That is all! (shoves him out the door)
(Clinton exits center, Angela stands to follow him, but sits.)
Darlene enters SL
SCENE VII — DARLENE, ARGAN, ANGELA, DR. DIFORUS, THOMAS,
NANETTE
ARG: Oh darling wife, you missed the eloquent things that Mr. Thomas said to myself
and Angela. He is quite well spoken.
DAR: I am delighted to meet you.
T. DIA: It is with justice Ma’m by heaven and holiness that you have been given the
name of mother in law, since we see in your beauty heaven’s light and…
DR.DIA: Not now. Another time.
ARG: I wish you had been here, you really did miss something unique.
NAN: Oh yeah! All about head turning flowers and autopsies. He’s giving her a lecture
as a wedding gift, to go with the autopsy of course.
ARG: (to Nanette) You be quiet you chatterbox. (to Darlene) My love you are just in
time for the acceptance of the wedding proposal. (shoving Angela towards Thomas)
Angela tell young Thomas here that you accept his proposal and seal it with a kiss.
ANG: Father!
ARG: What?
ANG: I am begging you to give us more time to get to know each other, let something
grow that will join us as a married couple.
ARG: Trust me, there is time for that, and I am sure young Thomas already has
something growing toward you.
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T.DIA: Yes, Miss, as far as I am concerned, it is already full grown. I am ready and do
not need to wait at all.
ANG: Well I am not so quick as a you. I have been taught to think with my heart not with
my,… my...well to think with my heart. We need more time to get acquainted properly.
ARG: Nonsense! There will be time enough for that after your marriage.
ANG: But father! I beg you, marriage should not be enforced by a chain around my neck
I should welcome the necklace of marriage. And if this gentleman were a man of honor,
he should not expect me to marry him by force.
T. DIA: Our marriage is a command of our fathers, we must obey.
ANG: That is a terribly unromantic argument.
T. DIA: In some countries the brides are drug from their fathers’ homes and brought
straight to the chapel. That way it doesn't look like the women has loose morals.
ANG: To marry by violence is a weird way to start a marriage. We are not in THOSE
countries and it is 1968! I can marry whomever I choose, unrelated to my morals.
T. DIA: Certainly Miss, but all the same the arrangement has been made.
ANG: If you truly love me you will take my feelings into consideration.
T. DIA: Feelings are secondary to science and logic.
NAN: (to ANGELA) I think Miss you should not waste your breath. Debating with your
heart is no match for debating with your mind and logic.
DAR: There is no use in arguing with your father Angela, (to Argan, pointing at Nanette)
see Dear, she isn’t all bad.
ANG: I am arguing for my life here and what is more, for love!
DAR: Well you can choose your father’s way or my way, and you know where I would
send you.
ANG: So basically, “it’s your way or the highway,” and I have no choice!
ARG: Do not be mad at me young lady! I am your father, I know what is best for all.
DAR: Well brought up children do as they are told. In my day, we did not have these
hippie-dippie ideas of free love and individual choice. We did as we were told and we did
it obediently.
ARG: (to the group) I am sorry you all had to be present at our little family squabble.
ANG: The duty of a daughter has its limits Ma’am, and neither by force or trickery
should a daughter have to give into a marriage. I realize that some women agree to
marriage to escape their parents. I also know of women that marry for financial gain,
flittering from husband to husband racking up fortunes at the husband’s expense or
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worse, death. I am sure these women care very little about what type of husband they are
saddled with, as long as they get what they want. I am neither of these. I love my father
and I want to do what is right, but I love someone else and that is not fair to me or my
beloved, if we cannot be together.
DAR: I think that you are hinting at something, you cheeky girl, I will not have it.
ANG: Who Ma’am, could I possibly be hinting at? I only speak of others to show that I
have honest reasons for not wanting to rush into this marriage.
DAR: You are such ditzy girl my dear sometimes it is hard to even listen to you.
ANG: I know you are trying to bait me, but I will not meet your unkindness with more
unkindness. Now if you will excuse me, I am going to my room! Goodbye.
NAN: Wait miss, I will go with you. I wouldn’t want you to do anything rash.
DAR: Why that little hussy, (to Argan) are you going to let her talk to me that way?
ARG: There, there dear. She is gone don’t let her upset you.
SCENE VII —ARGAN, DARLENE, DR. DIFORUS, THOMAS
ARG: (as Angela is leaving) Listen to me young lady. You can be guaranteed two things,
one either you marry this young man or you will be sent away with nothing but the
clothes on your back. I will give you four days to consider your options. (to Darlene)
Don’t worry Dear, it will all work out for the best.
DAR: Well if you all will excuse me, I have some important business to conduct with Mr.
Goodeel in town. I will return shortly.
ARG: Go my Darling, meet with the lawyer, and tell him to draft the will quickly. You
never know when it might be curtains for me.
DAR: Goodbye, my Love
ARG: Goodbye, my Angel
SCENE IX —- ARGAN, DR. DIFORUS, THOMAS
ARG: Ah the love of my life. That woman really loves me.
DR. DIA: (in a huffy mood) I think it is about time for us to leave as well. I think maybe
this whole arrangement was not a good idea.
ARG: Now, now Mr. Diforus, of course it was. You will see as soon as Angela takes
some time to think about her loyalties to me she will come around and do the right thing.
Here, here take my pulse. You tell a lot about a man by his pulse.
DR. DIA: (taking Argan’s pulse) Now Thomas, take the other wrist, we shall compare
our readings. I want to make sure you are doing it correctly. (Thomas on one side Mr.
Diforus on the other, both pulling a little, Thomas is having a hard time locating it.)
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T. DIA: Father, he hasn’t got one. Or maybe it is just very faint.
DR. DIA: Certainly makes sense, as we knew you are not a well man.
T. DIA: Unwell.
DR. DIA: This abnormality is typical with issues of the splenetic parenchyma that is to
say the spleen.
ARG: That can’t be right, Dr. Purge says it is my liver, which is out of order.
DR. DIA: Right, Right (back peddling) certainly, they are one and the same. When I say
one I mean to include both. They are connected in matters of the body, you know (he
starts singing the song) “thigh bone connected to the knee bone, knee bone connected..”
You understand, I was just simplifying for those that do not have complicated medical
degrees. No doubt Dr. Purge has prescribed that you eat nothing but roasted meat.
ARG: No, nothing but boiled meat.
DR. DIA: Yes, yes, roasted or boiled, it is all the same; he is very wise and you could not
be in better care.
ARG: And how much roughage am I to have a day? Dr. Purge said that an apple a day
was best.
DR. DIA: Yes, yes one apple is plenty. You needn't overdo your vegetables; they will
only clog your spleen. (Standing and getting his coat) Come Thomas, it is time for us to
leave. Mr. Argan, please send word when your daughter has realized the error of her
ways and we can commence with the wedding.
ARG: Goodbye Sir, I am sure I will see you soon.
SCENE X— DARLENE, ARGAN
DAR: (comes running in) I must tell you, while I was on my way out I heard a young
man singing. It was that music teacher, I followed him and saw him sneak into Angela’s
bedroom.
ARG: He went into her bedroom!! Why I’ll kill….
DAR: (giving him pills and calming him down) Now, now Sweetie stay calm, we
wouldn’t want you having a heart attack before the lawyer has drawn up the documents. I
listened at the door and heard not only Angela talking but Louise too.
ARG: Quickly, call Louise to me. (Darlene exits) (alone) The nerve of that girl,
conspiring with her sister and the music teacher. I am no longer surprised at this
generation’s downfall.
SCENE XI —ARGAN, LOUISE
LOU: (enters but is very timid) Hello Papa. You wanted to see me?
ARG: Yes, yes, come in.
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LOU: (she takes one more step) What Papa?
ARG: Must you hover near the door? Come into the room. I want to talk with you.
LOU: (Walks closer) Yes Papa?
ARG: Is there something you would like to tell me?
LOU: I don’t think so.
ARG: Are you sure?
LOU: Oh yes, yes, of course. I forgot to tell you about the story we read in school. It is
the story of the Ass’s Skin or the fable of the Fox and the Crow.
ARG: That is not what I am talking about and if you don’t share with me the truth of
what I want, it will be your ass on the line.
LOU: What is it then?
ARG: You sly little minx. Didn’t I ask you to keep an eye on your sister?
LOU: Yes, Papa.
ARG: And have you been doing this, like a good little girl.
LOU: Yes, Papa I kept one eye on her.
ARG: And have you seen anything, or anyone interesting to day…?
LOU: (shaking her head no)
ARG: No?
LOU: No, Papa.
ARG: Positive?
LOU: Positive.
ARG: I know for a fact that you saw your sister with a young man in her room within the
last hour. How did you not see them?
LOU: I was hiding…in the closet.
ARG: But you must have heard them talking.
LOU: I ah ah… I had headphones on.
ARG: Why you little fibber! You better tell me the truth or I will use the wooden spoon
on you immediately! (starts walking towards a spanking sick)
LOU: (throwing herself to the floor, but protecting her butt) Papa, Papa, forgive me! I
promised Angela that I would keep her secret, please don’t spank me.
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ARG: You know the consequence for lying, bend over, it is time to take your
punishment.
LOU: Papa please don’t spank me, I promise never to lie again.
ARG: Ah for that lie right there you should be swatted again. Give me your backside and
let me done with it.
LOU: (she over dramatically turns around while grabbing a pillow, and shoving it in her
pants before she presents her bottom to Argan.)
ARG: (he takes the wooden spoon and winds up like he's going to hit her but really just
taps her)
LOU: (she overreacts falls flat on her face and moans like she's been shot) Oh Oh OH!
Papa you have hurt me, I am dead! (she goes into an over dramatic death scene )
ARG: This is ridiculous, you are making a fuss over nothing. (Louise doesn’t move)
Louise, Lou-lou? (he shakes her, she doesn't move) Lou-lou wake up! Oh no what have I
done? My poor baby is dead! I didn’t mean to spank her so hard, I just don’t know my
own strength. I only meant to teach you a lesson (crying over her at this point).
LOU: (sitting up) It’s ok Papa, I’m not all the way dead. I was just pretending.
ARG: Why you sneaky little actress! Ok I forgive you this time, but no more death
scenes, you hear me? And you better tell me the truth about Angela.
LOU: Yes, Papa, but promise not to tell Angela that I told you?
ARG: I promise. (they lock pinkies)
LOU: (she skulks around the room making sure no-one is listening) I was in Angela’s
room when a young man came into her room. I asked him who he was and what he
wanted.
ARG: Yes…
LOU: He said that he was her music teacher.
ARG: Hmm I see, that scalawag again.
LOU: Then Angela came in.
ARG: How did she react?
LOU: She told him to “Go away, go away. If my father catches you he will kill us both!”
”LOU: The music teacher got down on one knee and must have said “I love you” about a
thousand times, it was kind of goopy and gross, but Angela seemed to really like it.
ARG: What else did he say?
LOU: A whole bunch of stuff like; “Oh Angela I love you, you're beautiful, I can’t live
without you…” stuff like that.
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ARG: Then what happened?
LOU: Darlene, I mean (said overly sweetly) “step-mommy” opened the door and the
young man jumped out the window, into the yard, and ran away.
ARG: Anything else?
LOU: Nope.
ARG: Are you sure? We pinkie promised so I will know if you're not telling me
everything. (he puts his pinky in his ear) Ahh my pinky says there is more to this story.
LOU: Now your pinky is the fibber! I have told you everything, besides pinky doesn't
have a mouth to talk! (runs out of the room)
ARG: Ugh kids these days! They are so desensitized. (flops into a chair) being a father is
exhausting, I hardly have time to be ill.

ACT III
SCENE I —ARGAN, NANETTE, BERNIE
(Next day, same scene, Argan is organizing his pill bottles.)
NAN: Sir, you have a visitor.
ARG: Who is it Nanette? You know I don’t like to be bothered when I am organizing my
pills.
NAN: Begging your pardon sir, but If I waited for you to be finished, we would all be
dead from old age. It is your brother.
ARG: Get away from me you ninny, you know nothing about good healthcare. Send in
Bernie, now! No doubt he’s going to go on and on about how healthy he is compared to
me.
Bernie enters, (he is a loud, gregarious, fun loving type. He believes all you need is
sunshine and clean air to be healthy)
BER: Hello big brother! You are looking quite well today.
ARG: (fake coughing) Are you kidding me? I woke up with a sore throat, a runny nose
and I swear I am shorter today than I was yesterday. I was just about to call the
pharmacist to see if there was a stronger brand of this infernal medicine (picks up one of
the bottles and shakes it at Bernie)
BER: That’s very sad, but also a bit unbelievable. You are the strongest person I know.
ARG: Huh! I have barely enough strength to speak, let alone argue.
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BER: You are being preposterous! Enough about your phantom illnesses, your ghostly
aches and pains. The only thing sick about you is your temperament.
ARG: I don’t have to listen to you little brother, you with your natural herbs, and your
free loving ideas. I know what kind of “medicine” you prefer and it’s a sham. I would no
sooner get better if I rolled up my socks and smoked those.
BER: Enough, enough, I am here to talk about Angela, not to talk about what you choose
to stuff in that pipe of yours. I have a plan to fix her up with a husband.
ARG: (Getting more worked up) Angela? Why that little misbehaving twit is on my last
nerve. (ranting) I have completely run out of patience with her. She has gotten me all
riled up again. (standing and looking around) Where is my cane? I need to walk. I will be
right back.
(EXITS)
SCENE II
NANETTE, BERNIE
NAN: (to Bernie) Oh Mr. Bernie, I am so glad you have come by. Did you hear that Mr.
Argan is planning on marrying poor Angela to a man she does not love! And to make
matters worse, she has found her true love in another man. She is just beside herself with
grief. I am afraid she might do something drastic.
BER: (consoling her) There, there, (hands her a handkerchief) (NANETTE blows her
nose loudly, and hands it back to him). It is going to work out. I promise I won’t let that
fool brother of mine ruin Angela’s life. I can’t do much about what he has done with his
love life, but if I can save hers, I will.
NAN: It would be wonderful if we could find a doctor on our side, one that would see the
ridiculousness of Dr. Purge and Dr. Smellings treatments, they are just out to bleed poor
Mr. Argan dry. Why taking advantage of a gullible dolt when it comes to his health is just
immoral.
BER: Hmm you have a point, my brother is a bit of a sucker when it comes to his
“sicknesses”. Do you know that I cannot remember one day in our entire childhood that
he was truly sick.
NAN: Yes, well now he seems to be making up for lost time. Maybe we don’t need a real
doctor to play the part, I think if Mr. Argan can play the part of an invalid than I can play
the part of a doctor.
BER: What sneaky thing do you have in mind?
NAN: Just go with it, follow my lead and above all else, keep him calm. (Nanette runs
out)
SCENE III— BERNIE, ARGAN
(Argan enters sits, in his chair)
BER: Dear brother, let’s not fight. We are mature educated men, we are family, we can
surely have a heart to heart talk, without getting upset. Right?
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ARG: Hmph I am not the one that gets riled up, you brother like to ruffle my feathers
with your teasing and humbuggery of modern medicine.
BER: I promise not to tease you if you promise to keep an open mind.
ARG: Very well, what is it you would like to talk about?
BER: I am curious as to why in heaven’s name you would marry off your daughter to a
stuffy, presumptuous, buffoon like Thomas Diforus?
ARG: And what I am curious about is why you, a bachelor, who has never had a child,
has any business questioning me about raising my daughter?
BER: Is this something that the lovely little woman, your wife, has put you up to? I am
pretty sure if it were up to her she would send both your girls off to a convent in Iceland.
ARG: Oh don’t go blaming Darlene, that woman does nothing but take care of me and
love me. She is not the bad guy here.
BER: You’re right, you’re right, she is the sweetest woman in the world, not an
unscrupulous bone in her body (all said with sarcasm). All she ever wants is what is best
for you. Let’s not talk of her, let’s get back to Angela. Why this man? Why is she not free
to choose her own husband?
ARG: Quite honestly? Because it doesn’t suit me.
BER: So, what have you got to do with their marriage? Is she marrying him or are you?
ARG: He must be someone who gets along with her as well as I, and I have need of a
doctor.
BER: So by this logic; you are marrying Angela to a doctor and what, Louise to a
pharmacist? It’s a good thing you didn’t have more children, they would be married to
lawyers, judges, police and anything else you think you need.
ARG: That is ludicrous, I would never let a lawyer in the family.
BER: Is it possible that maybe you are just imagining some of these illnesses? I know of
no one who is less sick than you. And I know plenty of people that would be happy to be
as “sick” as you are. Considering all the pills and treatments you take, I am surprised that
your supposed cures have not killed you.
ARG: You have that backwards, it is because of all these pills, infusions and injections
that has kept me in good health. Dr. Purge says that if I went off of any one of them for
more than three days I would be in a hospital fighting for my life, quick as a wink.
BER: If you are not careful, he will take such good care of you that your younger
daughter will need to marry a mortician!
ARG: I am surprised at you Bernie. You are an educated man. Why do you have such a
hard time believing in the benefits of medicine?
BER: It is not the medicine itself, but the quacks and charlatans that are administering it.
So much of what they dish out is guess work and overdosing. They rarely let the human
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body heal on its own before they run in injecting it, splinting it or making the poor patient
swallow a pack of pills. I just think nature has its own way of healing if you give it a
chance.
ARG: So you would ignore the science and knowledge for a magical bean or a witches
brew? And doctors know nothing at all. We may as well go back to the stone age while
we are at it.
BER: Oh I am sure most doctors know something of the medical arts, they know Latin,
can list every disease in its original Greek name, define and discuss ad nauseum but all
that accomplishes is to put non-doctors to sleep at dinner parties.
ARG: And yet brother, when people get sick who do they turn to first? The doctor.
BER: That just proves how gullible people are, not that doctors know what they are
doing.
ARG: Still, doctors must believe in what they do, since they themselves go to doctors.
BER: Do they? Or do they do this just to keep each other employed and believing? I
grant you there are some that are fanatical about their notions, like your Dr. Purge for
instance. Why that man believes he could cure the devil himself with one of his potions
by injecting the Holy Spirit right into him. That is just his blind belief in the unproven
science of it all. He does not take time to see if it really works, just administer and move
on. And who would think to question him. He sees nothing mysterious or ambiguous in
the practice. He just follows the herd. His fault is in being an obstinate overconfident
practitioner. He would sooner give you a shot than ask you what your symptoms are. He
orders the cure right and left without ever investigating the cause. I don’t mean to belittle
his skills. It is with the best intentions that he will escort you into the next world, and you
will have good company in heaven as his wife and children will be close behind you.
ARG: You never liked him, I think it is personal with you. More to the point, what do
you suggest when a person is ill?
BER: Nothing.
ARG: Nothing?!?
BER: Nothing, let nature take its course. Rest, hydrate, relax. It is our impatience, stress
and over medicating that is undermining our bodies natural ability to heal itself. Taking
too many medications too soon, tricks the body into believing it is well before it even has
a chance to fight off what it might be sick from, and most men die from the remedies, not
the diseases.
ARG: I think brother, that medicine is helpful to nature.
BER: Okay, Okay brother, I see we are at an impasse. I will let you have your illnesses,
although for the life of me I don’t think your symptoms are of the physical nature, more
towards the mental nature. It is not my job to convince you of the quackery within the
medical profession, maybe if you saw a couple of Molière’s plays on the subject you
would understand better.
ARG: Molière, that French playwright? What does he know of medicine? He just liked
poking fun at doctors and their patients.
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BER: I don’t think he had an issue with the doctors, but more the methods they inflicted
on their dimwitted patients.
ARG: Well he got what he deserved! Attacking medical professionals on stage! No
wonder when he needed them they left him to suffer and rot! Yes! I say he got exactly
what he deserved in the end.
BER: Oh nonsense, playwrights have been ridiculing the establishment and all included
for years. Why if they didn’t harass lawyers, doctors and politicians there would be
nothing left to laugh at.
ARG: Poppycock! I said it before, he got what he deserved, not an ounce of medicine
from the doctors before he croaked, and it served him right.
BER: Fine, enough about Moliere. Let’s talk about Angela and the predicament you have
put her in. Why are you ruining her life? It is her marriage after all, and her happiness.
SCENE IV--DR.SMELLING, ARGAN, BERNIE
(Dr. Smelling enters center, very pompous with a large bottle of pills.)
ARG: Ah! Dr. Smelling, if you don’t mind brother.
BER: Good grief, you can’t go five minutes without some medicinal intervention.
ARG: It is a laxative, it will make me… well lax. I need it, it regulates me.
BER: Heaven forbid you be irregular! Let it go this once, I dare you.
ARG: (to Dr. Smelling) Sir could I take it tomorrow morning instead?
DR.S: (to Bernie) What business is it of yours, whether he takes his pill now or at your
convenience? How dare you interfere in my errand.
BER: (to Smelling) And a howdy do to you too. (to Argan) Get rid of this phony baloney.
Dr. S: Who are you calling phony? I am a licensed pharmacist and I am here at the
request of my patient, and the orders of my superior. Dr. Purge will hear about this
mistreatment! And you will be billed for my time. (storms out of the room)
SCENE V-- ARGAN, BERNIE
ARG: Oh great! Now you have done it. Dr. Smelling is Dr. Purge’s associate. I will be in
big trouble with both of them for not taking my prescription.
BER: Oh dear! You missed one little pill, big deal.
ARG: You speak like a man who has never been ill, but if you were in my shoes, you
would be singing a very different tune.
BER: It’s in your head!
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ARG: It is not in my head, but if you keep this up it might go there. You are driving me
around the bend. Ah! Good! Here is Dr. Purge. Bernie, shut up, not a word.
SCENE VI -- DR.PURGE, ARGAN, BERNIE, NANETTE
DR.P: I just heard the news! You have refused my care! You disregard my prescriptions
and laugh at my orders.
ARG: Sir, no, it is just…
DR.P: Why the gall of some patients toward their doctor’s orders!
NAN: Frightful.
DR.P: A laxative, I created myself.
ARG: No, Sir it was not…
DR.P: I even invented this particular…
NAN: Sir should be flogged.
DR.P: It had healing properties and would have made you feel whole.
ARG: My brother…
DR.P: To send it back with such rudeness.
ARG: (pointing to Bernie) It was his fault…
DR.P: Refusing care!
NAN: Outrageous.
ARG: But, but…
DR.P: To refuse medical care an affront to the profession!
ARG: I didn’t…
DR. P: Treason! A severe consequence is in store for you!
NAN: Good, Good!
DR.P: I will no longer treat you, you are no longer my patient!
ARG: This is his fault! Bring it back, I will take it.
NAN: Well done!
DR.P: I was so close to curing you, but now you can be sick forever!
NAN: Gets what he deserves.
ARG: No, no please doctor..
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DR.P: I turn you over to your bad constitution, your irritable bowel, your clogged pores,
your loose bladder and your foul temperament.
ARG: No!
DR.P: I also break with your daughter the agreement to marry my nephew. I know that
you may take the word of your obtuse brother, but I sir will defend mine and not allow
him to marry into your family!
ARG: But doctor Purge, you must understand..
NAN: It serves you right.
ARG: Woe is me…
DR.P: You shall fall into bradypepsia.
ARG: Dr. Purge!
DR.P: From bradypepsia to dyspepsia.
ARG: Dr. Purge!
DR.P: From dyspepsia to apepsy.
ARG: Please Dr. Purge!
DR.P: From apepsy to lientery.
ARG: Dr. Purge!
DR.P: From lientery into dysentery.
ARG: Dr. Purge!
DR.P: From dysentery into dropsy.
ARG: Dr. Purge!
DR.P: And from dropsy into the deep sleep! All brought on by your own stupidity and
stubbornness! Good day! (stomps out of the room) (Nanette is following quickly behind)
SCENE VII-- ARGAN, BERNIE
ARG: Now, look what you've done! I am dead. You have killed me, your own brother.
BER: Why what is the matter? You can’t possibly think this is my fault.
ARG: Of course it is your fault. I already feel my life ebbing away.
BER: Really, brother, you are quite insane, stop acting like a lunatic. Get a hold of
yourself. You are imagining things.
ARG: Did you hear what he said? I am going to die from some incurable disease!
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BER: You have officially gone round the bend!
ARG: He said I will be dead in four days!
BER: That is ridiculous. He is not an oracle, if anything he is a witch doctor! Spewing his
chants of death and destruction. He can’t see the future he can’t cast spells. To listen to
you, you would think that he was one of the Greek fates with a pair of scissors to your
life thread! Bah! You are in the prime of your life, you control your life. Damn the doctor
and his asinine proclamations. This is an opportunity, if you are open to it, get rid of your
doctors; and if you are convinced that you can’t live without them, find one that isn’t
nutty as a fruitcake.
ARG: Ah, Brother! He knows my history, my maladies, my past illnesses, he knows how
to treat me.
BER: I get it, but you have a weird way of seeing things.
SCENE VIII-- ARGAN, NANETTE, BERNIE
NAN: (to Argan) There is a doctor, here, to see you Sir.
ARG: What doctor?
NAN: A medical doctor.
ARG: Who is he?
NAN: I have no idea who he is, but he looks so much like me if I didn’t know my
mother, I would say this is my long lost little brother.
SCENE IX-- ARGAN, BERNIE
BER: Well don’t you have the best luck, one doctor leaves and is replaced by another.
ARG: Yes, but I am afraid you will open your mouth and this one will curse me too.
BER: Here we go again.
ARG: Now I am even more sick, thanks to you.
SCENE X--ARGAN, BERNIE, NANETTE (dressed as a doctor)
(Nanette adds a doctor’s coat and a hat, similar to the other doctors, she quickly changes
out of sight of Argan, but not the audience)
NAN: Allow me Sir, to pay my respects to you. I have come to offer my healing services.
ARG: I am very grateful, Sir. (To Bernie) He is the spitting image of Nanette!
NAN: I beg your pardon, will you excuse me for a moment? I forgot to give my assistant
some instructions.
ARG: I can’t get over it, He is her identical twin…
SCENE XI--ARGAN, BERNIE
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ARG: Wouldn’t you say it is her exact replica?
BER: It is true, he does look a lot like her, even related I would say. But this is not that
unusual to find someone that looks like another.
ARG: Well I am astonished by it.
SCENE XII-- ARGAN, BERNIE, NANETTE
NAN: Yes, Sir what do you need?
ARG: What?
NAN: You bellowed?
ARG: I, no I didn’t.
NAN: My ears are burning then, I could have sworn you called for me.
ARG: Stay here a moment, I want to see you next to the doctor.
NAN: Really, just stand here doing nothing? And do you think the house will clean
itself? Bah! I don’t have time for silly games with doppelgangers, besides I have seen
enough of the young doctor.
SCENE XIII--ARGAN, BERNIE
ARG: I swear if I had not seen them so close together I would say they are one and the
same.
BER: I have heard wonderful stories of such similarities and how they play tricks on their
friends and families.
ARG: They could have fooled me, I would swear the two are one.
SCENE XIV--ARGAN, BERNIE, NANETTE (as the doctor)
NAN: I beg your pardon, sorry for the delay.
ARG: (to Bernie) It’s amazing!
NAN: I hope you will forgive my forwardness in stopping by unannounced. Your
reputation as a patient precedes you. I just had to pay you a visit.
ARG: Not at all, welcome.
NAN: I see Sir that you are looking at me quite intently. May I ask you, how old do you
think I am?
ARG: I would guess in your late twenties, 27 or 28?
NAN: Ah! Ah! Ah! I am ninety years old!
ARG: Ninety years old!
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NAN: Yes; that is the secret of my art and what it has done for me. It has preserved me. I
am as fresh and vigorous as you see me.
ARG: That is amazing! You do not look like you have even hit thirty yet.
NAN: I am a touring doctor, and I travel from town to town, county to county and city to
city all over the world looking for patients worthy of my medicine. I prefer cases that are
complicated. I don’t waste my time with the common cold, flu, aches and pains of the
everyday man. No, I prefer a challenge. I look for the man on death’s door, the one that
has been told he is incurable, that he is doomed. These are the ones I like, what I triumph
in, and wish for. Sir, it would be my goal to bring you back from the very brink of death
with my amazing medical treatments, to make you feel stronger, younger, healthier than
you have in your entire life.
ARG: I am very grateful for your visit, for I am such a man! And you have come in the
nick of time.
NAN: Let me feel your pulse. (takes his arm) No, no beat properly. Ah! I will soon make
you beat as you should. This pulse is playing with me; I see that it is not taking me
seriously, we will see to that. Who has been treating you?
ARG: Dr. Purge
NAN: (Consulting a book) He is not listed as one of the superior doctors in my annuals.
What does he say you are sick with?
ARG: He says it is the liver, and others say it is the spleen.
NAN: They are all a pack of ignorant knuckleheads; you are suffering from the lungs.
ARG: The lungs?
NAN: Yes, what do you feel?
ARG: I often get great headaches.
NAN: Exactly, the lungs.
ARG: Sometimes I have blurred vision.
NAN: The lungs.
ARG: I feel sick now and then.
NAN: The lungs.
ARG: Sometimes my limbs are tired.
NAN: The lungs.
ARG: And sometimes I have sharp pains in my stomach, as if I have appendicitis.
NAN: The lungs. Do you have a good appetite?
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ARG: Yes, Sir.
NAN: The lungs. Do you drink a little wine?
ARG: Yes, Sir.
NAN: The lungs. Do you feel sleepy after your meals? And enjoy napping?
ARG: Yes, Sir.
NAN: The lungs, the lungs, I tell you. What does your doctor order to to eat?
ARG: He suggests soup.
NAN: Ignoramus!
ARG: Chicken
NAN: Ignoramus!
ARG: Fish
NAN: Ignoramus!
ARG: Broth.
NAN: Ignoramus!
ARG: Fresh eggs.
NAN: Ignoramus!
ARG: And at night a few prunes to relax my bowels.
NAN: Ignoramus!
ARG: And, above all else, to drink my wine watered down.
NAN: Ignorantus, Ingoranta, Ingorantum. You must drink your wine full strength. and to
increase your blood, which is too thin, you must eat good fatty beef, good fatty pork,
good Dutch cheese, some rice puddings, nuts and thin cakes, to make all stick and
coagulate. Your doctor is an ass. I will send you one from my own school, and I will
examine you from time to time when I come to town.
ARG: Thank you, that is very nice of you.
NAN: (she grabs Argan’s left arm) What do we have going on here? (Rolling his arm
back and forth, should look uncomfortable)
ARG: What? I have no complaints with my arm.
NAN: If I were you I would have it amputated at once.
ARG: Why? It feels fine.
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NAN: Don’t you see? It is ingesting all of the nutrients from this side of the body and
depleting the other side.
ARG: That may be, but I need my arm.
NAN: (peering into Argan’s eyes) I would also suggest you have that right eye plucked
out.
ARG: My right eye removed? Why whatever for?
NAN: It is interfering with the other, of course you can’t see that since it is a sick eye.
Believe me have the right one removed and you will see twice as well with the left. I am
surprised that these were not taken care of by your former doctor.
ARG: Do I have to schedule it right now? I would like to think about it.
NAN: (picking up her books and bag) I must be off, I have other patients to heal. I am
also consulting on a man who died yesterday. We are deciding what could have been
done to save him. Good-day.
SCENE XV-- ARGAN, BERNIE
BER: Wow, that doctor is quite the clever man.
ARG: Yes, but he goes a little too fast for my tastes.
BER: All great doctors do.
ARG: Cut off my arm and pluck out my eye, so that the other may be better. I think I will
remain ill. Amputations indeed. Better to be slightly sick than chopped up into pieces.
SCENE XVI--ARGAN, BERNIE, NANETTE
(Nanette is center stage, talking towards offstage a bit upset.)
NAN: Yes, yes, thank you for the advice. Good-bye.
ARG: What is the matter?
NAN: Your doctor, that is what the matter is. He wanted to feel my, my.... pulse!
ARG: Why he even acts the part of a young man and to think he is ninety.
BER: Well brother, now that the arrangement with Dr. Purge and his nephew is null and
void, won’t you consider the young man that Angela has chosen?
ARG: No, I will not. I will send her away. A convent or military school since she has
rebelled against me. I suspect there is something sneaky going on and I will not be made
a fool.
BER: It is just young love, it isn’t exciting unless it is secret. What difference does it
make if it leads to marriage.
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ARG: I will have her shipped off, it is my duty as her father to teach her a lesson. I have
made up my mind.
BER: This decision is only going to please one person, and it is not going to be Angela.
ANG: Leave my wife out of this.
BER: I will not leave her out of this, I can’t stand her gold-digging manipulations of you
anymore than I can tolerate your medical hysteria. She baits you, and you fall into every
trap she sets.
ARG: Oh don’t say such things about my bunny. She is a most honorable woman and
loves her husband so much more than I can express.
ARG: (to BERNIE) Just ask her (gesturing to Nanette) She will tell you how much she
loves me and cares for me.
NAN: Yes, indeed! (rolling her eyes)
ARG: You should see how she takes care of me, how she dotes on me.
NAN: Quite true. (To Bernie) Let me prove it to you. I can show you how much the Mrs.
loves your brother.
ARG: How?
NAN: My mistress will return soon, lie down on the couch and pretend to be dead. You
will see what happens. She will be struck with grief and despair when I tell her the news.
ARG: Very well, if it will get Bernie off of my back about it.
NAN: Don’t play dead too long or she might die herself from grief.
ARG: Brilliant!
NAN: (To Bernie) You go hide in the corner.
SCENE XVII-- ARGAN, NANETTE
ARG: Do you think this is safe? I don’t want to give her a heart attack.
NAN: No, no, no. What danger? It is all in fun. Lie down. It will be fun to prank your
brother and prove him wrong. Oh, here she comes keep still. (Shoves him down and
throws a blanket on him)
SCENE XVIII-- DARLENE, ARGEN, NANETTE
NAN: (Pretending not to see Darlene) Ah heavens no!! No my sweet Mr. Argan, what a
horrible accident!
DAR: What is the matter Nanette?
NAN: (crying) Ah! Ma’am!
DAR: What are you blubbering about?
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NAN: (crying louder) Your husband is dead.
DAR: My husband is dead?
NAN: (blubbering) Oh OH yes, he has gone to that great pharmacy in the sky! Crossed
the river of death! Entered the pearly gates!
DAR: Are you quite positive?
NAN: Yes, quite. I have not told anyone yet. I was all-alone here when it happened. He
took one gasp, looked at me strangely and as I went to him he collapsed in my arms, I
watched him take his last breath. Just look at him.
DAR: Whoopee! And a hallelujah! I have been saved! I am released from that grumpy
old ball and chain.
NAN: But Ma’am, I thought I should cry.
DAR: Pooh! He is not worth the trouble. He wasn’t worth your tears. He was a crotchety,
smelly, drooling old fart. He didn’t care for anything except his next pill, shot or enema.
Always snivelling, coughing, spitting and harping at the help. Good riddance!
NAN: I don’t think all of that will fit on his tombstone.
DAR: It is good luck that no one has seen him yet. There will be a hefty bonus in it for
you if you help me. We need to move his body into his bed, and keep the secret until I
have done what I need to do. There are some documents in the study and some money I
must get, before he is declared dead. It is so like him to die before I get what I deserve. I
need the key to the file cabinet. He usually has it in his pocket. Come on Nanette check
his pockets.
ARG: (As Darlene’s back is turned and she is feeling for his keys, he sits up) Careful, if
you don’t mind!
DAR: AHHHH! (Screams with fright)
ARG: So, my darling, this is how you love me?!? Ransacking my person before I am
even cold!
NAN: Ah! He is only mostly dead!
ARG: (To Darlene, backing her away and out the door, center) I see your true love is a
lie! You ungrateful witch! Thanks for the eulogy! I will take your words under
advisement as I head into the future, without you!
SCENE XIX--BERNIE, ARGAN, NANETTE
BER: Well, you see brother…
NAN: I am in shock! I never would have thought...but wait here comes Angela. Let’s
stage it again and see how she feels about her papa. You will know the truth about your
family.
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SCENE XX-- ARGAN, ANGELA, NANETTE, BERNIE ( hiding again)
(Nanette is crying, Angela enters right and goes to console her)
ANG: Why my dear Nanette, what is the matter? Why are you crying?
NAN: (sobbing) Oh my poor child, I hate to tell you this, but your dear father is dead.
ANG: My father is dead? Nanette?
NAN: Yes, I am so sorry my child, just look at him, he died only a moment ago, a
fainting fit.
ANG: NO! No! My poor papa! What cruel karma is this? I am devastated! He died
thinking I was angry at him. Oh Papa, forgive me. (crying) I will do whatever you wish.
Papa! (crying with her head bowed). I can’t live without my father. (continues crying)
SCENE XXI--ARGAN, ANGELA, NANETTE, CLINTON, BERNIE
(Clinton enters center)
CLI: Angela, what is the matter? (goes to her) Why are you crying?
ANG: (she stands up and runs into his arms, crying) I am crying because my poor father
is dead. I didn’t get to say goodbye, I didn’t tell him I love him. (continues sobbing)
CLI: Oh no! What happened? How could this happen? I just asked your uncle if he
thought we could be married and he sent me in to ask your father for permission.
ANG: Oh Clinton, we can’t talk of marriage, my heart is broken. (knees by Argan)
Father, Father, forgive me, I will do whatever you wish of me. (sobs)
ARG: (sitting up and patting her head) Oh my daughter!
ANG: Ah!
ARG: Don’t be afraid. I am not really dead. Ah! (Sits upright) Sweet daughter, bone of
my bone, flesh of my flesh. You have a true heart, a true love towards your father. I am
so blessed to have you.
SCENE XXII-- ARGAN, BERNIE, ANGELA, CLINTON, NANETTE
ANG: Oh thank heavens! Father I am so glad you are well. Please forgive me Father for
being disobedient. I love you. I will do whatever you think is best. I just have one
request. Please let me marry my true love Clinton, and if you can’t see to let me marry
him, please don’t force me to marry at all. It is all I ask of you.
CLI: (throwing himself at Argan’s feet) Ah! Sir, allow your heart to remember your first
true love, Angela’s mother. Reach back into your heart and feel the way we feel towards
each other. Please do not prevent our relationship from blooming.
BER: Brother, how can you resist all this?
NAN: You can’t be that cold, you have a good heart.
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ARG: Well, I will allow it on one condition. If you will go to university and become a
doctor, I will allow it. (to Clinton) Yes, if you become a doctor, even better if you
specialize in internal medicine, you can marry my Angela.
CLI: Done! I would become a pharmacist, a surgeon, a butcher whatever is required to
marry your daughter.
BER: Argan, it just dawned on me. Why don’t you become a doctor? It would be much
more convenient to be able to cure yourself rather than depend on others.
NAN: That is true. Why there isn’t a disease in the world that would be dumb enough to
try and kill a doctor.
ARG: I suppose, but seriously are you just having a go at me? Making fun of me because
I am too old to go to school?
BER: School? Who said anything about school? You are clever enough to gain a medical
license without the trouble of school.
ARG: But I don’t know Latin or all the names of the diseases.
BER: You don’t need to know Latin and you only need to know the diseases that pertain
to you, and you are already quite familiar with those. Really all you are missing is the
doctor’s coat and a stethoscope. You can do the rest yourself.
ARG: What? All I need is the wardrobe and I can become a doctor?
NAN: Why sir your beard alone makes you nearly half a doctor already.
BER: Why just putting the coat and glasses on is all you need, and of course the
ceremony. We will need witness, to attest that you are a doctor.
ARG: We can do it here? In the house?
BER: Yes of course, I know a doctor that can be here immediately and perform the
induction. All you need to do is take the oath in front of witnesses, put on the coat, sport
the glasses and stethoscope and ta-da you are done.
NAN: Right, right I will get the other servants. (leaves comes back with two others)
ARG: But, I don’t know what to do.
BER: Not to worry, they will tell you what to say and do.
ARG: Very well, let’s do it. (Argan exits, returns wearing a doctor’s coat and a
stethoscope around his neck)
(As he enters all are applauding and ad-libbing congratulations)
SCENE XXIII--BERNIE, ANGELA, CLINTON, NANETTE
NAN: What are you up to Bernie?
BER: I have some actor friends that just arrived. They will be entertaining us with a show
about a newly enabled doctor, featuring my brother!
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ANG: But Uncle, doesn’t that seem a little harsh to poke fun at father like that?
BER: I am not making fun I am just going along with his fantastical imagination.
CLI: It’s ok Angela it’s all in good fun. Are you in?
ANG: Ok, if Bernie is in charge.
XXIV-- BERNIE, ARGAN, ANGELA,CLINTON, NANETTE, ACTORS
(the company enters all in doctors’ coats and stethoscopes, Argan Center One posing as
the lead actor, recites the verse)
In order to join our most sacred profession,
You must first bow down and let us hear your confession. (Argan kneels in the center)
Argan by name father by title
Relinquish your child this act proveth vital (Angela steps forward)
Your daughter you grant, to choose whom she will marry (Clinton steps forward and
takes Angela to him)
You make this promise or suffer a coronary
Your supposed maladies, ailments and illnesses be gone
Heal, depart in front of these marked witnesses lean on (Witnesses step forward)
From this day forward you shall be known as a curative man
And promise to do no harm in your unfolding lifespan (Argan stands)
The Imaginary Invalid no more (Full company recites)
From this day forward a doctor guarantor
Curtain falls
“The duty of comedy is to correct men by amusing them.” Molière
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Event and Conflict Framing Analysis
EVENT: Curing Argan of his hypochondria
Protagonist: Argan
Inciting Incident: Argan arranges for his daughter, Angela, to be married to a buffoon of
a doctor, Thomas Diforus, so that he will have access to the medical
professionals at all times and it will cost him nothing.
Complications:

Angela fell in love with Clinton six days earlier. She thinks Thomas is
awful and will not marry him. Argan’s second wife, Darlene, only
wants his money and is trying to get it before he dies. Nanette, the
maid, conspires with Angela and Bernie to stop Argan.

Crisis/Climax:

The trick which Nanette and Bernie play on Argan reveals to Argan
the duplicity of his wife and the truth of his daughters loyalties. The
additional trick they play on him allows him to see his own gullibility.
From this point on he starts to change his direction and realizes that
too much medicine might not be good for him.

Denouement:

Darlene’s is thrown out of the house, Argan and Angela make
amends, Angela is given permission to marry her love, conditionally.
Argan, to some extent, learns to be less gullible.

Final Event:

The Company convinces Argan into believing that he can be his own
physician and performs an “induction” into the medical community.
This act removes his invalid status and places his health into his own
hands.
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Given Circumstances As Noted in the Play
Note: I wrote this adaptation of The Imaginary Invalid based on the translation by
Charles Heron Wall. I chose his translation because it was simple and unadulterated. I
chose to adapt for several reasons, including cost, target audience, and general interest. I
felt that saving several thousand dollars on royalty fees and updating the text would make
it more cost effective for my nonprofit production company and more relatable to my
target audience.
Environmental:
Geographical locations including climate
No specific location is given in Wall’s translation. I have chosen Paris, Tennessee for my
adaptation. (See production journal for location change.)
•

Small Town
ARGAN. “. . . people will say what they want in this small town” (Wall and
Dorman 1.5.10).

Date
No specific date or time is given in Wall’s translation. I chose 1968 for my adaptation.
Year
•

1968
NANETTE. “. . . keeping them in Cadillacs and Pierre Cardin suits” (1.2.4). This
reference speaks to popular clothing for the time period.
ANGELA. “Don’t’ you think…Sonny and Cher, or John and Yoko?” (1.4.5).
Sonny and Cher, John and Yoko are pop culture icons.
ARGAN. “I am glad…all this hippie dippy nonsense” (1.5.5). This speaks to the
hippie movement of the 1960s.
ANGELA. “Total fox” and “to the max” (1.5.8). This was typical language from
mid 1960’s for young adults.
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ANGELA. “We are not in THOSE countries and it is 1968!” (2.7.31).
Season
No season is given, although a picnic is referenced in my adaptation likely spring or
summer.
•

Spring/Summer
ANGELA. “I met him six days ago at an outdoor concert” (1.5.7).
ANGELA. “Nanette and I were on a picnic listening to music in the park” (1.5.7).
DARLENE. “Must keep that precious head warm, mustn’t have you get a chill, or
worse—pneumonia” (1.7.15).

Time of Day
No time of day is specifically given.
•

Two consecutive days.
Time: The next day (2.1.20).

Economic Environment
•

Middle income or above.
ARGAN. Sitting at a table, adding up medical receipts and bills (1.1.1).
ARGAN. “Ugh! Bills, bills. . . One hundred forty dollars and 87 cents” (1.1.1).
NANETTE. “This Dr. Smelling. . . you are keeping them in new Cadillacs and
Pierre Cardin suits” (1.2.2). Cadillac cars and Pierre Cardin were popular brands
with the wealthy in the 1960s.
NANETTE. “$70,000 a year is a lot” (1.5.11).
NANETTE. “When an employer does not consider what he is doing, a sensible
employee should set him straight” (2.5.13). Having a cleaning person or maid
suggests a higher income level.
DARLENE. “I’m sorry, my sweet, there is no servant without defects” (2.6.15).
ARGAN. “I will give you the twenty thousand I have in gold bars. . . I also have a
deed to some property owed to me” (2.9.18).
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ARGAN. “One, my pumpkin, is for six thousand, and the other for eight
thousand” (2.9.18).
MR. DIFORUS. “When I sent him to college” (2.4.26).
MR. DIFORUS. “To tell the truth. . . what galls me is the hoity-toities that expect,
when they are ill, that a doctor will actually cure them” (2.4.26).
Political Environment
•

No specific political information given.
ARGAN. “Do you intend to support his further advancements in governmental
medicine?” (2.6.27).

Social Environment
•

It is a small town.
ARGAN. “. . . people will say what they want in this small town” (1.5.10).

•

Fathers are asked for permission prior to marriage proposals.
NANETTE. “Well you will surely know the truth. . . he is going to ask for your
hand in marriage” (1.4.6).
ARGAN. “Someone has asked my permission to marry you” (1.5.6).
ARGAN. “I have arranged for you to be married” (1.5.7).

•

The Hippie movement is in full swing.
ARGAN. “. . .all this hippie dippy nonsense” (1.5.7).
ARGAN. “. . .or a vegan commune of some sort” (1.5.7).
ARGAN. “. . .not this made up hippie music” (2.6.30).
DARLENE. “In my day, we did not have these hippie dippy ideas of free love and
individual choice” (2.6.32).

•

Divorce is part of the social perspective.
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ANGELA. “I also know of women that marry for financial gain, flittering from
one husband to another racking up fortunes at the husband’s expense or worse,
death” (2.6.36).
•

Traditional patriarchal society exists.
ARGAN. “I will send my daughter to a convent or anywhere else I like” (1.5.12).
THOMAS: “Our marriage is a command of our fathers we must obey” (2.4.31).
DARLENE: “Well brought up children did as they are told. . . we were told and
we did it obediently” (2.5.32).
ARGAN: “A good daughter would recognize this wonderful opportunity and do
exactly what her father asks of her” (1.5.10).

•

Young women believe in love and love at first sight.
ANGELA. “My heart is singing about him constantly and I just want to share that
with you. Nanette, can you blame me for being so happy and in love?” (1.4.5).
ANGELA. “We are meant to be together” (1.4.6).
ANGELA. “. . . because we fell instantly in love when we met at the picnic. It
was love at first sight” (1.5.8).

•

Corporal punishment (hitting, spanking) in homes is acceptable.
ARGAN. “Ah, imprudent girl, I will beat you with my cane!” (1.5.13).
ARGAN. (running after NANETTE) (1.5.13)
ARGAN. “You better tell the truth or I will use the wooden spoon on you
immediately!” (2.11.34).
LOUISE. “. . . promised Angela that I would keep her secret please don’t spank
me” (2.11.34).

•

The men are educated.
ARGAN. “I am speaking of Thomas Diforus, the son of the renowned
Nephrologist and Osteopath! Thomas has just completed his medical training”
(1.5.9).
GOODEEL enters… Goodeel is a greasy lawyer (1.9.16).
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BERNIE. “Dear brother, let’s not fight. We are mature, educated men. We are
family” (3.3.39).
Religious Environment
•

There are convents; Catholicism likely has a strong presence in the area.
ARGAN. “My wife, your stepmother would like me to send you and your sister,
Louise away, a convent” (1.5.7).
ARGAN.” I am sure there is a convent that will take her” (1.5.11).
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Given Circumstances (Research)
There are three relevant geographical locations that influenced my research: Paris,
Tennessee; Paris, France; and Monroe, Washington. Paris, France was the original
location of The Imaginary Invalid. Paris, TN is where I have chosen to set my adaptation
of The Imaginary Invalid. Finally, Monroe, WA is the location where this particular
adaptation will be performed. I chose Paris, TN because it has a feel similar to Monroe.
Both are rural and were agrarian based communities. The sociology between the two
cities is similar, and therefore will help this seventeenth century play be more
approachable.
Paris is located in the northwest quadrant of Tennessee; in 1823, it was the first
city to incorporate in West Tennessee. Paris has the oldest functioning courthouse in the
state, built in1896. It is twenty minutes from Kentucky Lake, the largest man-made lake
east of the Mississippi river. The lake is a popular tourist attraction for water recreation,
hiking and fishing. Paris also hosts the “World’s Biggest Fish Fry” (Blades Tonya) each
year during the last week in April. In 1991, Paris’s Chamber of Commerce sponsored an
event linking the fifteen cities in the U.S. named after the French capital. After the event,
the Christian Brothers University in Memphis contacted city officials and offered to
donate a sixty foot replica of the Eiffel Tower built the previous year by engineering
students. The donation was accepted and the tower was reconstructed in what is now
Eiffel Tower Park in Paris.
According to Datausa.com (Hildago Data), the average income for a resident of
Paris is just under $32,000 annually, $20.000 less than the national average. The median
house price is $87,700. The economy in Paris employs 3,802 people, according to a 2015
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census (Hildago). The largest contributors to employment are manufacturing, wholesale
trade, and healthcare. Jobs in sales—wholesale and retail—make up 17% of the city’s
employment. This is likely due to the emphasis on tourism. Paris is a small town and has
been a small town since its establishment. It may seem like a depressing town compared
to its namesake, but the city has put a lot of effort into maintaining its heritage,
highlighting its small town charm. In 1990, the city underwent major renovations to
revitalize its downtown area. Bringing back Paris’s 1920s appeal with vintage styled
streetlights, brick paths, repaved sidewalks and the removal of ugly, overhead electrical
wires, brought more retail shops to downtown. A member of the National Register of
Historic Places since 1988, Paris is a popular place to stop on the way to recreational
activities on Kentucky Lake.
In the Wall script, there was very little mention of the political environment. We
do know that most, if not all, of Molière’s plays were intended for his own timeframe and
audiences. He used his farcical style of theatre to poke fun at the goings on of his
audience, and sometimes of specific audience members. The play The Precious Ladies
Ridiculed was a farce based on a well-known ladies’ gathering called the Blue Salon. The
leading lady was Madame de Rambouillet, the daughter of the French ambassador to
Rome. The comedy depicts the ridiculous rituals, and actions of a group of esteemed
women of the French court. According to one biographer, “Everything was mocked,
ridiculed, held up to derision! The dress, to its last ribbon, the verses, the pomposity, the
falseness, the rudeness toward inferiors!” (Bulgakov 1446). The political landscape in
Paris, TN in 1968 is starkly different from that of the Royal court in 1660 Paris, France.
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In November 1968, Tennessee was host to the presidential election. All fifty states
and the District of Columbia took part in the election. Tennessee’s popular vote was
almost equally split three ways: 37.9% Republican, 34%, Independent and 28.1%
Democrat. The major political events of the year included the assassination of John F
Kennedy, Robert Kennedy, and Martin Luther King Jr; growing resistance by Americans
to the involvement in the Viet Nam war; and the Civil Rights Act of 1968 signed by
President Johnson. Similarly to Molière’s version, I have chosen to let the political
landscape not influence the overall arc of the play. The story could take place anywhere
there are two sided opinions on the medical profession. It does not matter if you are
Democrat, Republican or Royalty; it only matters what your opinion is of doctors.
Socially, there are vast differences between the two productions. In the sixteenth
century monarchies of Paris, France, the social constructs were centered on the king and
his court. Molière knew this and did all that he could to be in the king’s good graces.
Having grown up around the royals he saw the benefits of being on good terms with
them, but also their very insular world. He felt his job was to educate through humor. He
would become quite gifted at walking the tight rope of offending and tickling the funny
bone of the court. His most offensive play was Tartuffe. He targeted the Catholic church
and the hypocrisy within its clergy and its members. It would take a total of three written
petitions to the king and several years before Tartuffe was allowed back on stage. Molière
found a way to balance both the biting quips and the honor due his king. In the final lines
of The Versailles Impromptu, Molière wrote, “A prince magnificent but asks/ for
compliments full brief and true/ and ours, you see, has other tasks/ than hearkening to
words from you / Untouched is he when fulsome praise he sips” (Chatfield-Taylor 189).
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The social environment of Paris, Tennessee in 1968 is largely undocumented
during this period. However, if we look at the south as a whole, we get a glimpse of what
was going on socially. In the mid sixties, from small towns to big cities, there was an
ever-increasing social tension. By early 1968, that tension started to snap. Nashville was
becoming the heart of the civil rights movement and dissent was the motto. Just one
hundred and twenty miles away from Paris, TN on March 21, 1968, Robert F. Kennedy
was speaking at a Vanderbilt University's Impact symposium. He had just announced his
candidacy for president of the United States five days before. The year before, Martin
Luther King Jr. had also spoke at Impact. The purpose of Impact was “to give students a
voice in an unsettling age” (Bliss) and an opportunity to listen to controversial figures.
Tennessee was very conservative and very segregated. Nashville in 1960 was the first
southern city to desegregate lunch counters (Momodu).
At times both celebratory and pejorative, Tennessee claims the label “buckle of
the Bible Belt” (Conkin). Primarily Christian, Tennessee can claim at least ten special
ties to various Christian denominations throughout its history. Baptists and Presbyterians
both claim the first congregations in Tennessee (Conkin). When compared to nearby
states, Tennessee is among the top three with the highest church membership and has the
largest percentage of protestant members. The fastest growing church continues to be
Southern Baptist.
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Addendum to Given Circumstances Research
In my original concept, I chose to move the setting from Paris, France to Paris,
Tennessee. I did this for several reasons. The first reason was that, in my research, I
found several sister cities to Paris, France, but for one reason or another they were not
good fits for my concept of the play. One was much too steeped in racial conflicts, one
location was too obscure, and another was very different from the location I had in mind.
I settled on Paris, Tennessee because it had fewer conflicts with my idea of the city I
wanted to portray. As I navigated the casting process in the suburban and rural area of
Monroe, WA, I quickly learned that my cast was going to be more diverse than I
originally thought. Tennessee in 1968 had even less diversity than I appreciated, and I
wanted to stay true to the dramaturgy of the script. Moving the story into a more
appropriate and diverse location would be a wiser choice. It also eliminated the need for
dialect and accent coaching, which would have increased production time and expense.
These considerations justified moving the location.
I researched small, west coast cities from the 1960s. Not finding exactly what I
envisioned, I created a fictitious town—“Paris”—in California. I used the city of
Redlands, California as my model. According to Datausa.com, there are several
similarities between the two cities of Monroe and Redlands. Median age, property
values, and household incomes are all similar. Wage and median home prices are also
very similar. One historical similarity they share is that of being past agrarian
communities: Monroe had dairy and fruit farms, while Redlands were citrus farms. They
both have grown out of the farming communities that they once were and modernized
into other industries.
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One area that is similar and directly related to the play The Imaginary Invalid is
the health care coverage and costs. According to Datausa.com, they are within $400.00
annually of each other (Hildago). A final similarity is the general health risks to each
city: Redlands’ is 8.6% and Monroe’s is 9%. The overall cost of living, population,
diversity, and economy between the two are similar enough that I felt confident in
creating my fictitious city of Paris, CA.
The social landscape between Redlands and Monroe in the nineteen sixties was
simple and small-townish. Nationally, they were dealing with the same events: Kennedy
and King’s assassinations, the Viet Nam War, and the Civil Rights movement. While
very different principle employers, Monroe Correctional Complex and Redlands
University, they are both single employer towns. Within this social dynamic exists
similar attitudes, although the employers are very different. Both rely on the specific
business for employment, finances to city funds, and growth within the community.
Religious information, according to a 2010 Religious Landscape Study
(Pewforum) Washington state is 60% Christian and California is 63%. Washington
having a 17% Catholic concentration and California a 28%, this supports the references
to sending Argan’s daughters off to a convent somewhere. In the 1960s, concepts of
spirituality and worship now included the collective beliefs of communes. This supports
Argan’s additional reference to send Angela to a commune.
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Ideas of the Play
Hodge explains that if you look at what the principle characters say throughout
the play, you will find its essence or morale. The idea may seem rather obvious when
looking at the title of this play, The Imaginary Invalid. True, it is primarily about Argan,
a hypochondriac. However, the deeper idea of the play is, why is he this way? What
drives him to over-use the medical professionals and prescriptions they push? Normal
people do not require daily enemas, regardless of the century. If we look at what the
principle characters say and do, we get a clearer picture.
In Act I scene one, we are introduced to Argan. We find him totaling up his
medical bills, simultaneously listing off the treatments. He only pays for what he deems
valuable, “One hundred dollars for an enema?” (Wall and Dorman 1) he exclaims. He
reasons that because he can do it at home, unassisted, he should only pay one tenth of the
cost. This comment quickly tells the audience that this treatment is not life threatening.
He goes on to list the ingredients of another prescription, comparing them to a floral
bouquet, again rejecting the cost for something that was unnecessary. As he totals, we
may be thinking, “This is a very sick man” except he concludes by saying, “No wonder I
don’t feel so well, I should see the doctor soon!” (2). This need to see the doctors gives us
our first clue that he is imagining his illnesses. Our next clue follows quickly as he rings
for the maid. He rings, yells, rings again, all the while cursing the fact that he has been
alone. His need for attention is manifest. His need for attention is most noticeable in
scenes with his wife, Darlene. Argan believes he is her sole focus. She responds to him
like a pet or a small child: “Poopsie, my sweetest of all, and my own heart” (14). These
endearments, although funny, show us that Argan is in constant need of affirmation.
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Argan’s motivation to distinguish himself from others “originates in his inferiority
complex, as his affectation itself, sickness, suggests” (Koppisch 175). Although his
illnesses are imaginary, he suffers from them on a psychological level: “He is totally
lacking in self-assurance” (Koppisch 175). When he is alone or excited, he seems to
forget that he is ill. It is when others are present that he complains loudly. He is notable
when he has the attention of others.
Molière uses the play as a vehicle to expose the aristocratic condescension of the
medical practitioners. Argan’s belief that doctors and the medicines they peddle can save
him is completely opposite of Molière’s. This is evident through the voice of his brother
Beralde/Bernie,
BER. It is not the medicine itself, but the quacks and charlatans that are
administering it. So much of what they dish out is guess work and
overdosing. They rarely let the human body heal on its own before they
run in injecting it, splinting it or making the poor patient swallow a pack
of pills. I just think nature has its own way of healing if you give it a
chance (Wall and Dorman 40).
Bernie continues, even diagnosing Argan’s mental state. In a dark foreshadowing twist,
Bernies tells Argan to see one of Molière’s plays. Argan retorts that Moliere is an
“impertinent fellow” who, if ever in need of a doctor, Argan hopes he would “die, and be
damned; that will teach you to make fun of the doctors” (Wall 52). It is terribly macabre
considering he did die, without one doctor agreeing to treat him.
Another idea is of gullibility of the common man. It was acceptable during the
seventeenth century for people such as doctors to proclaim beliefs as fact. These “facts”
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and their accompanying treatments were often accepted, and to some degree enforced,
upon the lower classes. An example of this is the treatment for syphilis, a very common
disease in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The prescribed treatment was to inject
mercury directly into the urethra. In true Molière style, he used his playwriting skills to
expose the medical professionals. He uses the character of Argan to represent the
common man. No matter how wealthy or educated he is, the common man is still not
equal to the doctors. Through Argan, he shows how ridiculous it looks to blindly follow
the doctors. This is a thread running throughout the play. In Act I scene I, he is totaling
up his medical bills, complaining all the while of their costs. Never at any point does he
dispute the need for any of the treatments, only their costs.
In Act II scene VI, his daughter’s lover, Clinton, comes to call. Clinton and
Angela perform a duet telling the story of their meeting and their proposals. Argan
continues to listen, unsuspecting that the story is reality. The most credulous scene comes
when Nanette dons a weak disguise and convinces Argan that she is a ninety-year-old
physician. She nearly persuades him to cut out his eye and lop off an arm to save his
spleen! He even goes so far as ridiculing himself, possibly in the hopes of deflecting what
people might think is his personal feeling about medicine.
A final idea of the play is the questioning of authority through mockery of that
authority. In Act III scene III, Molière turns this mocking on himself. Acting through
Argan he says, “Molière, why that has-been, what does he know of medicine? He just
likes poking fun at doctors and their patients” (41). This idea of ribbing those in authority
continues to the final scene where Argan is inducted, in a mock ceremony, into the
medical community. The final scene points a finger at the audience that seems to say, “If
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somebody as nutty as Argan can be a doctor, what does that say about the credentials of
those treating everyone else?”
These ideas of hypochondria, gullibility, and mocking those in authority run
rampant through the story. Are these nearly four hundred-year-old ideas relevant to
theatre guests today? I would say yes. Like Argan, we, too, have a need for attention. In
2019, it might come through social media, accolades, or rewards instead of not
hypochondria. We continue to be gullible where medical miracles are offered. We
continue to pay for unproven ways to improve our beauty, health, cures, and the dream of
looking younger and living longer. We absolutely use mockery and humor on those in
authority; any sitcom stand up or late night television host finds ample fodder in our
elected officials and other authoritative figures. Maybe one area where society has
progressed is that we have become less socially and medically gullible. Or maybe we just
have more access to checking into those that would take advantage of our innate trust.
We can still see similar characters, lessons, and laughter in The Imaginary Invalid today.
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Previous Actions
pg. 1 The mail was delivered with bills included. Argan has had multiple medicines and
treatments given by Dr. Purge and Dr. Smelling.
pg. 4 Angela and Clinton met six days earlier and have fallen in love. Nanette has
listened to Angela talk about her love life for the past six days.
pg. 5 Angela has been locked in the house by her father. Clinton has said ‘I love you” to
Angela. Clinton told Angela that he is going to ask her father for permission to
marry her. Argan made arrangements for Angela to marry Dr. Purge’s nephew.
pg. 6 Argan had a wife prior to Darlene, his second wife. Darlene would like to send
Angela and Louise away. Darlene voted against the marriage proposal. Argan
has not met the man he promised Angela to. Angela went to an outdoor concert
six days earlier having a picnic with Louise and Nanette. Argan has many
prescriptions for heart, nerves and blood pressure problems.
pg. 7 Thomas went to medical school.
pg. 10 Thomas is an only child and the sole heir to both the Purge family and Diforuses.
pg. 14 Argan has asked Darlene to fire Nanette.
pg. 15 Argan has promised to make a will leaving Darlene his money.
pg. 16 Darlene invited Mr. Goodeel to the house. Argan had children from his first wife.
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pg. 17 Argan put money in his safe in his office. Argan has bought and sold properties as
investments.
pg. 18 Mr. Gooddeel and Darlene are working/sleeping together. Nanette has a greedy
boyfriend.
pg. 19 Angela’s music teacher allows Clinton to substitute for him. An old aunt set
Angela and Clinton up at the picnic.
pg. 23 Thomas Diforus has memorized a long speech Thomas Diforus was diagnosed
with asthma.
pg. 24 Thomas Diforus had a learning disability as a child.
pg. 25 Thomas Diforus has a medical degree.
pg. 34 Argan has told his daughter Louise to spy on Angela.
pg. 35 Argan is not Darlenes’s first husband.
pg. 37 Bernie prefers natural medicine and smokes pot Argan was never sick as a child.
pg. 38 Bernie has never been married or had children.
pg. 39 Bernie is an educated man.
pg. 43 Dr. Purge has been treating Argan for a long time.
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Titles of Units of Action and Corresponding Verbs

Note: For clarity, rather than copy and paste the script with hand written line action
verbs, I have included the page number, unit number, corresponding title and a list of
line-by-line verbs by each character. With the exception of Unit 1 as it is 57 lines.
Unit 1- Argan’s Prescription - Pages 2-3
Argan, while sitting alone, ruminates on the high cost of medicine and the
treatments he has had and how he can get around the financial burden.
Argan - Complains, Compares, Berates, Audits, Refuses, Appeases, Resigns,
Threatens, Compliments, Yells, Demands, Totals, Advises, Complaints,
Accounts, Concluding, Realizes, Cries, Insults
Unit 2- Who is the Boss? - Pages 2-5
Argan and Nanette banter over his need for medical treatments and their value.
Nanette believes they are a waste of money and Argan is convinced he is an
invalid and his treatments are helping him survive.
Nanette - Replies, Insults, Interrupts, Ignores, Cries, Ignores, Accuses,
Threatens, Orders, Parries, Wins, Retorts, Announces,
Argan - Insults, Avoids, Cries, Blames, Scolds, Accuses, Slanders, Questions,
Retaliates, Surrenders
Unit 3 - The News - Page 5
Nanette starts to tell her father her exciting news but Argan exits due to loose
bowels and a poor memory.
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Argan - Affirms, Announces, Forgets
Unit 4 - Head Over Heels - Pages 5-7
Angela shares her happy news of being in love with Clinton with Nanette.
Nanette is cautiously supportive.
Angela - Squeals, Requests, Pleads, Begs, Pouts, Justifies, Questions, Inquires,
Fantasizes, Questions, Illustrates, Compliments, Point out, Whines, Doubts,
Panics, Worries,
Nanette - Feigns, Teases, Taunts, Ribs, Consoles, Cheers, Denies, Supposes,
Agrees, Affirms, Concedes, Pacifies, Admits, Concurs, Warns, Cautions, Warns
Unit 5 - Surprise News - Page 7-15
Argan and Nanette believe they have similar news regarding Angela’s betrothal,
but soon realize they are talking about two different men. Nanette tries to
convince Argan that Angela will never marry for anything but love. Angela
storms out angry at her father’s inability to be reasonable.
Argan - Expects, Boasts, Bemoans, Laments, Explains, Inquires, Quizzes,
Bosses, Explains, Agrees, Concurs (Agrees for five lines), Explains, Spells Out,
Clarifies, Agrees, Denies, Points out, Questions, Explains, Exclaims, Corrects,
Affirms, Dismisses, Fakes, Exclaims, Rationalizes, Cautions, Bristles, Doubts,
Questions, Grumbles, Flaunts, Denies, Asserts, Worries, Denies, forces,
Threatens, States, Banters, , Battles, Queries, Swears, Dares, Doubts, Defends,
Denies, Rejects, Rebuffs, Challenges, Withholds, Demands, Accuses, Attacks,
Chases, Insults, Threatens, Insults, Deflates, Threatens, Collapses
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Nanette - Obeys, Criticizes, Retorts, Bosses, Teases, Challenges, Doubts,
Ridicules, Tests, Persuades, States, Confirms, Proclaims, Patronizes, Battles,
Dupes, Opposes, Doubts, Banters, Volleys, Accuses, Teases, Mocks, Proves,
Dares, Ribs, Placates, Forbids, Corrects, Evades, Dodges, Insults, Assaults,
Storms
Angela - Agrees, Gushes, Reveals, Assures, Explains, Affirms, Confirms,
Questions, Queries, Wonders, Accuses, Disbelieves, Discloses, Exclaims,
Rejects, Shouts
Unit 6 - Goopy Love - Page 15-16
Darlene enters and fawns all over Argan, he eats it up. She enables his
invalidness.
Argan - Requests, Whines, Soothes, Complains, Gripes, Bemoans, Grouses,
Laments, Accuses, Blames, Begs
Darlene - Consoles, Placates, Strokes, Patronizes, Calms, Resuscitates, consoles,
Agrees, Worries, Calms
Unit 7- Two Faced Maid - Pages 16-17
Nanette pretends to comply with Darlene so that she can keep a closer eye on her
and her plots.
Nanette - Responds, Denies, Asserts, Ribs,
Darlene - Confronts, Supports, Mothers, Babies
Argan - Accuses, Rages, Flatters, Screams
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Unit 8 - Two Faced Wife - Pages 17-18
Darlene shows her true colors when she invites her lawyer to draw up a will that
solely benefits her.
Darlene - Inquires, Ignores, Controls, Soothes, Fakes, Manipulates, Snivels
Argan - Yells, Whines, Gushes, Promises, States, Allows
Unit 9 - The Scheme - Pages 18-21
Argan- Invites, Doubts, Quibbles, Believes, Questions, Considers, Consoles,
Oozes, Exclaims, Consoles, Hints, Pledges, States, Assures, Directs
Darlene- Howls, Fakes distress, Drips, Lies, Declares, Brags, Denies/Checks,
Gushes, Leads, Promises
Goodeel- Slithers, Butters, Expostulates, Belies, Plots, Sets the trap, Falsifies,
Assures, Tests, Offers, Implies
Unit 10 - Escape Plan - Page 21
After spying on Argan and Darlene, Nanette reassures Angela that she has a
plan to thwart her father and stepmother and help Angela marry her true love.
Nanette - Schemes, Pledges, Promises
Angela - Begs, Appeal

Unit VIII - Two Faced Wife
•
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – Heart of Darkness
Touch- Dripping
Taste- Salty
Smell- Scented
Sound- Shrill
Sight- Shadowy

Unit VII – Two-Faced Maid
•

Metaphor – Don’t Bite the hand
that feeds you.
Touch- Slippery
Taste- Tart
Smell- Wafting
Sound- Shushing
Sight- Hazy

Unit IV- Head Over Heels
•
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – Head over Heels
Touch- Soft
Taste- Tangy
Smell- Floral
Sound- Bells
Sight- Dreamy

Unit III– The News
Metaphor – Blindsided
Touch- Soft
Taste- Fresh
Smell- Clean
Sound- Tinny
Sight- Bright

Unit II– Who’s the Boss?

Unit VI – Goopy Love

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – Puppy Love
Touch- Squishy
Taste- Sugary
Smell- Perfumed
Sound- Lilting
Sight- Rosy

Unit V– Surprise News
•
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – Shock of my Life
Touch- Quick
Taste- Bitter
Smell- Sour
Sound- Ringing
Sight- Blinding

•
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – Top of the Heap
Touch- Quick
Taste- Sugary
Smell- Sweet
Sound- Abrasive
Sight- Watery

Unit I – Argan’s Rx
•
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – Sick as a Dog
Touch- Brisk
Taste- Bland
Smell- Medicinal
Sound- Screeching
Sight- Foggy
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Unit X – Escape Plan
•
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – A Different Tack
Touch- Feverish
Taste- Appetizing
Smell-Spicy
Sound- Whisper
Sight- Blurred

Unit IX – The Scheme
•
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – The Plot Thickens
Touch- Gripping
Taste- Sour
Smell- Outdoorsy
Sound- Echo
Sight- Grainy
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Unit XVII – The Ultimatum
•
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – My way or the
highway
Touch- Rocky
Taste- Tart
Smell- Electric
Sound- Crackling
Sight- Overly Bright

Unit XVII – You can’t make her
Metaphor – Resistance is Futile
Touch- Tugging
Taste- Acrid
Smell- Burning
Sound- Wailing
Sight- Fiery

Unit XIV – Double Agent
•
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – Double Dealing
Touch- Slippery
Taste- Salty
Smell- Fresh
Sound- Rushing
Sight- Smoky

Unit XII – Rescue the Damsel
Metaphor – White Knight
Touch- Gentle
Taste- Sugary
Smell- Sweet
Sound- Bells
Sight- Hazy

Unit XII – A Volley of Words

Unit XVI – Secret Messages

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – Hidden Words
Touch- Smooth
Taste- Pure
Smell- Light
Sound- Melodic
Sight- Clear

Metaphor – Tit for Tat
Touch- Brisk
Taste- Fiery
Smell- Sulfuric
Sound- Howling
Sight- Bright

Unit XI – Disguised Love

Unit XV – Arrangement

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – Meet the In-laws
Touch- Bumbling
Taste- Sour
Smell- Pungent
Sound- Grating
Sight- Blinding

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – Secret Pals
Touch- Soft
Taste- Tangy
Smell- Floral
Sound- Chimes
Sight- Blurry
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Unit XIX – The Snoop
•
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – Tattletale
Touch- Smooth
Taste- Sweetened
Smell- Fruity
Sound-Squeaky
Sight- Rosy

Unit XVIII – Misdiagnosis
•
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – What A Quack
Touch- Slippery
Taste- Expired
Smell- Sour
Sound- Airy
Sight- Foggy
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Unit XXVII - Bait and Switch
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – Hook line and sinker
Taste- Bland
Smell- Fishy
Sound- Pulsing
Sight- Faint

Unit XXVI - Coincidence or Plan?
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – Blind as a bat
Taste- Peppery
Smell- Woody
Sound- Grumbling
Sight- Dim

Unit XXV - Grim Reaper is coming
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – Death Wish
Taste- Foul
Smell- Stagnant
Sound- Moaning
Sight- Faded

Unit XXIV - The Curse
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – Dead man walking
Taste- Acid
Smell- Musky
Sound- Creaky
Sight- Blurred

Unit XXIII - The Standoff
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – Phony Baloney
Taste- Hot
Smell- Burnt
Sound- Thunder
Sight- Glowing

Unit XXII - The Problem with Doctors
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – Blank check
Taste- Astringent
Smell- Fusty
Sound- Ticking
Sight- Grimy

Unit XXI - Joining Forces
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – Slippery as an Eel
Taste- Piquant
Smell- Pungent
Sound- Purr
Sight- Smudged

Unit XX - Meeting Bernie
•
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – The Voice of Reason
Touch- Firm
Taste- Clean
Smell- Outdoorsy
Sound- Loud
Sight- Vivid
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Unit XXXV - Induction and Resolution
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – All’s Well that Ends
Well
Taste- Savory
Smell- Pleasant
Sound- Chant
Sight- Glossy

Unit XXXIV - The Compromise
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – In for a penny in for a
pound
Taste- Salty
Smell- Sweet
Sound- Rave
Sight- Glowing

Unit XXXIII - True Love
Metaphor – Heart of Gold
Taste- Scrumptious
Smell- Perfumed
Sound- Cheer
Sight- Glittering

•
•
•
•
•

Unit XXXII - Dead Again
Metaphor – Love dies with us
Taste- Sharp
Smell- Old
Sound- Silent
Sight- Glimpse

•
•
•
•
•

Unit XXXI - Lies Revealed
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – Liar, liar Pants un fire
Taste- Unripe
Smell- Smoky
Sound- Shrill
Sight- Gaudy

Unit XXX - The Trick
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – Playing Dead
Taste- Bitter
Smell- Odorless
Sound- Swish
Sight- Flashing

Unit XXIX - Playing Along
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – Monkey see, monkey
do.
Taste- Spicy
Smell- Odiferous
Sound- Jabber
Sight- Indistinct

Unit XXVIII - Double Agent
•
•
•
•
•

Metaphor – Seed of Doubt
Taste- Tangy
Smell- Spicy
Sound- Clamor
Sight- Shaded

Dramatic Action Analysis: Moods
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Analysis of Dialogue
Molière was described as an actor-playwright that was “capable of speaking with
many voices at once” (Polsky 49). This ability to create multiple characters through
language and voice immortalized him as a playwright. His final play, The Imaginary
Invalid is one of the more difficult to classify. According to one biographer,
It resembles other comedies-ballets like Le Bourgeois gentilhomme, it is also one
of the few comedies in prose often considered among the playwright’s greatest
work and indeed, several peculiarities place Le Malade imaginaire in a category
of its own (Gaines 297).
André Gide, the 1947 Nobel Prize winner for literature, said of The Imaginary Invalid:
“c’est elle qui me parait la plus neuve, la plus hardie, la plus belle—et de beaucoup” ‘it is
the one that seems to me the newest, the boldest, the finest—by far’ (Koppish 173). Gide
recognized that Moliere had reached the “summit” of his art (Koppish, 173). However,
not everyone thought that great prose was enough when paired with a plot that had been
repeatedly used. Several critics saw too many similarities between Tartuffe (1664),
L’Avare ou L’École du mensong (1668), Le Bourgouise gentlhomme (1670) and Les
Femmes savants (1672).
Because The Imaginary Invalid is a farcical play, it is paired nicely with banterstyled prose. In Act I scene V of the Wall translation, Argan and Toinette go on for
several lines volleying back and forth their control over Angelique:
ARGAN. I will have her make my promise good.
TOINETTE. I feel sure that she won’t.
ARGAN. Then I will force her to do it.
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TOINETTE. She will not do it, I tell you.
ARGAN. She will, or I will shut her up in a convent.
TOINETTE. You?
ARGAN. I.
TOINETTE. Good!
ARGAN. How good? (Dorman and Wall 11)
This goes on until transitioning into a physical action of comedy. Neither character wins
the battle, but the dialogue is entertaining. This witty reparte re-emphasizes how the
principle character, Argan, is trying to control the situation, even though his reasoning is
ridiculous.
The sound and tempo of the dialogue for the characters representing the medical
profession is specific to their profession. The stiff formal dialogue paints a picture of the
superiority of the medicals compared to all other characters. In their minds, their book
knowledge justifies the cost of the medicine they pedal. Dr. Purge, Dr. Diforus, and Dr.
Smelling use their language and word choice, mostly Latin, to show class separation. In
Act II scene VI, we see an example of what Koppisch calls the “dialogue of the deaf”
(Koppisch 175) Argan and Dr. Diforus talking simultaneously. Both characters are trying
to exert their superiority as leaders in the scene and within the social gathering. Talking
over each other, each is deaf to the other’s message. Thomas is represented through
dialogue as a buffoon. His words are elaborate and dry. He uses medical terminology
where plain language would suffice. Even when he is talking to Angelique, his betrothed,
he inserts Latin to show off his superiority, “Distinguo, Madame. In what does not regard
possession of her, concede; but in what regards it, nego” (Wall 37). He is oblivious to the
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fact that not everyone speaks the way he does. Thomas’s dialogue is also not his own. It
is under control of his elders. We see him check with his father prior to and after
delivering his lines. He gets utterly lost when interrupted, leaving the audience with a
feeling of an empty shell character. In the adapted version by Merritt Stone, the Latin is
dropped, and the lines feel more combative. In my own adaptation, I have chosen to add
the influence of the timeframe in which it is set. 1968 was the height of popularity for the
show Star Trek. Thomas Diforus has elements of the character Spock. He is all logic and
formality with little understanding of emotion, When Angela challenges his motives for
marrying her, Thomas responds, “Feelings are secondary to science and logic” (Wall and
Dorman 31).
In the Wall translation, there are no stage directions, similar to the original
French version. It is through the tone, tempo, and language flow that the story gains
its vitality. This use of language, both in words and patterns, is applied to characters
to bring the story to life. Walker stated,
The comedy is in prose, but by now we perceive that the true poetry of his
theater is not dependent upon the use of Alexandrine verses but rather upon
the poetic expressiveness with which the various parts are used in relation to
each other and to the whole effect” (Walker 169).
The use of verse is reserved for the ballet interludes and the Latin burlesque finale.
These two styles, prose and verse, contrasted within the script add a formal versus
informal element to the play.
In my own adaptation, I have stayed close to the language of Wall’s
translation. I brought the language forward into the twentieth century. I made a
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point of matching the original meaning and its mood to my adaptation. Whenever
possible, I used Wall’s translated word choice. I changed the vernacular primarily of
Angela/Angelique to help her sound more appropriate for the timeframe. When
necessary, I chose to change other characters’ voices to keep the mood and feeling of
the late sixties. An example of this is in the exchange between Argan and Angela, Act
I scene V:
ARGAN: I hear he is tall.
ANGELA: Yes, the perfect height.
ARGAN: Strapping young man. (puffs out his chest)
ANGELA: Yes, to the max.
ARGAN: Pleasant and doesn’t argue with his elders.
ANGELA: Absolutely, wouldn’t think of it.
ARGAN: A handsome face.
ANGELA: Very handsome, A total fox (Wall and Dorman 8).
Argan keeps with the more formal language of his age and generation. In contrast,
Angela’s word choices have been brought forward using words that are typical for
her age and decade.
I also chose to alter the language within the interludes. Because I chose to do
a straight play, I omitted the ballet portions. I did, however, keep the verse style
within Act II scene VI, the music lesson. The structure of verse style reappears in the
final scene as the company inducts Argan into the medical profession. Although the
use of ballet was appropriate and quite popular as an interlude in the sixteenth and
seventeenth century, it was out of place in the 1960s.
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Part of what made Molière popular to his generation was his use of common
language. For the most part, he followed the prescribed rules of verse. He sought
“rich rhymes when possible and avoided such practices as enjambment and
neologisms based on Greek and Latin roots” (Gaines 300). Gaines goes on to say that
he “’countered’ these systems in one important way” (Gaines 300). Molière chose to
use terms that were “from the commoners’ vocabulary (Gaines 300). I, too, have
chosen to use common language. With each specific time period, there are traits,
quirks, and specific vernacular that helps the audience discover elements of the
play. In my adaptation, I wanted the audience to know where we were in the world,
and when. Choosing specific words like “foxy,” “groovy,” and “cool” quickly take us
to the sixties and give us insight into the character’s personalities.
Molière broke in another way from the poets of his time. He, unlike others
such as Malherbe and Guez de Balzac, wanted to show stronger emotions within his
writing:
The older poet had been a staunch Stoic, promoting the damping down of the
emotions to such as extent that in many cases it undermined his own lyrical
enterprise (Gaines 301).
In true Molière style, he never directly attacks the well-established linguistics;
instead, “he does not hesitate to poke fun at them in the name of practical values”
(Gaines 310). This ability to make fun of the situation, characters and foibles of
humanity is why Monsieur Molière is still entertaining us centuries later.
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Character Analysis
There have been many translations and adaptations to Molière’s original The
Imaginary Invalid. After three centuries, what has continued to entertain is the farcical
nature of his characters. We all have met, been, or are related to the hypochondriac. Who
has not scrolled through WebMD ruling out causes for a strange rash or mysterious
lump? Who has not experienced a headstrong teenager or for that matter been one? Most
people recognize the stereotypical wicked stepmother and the snarky employees. These
comedic exaggerations are familiar and entertaining. I have stayed true to Molière’s
farcical characters in my adaptation.
We must be careful as we evaluate the true characters because what they say and
what they do are not always in agreement. Argan is a hypochondriac. He says certain
things about his well being which he then disproves through his actions. In Act I scene V,
there is a chase scene. Argan has just bemoaned his infirmities and announced the
betrothal of Angela to the newly minted Dr. Thomas Diforus. He explains, “I am aging
and in need of specialized care I would like to have a doctor in the family. One that I can
trust. One that will offset some of the ridiculous costs that other non-related quacks like
to charge me. I think it is a brilliant plan to have a medical man in the family, he will be
close by for consults and prescriptions as I need them” (Wall and Dorman 10). Later, in
the same scene, as he argues with Nanette, a chase ensues. Argan, threatening to beat her
with his cane, finally remembers he is “sick” and collapses in his chair.
There are hints of his true self sprinkled throughout. In the beginning, we see
Argan’s real character through Nanette. She says in Act I scene I, referencing the money
spent on doctors, “I would love to know what disease you actually have that requires so
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much attention” (4), letting the audience know early that Argan’s illnesses are not
physical. In Act I scene V, Nanette bluntly asks Argan, “Do you really believe that you
are ill?” (10). Later ,she says that he is a “squishy old teddy bear” (12). She goes on to
say he is “sweet and syrupy” on the inside and “naturally kind-hearted” (14).
The real testimony of Argan’s lack of illness and true character comes from his
straight-talking brother, Bernie. In Act III scene I, Bernie quickly points out how well
Argan looks. He goes on to say, “You are the strongest person I know”(38). Bernie
continues when he tells Nanette that he is “a fool” and a bit of a “sucker when it comes to
his ‘sicknesses’” (39). He continues to explain that he cannot remember Argan being sick
as a child. Bernie gives other character information about Argan when he says, “We are
mature educated men” (40). This statement helps us understand that Argan is not gullible
in all areas of his life. However, we see this naiveté repeated in Argan’s belief in
Darlene’s loyalties. In a sarcastic tone, Bernie tells Argan that Darlene would be happy to
dispense with his daughters altogether:
BERNIE: Is this something that the lovely little woman, your wife, has put
you up to? I am pretty sure if it were up to her she would send both your
girls off to a convent in Iceland.
Argan quickly comes to her defense:
ARGAN: Oh don’t go blaming Darlene, that woman does nothing but take
care of me and love me. She is not the bad guy here. (39)
Even Bernie’s bluntness is not enough to bring Argan into reality. He persists in
indulging in his egocentric ways.
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According to The Molière Encylopedia by James Gaines, the whole play can be
viewed as a “comedia de caractere” (297). He goes on to describe Argan as obsessed with
his illness, further describing it as “a thinly veiled means of controlling and regulating his
mortality” (297). This gives us not only a deeper look into the character Argan, but also
Molière himself. Gaines goes on to say that Argan’s fear was in fact an “incarnation” of
Molière’s fears of his own impending death (Gaines 301). What Molière leaves with the
audience most is “a myopic, obsessive character taken in by medicine” (Koppisch 174).
Ironically, Moliere was justified in concerns of his own demise, as he died hours after the
play’s fourth performance.
The second most prominent character is Nanette/Toinette. She knows that Argan
is not physically ill, but follows along when it suits her purposes. For example, in Act II
scene III, she introduces the disguised Clinton to Argan and contradicts his comments
about Argan looking and feeling “fine, quite healthy” (Wall and Dorman 21). Nanette
retorts, “What do you mean he looks healthy? He looks terrible. . . he has never been as
sick as he is today”(21). She, like Argan, brings a high level of farce to the play. In Act II
scene X, she madly scrambles back and forth between portraying herself and an
imaginary doctor. She adds speed, silliness, and over-the-top funniness to the show.
Nanette’s character is played like a seesaw, back and forth between realities and
fabrications.
Another of Nanette’s characteristics is she is incredibly loyal to Argan and even
more so to Angela/Angelique. She may have originally been brought to the family
through Darlene/Darlene; however, loyalties and devotion shifted to Angela. This is
artfully played to keep both the peace and the story moving along. At the end of Act I
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scene X, Nanette tells Angela she would rather “be rolled in honey and eaten by termites”
(19) than abandoning Angela’s cause.
One of Nanette’s most enjoyable character traits is her seventeenth century
ability to throw shade. In Act I scene IV the company is introduced to the verbose and
dry Thomas Diforus. When he gives a thesis statement he has recently written as a
betrothal gift, Nanette retorts, “Never mind, give it to me I will wallpaper the bathroom
with it.” (Wall and Dorman 26) Her lack of love towards Darlene also inspires biting side
comments, such as, “No doubt, sharpening her claws and cleaning her broomstick” (25),
in reference to Darlene’s absence at the moment. Nanette continues sprinkling her
sarcastic wit throughout the play.
Another character trait that we see in Nannette is her pragmatism. When Angela
begins to debate with Thomas over their betrothal, Nanette quickly sees the pointlessness.
She cautions Angela, “I think Miss you should not waste your breath” (31). And, never to
let an opportunity for the final word slip by concludes, “Debating with your heart is no
match for debating with your mind and logic” (31). This diffuses the tension between the
affianced.
Possibly Nanette’s strongest character trait, although most subtle, is her role as
guardian of the family. She, more than any other, keeps harmony, balance, and
cohesiveness between the family members. She uses her sarcasm to keep Argan in check.
She uses her maternal friendship with Angela to guide her. And finally, she uses her
friendship with Bernie to form an alliance exposing Darlene’s duplicity. All her skills
result in restoring family unity.
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Dr. Diforus, Thomas Diforus, Dr. Purge, and Mr. Smelling represent the medical
profession. They are all played essentially the same. In the analysis by Wyndham Lewis,
Molière The Comic Mask, he states, “Thus the stage is set like a Spanish arena, with the
Faculty of Medicine as the bull-a bull of the ferocious but stupid breed. . . ” (178). Dr.
Diforus plays the leader of the herd, a pompous, know-it-all that is “stuffed with rhetoric”
(Lewis 179). His primary goal is to appear learned and superior to others. He states in Act
II scene IV that he is not interested in treating the “. . . affluent and over educated . . .
they expect a doctor will actually cure them” (Wall and Dorman 27). The medical
knowledge at the time of Molière was largely a class separation between the educated and
the peasantry. Academic knowledge was starting to break from the churches’ tightly
controlled fist and find its way into the general populace. The Paris Faculty of Theology
was so concerned with losing control that they took great steps to fortify their
“increasingly precarious authority” (Gaines 296). They even went so far as to renew a
past parliamentary decree that “forbade anyone, on pain of death, from professing any
principles that were not officially sanctioned by the Faculty” (Gaines 296).
What the doctors and apothecaries excelled at was language. “Throughout the
comedy—from Argan’s comments on Monsieur Fleurant’s bill to the concluding
masquerade—physicians and apothecaries, achieved a measure of success only in their
use of language” (Hubert 256). This ability to speak above the level of the average person
in essence gave them authority to prescribe whatever medical treatment they saw fit. It
also gave the doctors freedom to charge as much as they wanted. In the original
translation, Argan’s brother states, “Physicians have achieved mastery only in the realm
of words” (Hubert 255). Hubert goes on to explain that the characters of the doctors’
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knowledge are “limited to discourse—to those verbal classifications dear to the hearts of
grammarians” (256). This use of language takes on an almost religious tone. Dr.Purge
uses it as a kind of medical curse toward Argan for refusing his care in Act III scene IV.
As he assails Argan, his words gain harshness:
DR. PURGE. You shall fall into bradypepsia.
ARGAN. Dr. Purge!
DR. PURGE. From bradypepsia to dyspepsia
ARGAN. Dr. Purge!
DR. PURGE. From dyspepsia to apepsy.
ARGAN. Please! Dr. Purge!
DR. PURGE. From apepsy to lientery.
ARGAN. Please!
DR. PURGE. From lientery to dysentery.
ARGAN. No! Please!
DR. PURGE. From dysentery into dropsy.
ARGAN. Dr. Purge!
DR. PURGE. And from dropsy into the deep sleep! All brought on by
your own stupidity and stubbornness! Good Day!
This belief in power to inflict illness, and ultimately death, through mere words was a
hard-held belief of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. “Physicians have
discretionary power, and the patient must obey them without murmur” (Hubert 258).
Molière had seen similar misuses of power on the streets of Paris among the charlatans
and quacks that hawked their opiates on Pont-Neuf.
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Thomas Diforus, the newest member of the group, is described by his father as “a
bit slow and lacking other children’s sparkling wit” (Wall and Dorman 25). He goes on to
say, “He was always peaceful, gentle, taciturn, not speaking very much” (26). He further
explains that he barely read until after he was nine years old. We see Thomas’s difficulty
with speech when he addresses Angela and Darlene, first mistaking his future mother in
law for his fiancé, and then getting tongue-tied in his own memorized speech. His father
finally gives up and tells him it is enough. As if his difficulty with language does not
make him awkward enough, he also seems to have a social disorder. Evidence of this is
when he surprises Angela with an engagement gift of a medical dissertation and a front
row seat to an autopsy.
Darlene (Beline), Argan’s second wife, plays the part of the proverbial wicked
stepmother. In Act I scene V, we are introduced to her through Argan’s comments to
Angela, “My wife, your stepmother, would like me to send you and your sister, Louise,
away, a convent, or vegan commune of some sort.” (Wall and Dorman 7). He continues
on, saying, she “reminds me daily” that it would be “better” if his daughters were not
around (7). Nanette gives us an even clearer picture in her next side comment: “Total
gold digger, that one is” (7). We do not officially meet Darlene until scene VI. She
arrives in a flurry of fur coats, jewels, and a cloud of heavy perfume. She is full of drippy
sentiment toward Argan, completely ignoring Nanette and Angela. As Argan rails against
Nanette's poor behavior towards him, Darlene coos and coddles him until he is pacified.
Her only acknowledgement of Nanette comes in a limp defense: “There is no servant
without defects” (Wall and Dorman 15). Shortly after, she halfheartedly threatens
Nanette with termination if she ever upsets Argan again. Then she proceeds to nearly
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bury him in a pile of cushions. Darlene’s strongest character trait is her hypocrisy. She
feigns worry, stress, and general woe at Argan’s imagined illnesses in the hopes that he
will expire soon and leave her all his wealth. Her only hurdles towards her goals are her
stepdaughters. This duplicity is seen Act I scene VII, when she assures Argan that she
does not want to talk about his will: “ I cannot bear to think of it, and the very word ‘will’
makes me die of grief” (Wall and Dorman 16). It is only two lines later that she
announces the lawyer is in fact in the next room and runs to get him. It is in the end that
we see her true character exposed. Act III, Nanette and Bernie trick her into believing
Argan is dead. Rather than mourning her loss, or even noticing that he is dead on the
couch, she says to the crying Nanette,
DARLENE. What are you blubbering about?
NANNETTE: (crying louder) Your husband is dead.
DARLENE. My husband is dead?
NANNETTE: (blubbering) Oh Oh yes, he has gone to that great pharmacy
in the sky! Crossed the river of death! Entered the pearly gates!
DARLENE. Are you quite positive?
NANNETTE: Just look at him.
DARLENE. Whoopee! And a hallelujah! I have been saved! I am released
from that grumpy old ball and chain (Wall and Dorman 54).
Darlene, according to Harold Knutson in Moliere: An Archetypal Approach, “is ‘the true
scapegoat of Le Malade Imaginaire’” (Knutson 182). The above exclamation of
happiness and joy at the death of Argan “lowers herself to the level of frightful shrew”
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(182). However, even as Darlene leaves humiliated, the truth of her phony love exposed,
this scapegoating does not restore balance in the family.
Angela/Angelique, although a main character, is rather uninspiring. She plays the
part of the obedient daughter, typical for Molière’s time. When her father announces her
arranged engagement, she seems happy to comply. It is only when she realizes that it is
not her groom to whom she is promised, that she starts the familiar teen fractiousness.
She vehemently argues with Argan, trying to prove that love conquers blind obedience. If
Angela has negative traits, they might include naiveté, insecurity, and the same gullibility
as her father. Evidence of this is found in Act I scene IV, when she professes her love of
Clinton to Nanette:
ANGELA. But, dear Nanette, tell me the truth, do you think he loves me
as much as he says he does?
NANNETTE. Hmmm! That is the thing, hardly to be trusted at any time.
A show of love looks a lot like the real thing. I have seen many good
actors, but sadly few true lovers.
ANGELA. Ahh! Nanette, what are you saying? Do you think he is faking
his love for me? Do you think it is an act? I’ll die if it is! (Wall and
Dorman 6)

She continues her innocent teen view when she dreamily compares her new
relationship to those she sees in entertainment, “Sonny and Cher or John and Yoko” (5).
For all of Angela’s innocence and blandness of character, she does show her deep love
for her father when she believes he is dead: “No! No! My poor papa! What cruel karma is
this? I am devastated! He died thinking I was angry with him. Oh Papa, forgive me
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(crying) I will do whatever you wish. Papa! (crying with her head bowed) I can’t live
without my father” (56). In the end ,we see that her greatest character trait is loyalty.
Other supporting characters include Louise (Louison), Argan’s younger daughter;
Clinton (Cléante), Angela’s love interest; and Mr. Gooddeel (Mr. De Bonnefoi), the
notary. What is most notable about Louise is that it was highly unusual to have a child
actor in classical theatre. Moliére ,in what Gaines calls a “touching array of recognizable
emotions in the little girl” (Gaines 298), expresses “playfulness, evasiveness, fear of
punishment, and the agitated excitement of tattling about an older sibling” (298). Louise
is only in this one scene. We know that she is as Gaines describes, she is also a “daddy’s
girl”. This is demonstrated with Argan’s mock spanking and his real fear that he
inadvertently hurt her. We also see Louise’s cheekiness as she scampers off after fooling
him.
Mr. Gooddeel/Bonnefois makes a similarly brief appearance. A single scene is all
we need from Moliére to create a believable and farcical character. Mr. Gooddeel is in
league with Darlene. We don’t know how they met or much of their history, but it is
quickly understood that they are in cahoots. As he enters Argan greets him commenting
that his wife highly recommends him, even calling him “honest and a trusted friend”
(Wall and Dorman 17). Gooddeel’s most telling comment comes when he states, “A
lawyer is not the one you should consult. They consult the law too closely” (17). He
continues by saying there are “other ways to get around the law” (17). The ultimate and
departing reveal to his true intentions is the pinch on Darlene’s behind and conspiratorial
wink he exits with. Truly, he affirms the snake that his character is.
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Clinton/Cleanté plays the white knight character to Angela’s damsel in distress,
stating in response to Angela’s description of her dream, “Asleep or awake it would be
my privilege to be your knight in shining armor” (22). He arrives at her house in disguise
and uninvited. Immediately, we see his insecurities: he tells Nanette, “I want to know for
sure that it is me she loves and not this interloper her father has suggested” (21). He
quickly takes the lead in their scheme by improvising as Angela’s substitute music
teacher and convinces her to sing an impromptu duet with him. The piece is an
affirmation of their love for each other, a play within the play. We see quickly that
Clinton is no pushover; he stays on hand when Argan invites him to the engagement
announcement. He does this in the spirit of keeping your friends close, but your enemies
closer. He even comments that he can be “ready for your daughter” (23) to Argan, almost
challenging the idea that she will marry the other man. Within the prelude, he avows
himself to Angela, speaking as the shepherd, “Alas, he says to himself can anyone be so
cruel as to hurt this dear one’s heart? And vows to himself to always make her smile”
(28). Clinton continues on in this manner until Argan unceremoniously throws him out of
the house. Not to be deterred, he returns at the end of the play (Act III scene XXII) just as
Angela needs consoling at her father’s supposed death. As the final scene is played out,
Clinton again stresses his devotion to Angela. He agrees to Argan’s terms of going to
medical school, “Done! I would become a pharmacist, a surgeon, a butcher whatever is
required to marry your daughter” (57). Clinton remains constant to his character and his
love of Angela throughout.
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Polar Attitudes
Argan
Argan starts the play grousing about the high cost of medicine and how it never is enough
to “cure” him. “One hundred forty dollars and 87 cents. So in one month I have taken
one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight mixtures, and one, two, three, four, five, six
adjustments and one, two, three bowel cleanses. No wonder I don’t feel so well, I should
see the doctor more!” (Act I scene I) At the end of the play his attitude has shifted. He
has learned the truth about those around him and this gives him more trust in his family
and less of the medical profession that has been abusing him.

Darlene
Argan’s second wife has one of the least shifted attitudes that we see. She starts out
trying to eliminate all familial influences on Argan and monopolizing his finances.
Nanette calls her a “gold digger” in Act I scene V and previously Argan tells Angela, “
...your step mother would like me to send you and your sister. Louise away, a convent, or
vegan commune of some sort.” Near the end of the play Darlene’s behavior is finally
revealed to Argan when she thinks he is dead, “Whoopee! And hallelujah! I have been
saved! I am released from that grumpy old ball and chain.” Act IV Scene XVIII.

Angela
Angela starts by playing the obedient daughter, because things seem to be going her way.
When things turn, her father setting her up with someone she is not interested in, she
shuns Argan’s wishes. Angela says, “Oh father I am happy to do whatever you ask of
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me.” in Act I scene V but by the end of the same act Angela says to him, “ Father stop! I
can’t marry someone I don’t love…” She eventually comes around and by the end she is
back to doing what her father wants “ I will do whatever you want Papa!” Act IV scene
XX.

Louise
Louise is only in one scene and her attitude swings from being shy and sneaky to bright
and brazen. Argan says as she enters scene XI “Must you hover near the door?” letting
the audience know that she is reticent. By the end of the scene she runs out of the room
and Argan says “Being a father is exhausting, I hardly have time to be ill.” leaving the
audience with a similar feeling of a busy pre-teenager running through the scene.

Bernie:
Bernie is the most unassuming and steady character. He enters the play in Act III and is
Argan’s “reality check”. He states right away the truth of what he sees. He opens with
telling Argan that he is “looking quite well today.” He continues to flush out other truths
within the family dynamic. He ends by bringing Argan’s hypochondria out and teasing
him publically with a farcical initiation ritual making Argan a doctor to himself. He
delivers the line “Your supposed maladies, ailments and illnesses be gone” pointing out
as he did in the beginning Argan is indeed quite well.
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Clinton
Clinton’s attitude stays the same throughout the play. He starts in love with Angela and
ready to do whatever is necessary to marry her. He states in Act I scene IV, “Asleep or
awake it would be my privilege to be your knight in shining armor.” By the final scene in
Act IV he is willing to continue being anything Argan or Angela would want him to be in
order to marry her. “ Done! I would become a pharmacist, a surgeon, a butcher whatever
is required to marry your daughter.”

Dr. Diforus
At the beginning at the play Dr. Diforus is very formal and flattering towards Argan. “
We are bound to bring comfort and relief to all of our invalids.” he states. He says this,
but in reality he is just going going through prescribed motions. When things start to look
like they will not be going his way he prepares to leave in a huff. However knowing
where his proverbial bread is buttered, he calms down long enough to check Argan out.
We don’t see Dr. Diforus again, but we can infer that he was not very happy with the
final arrangements.

Thomas Diforus
Thomas has the least amount attitude adjustment throughout the play. He enters very
monotone, practiced and dense and he leaves the same way. In one of his lines he states
while trying to find Argan’s pulse, “ He hasn’t got one. Or maybe it is very faint.” Act I
scene IX. Since we do not hear anymore from Thomas we can only assume that he is still
following his father's orders and has not changed his attitude.
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Dr. Purge
We do not see Dr. Purge until Act III scene VI but he is mentioned in Act I scene I when
Argan is totaling up his bills. He seems to be an advocate for Argan’s health when Argan
says “Dr. Purge never ordered this, why should you?” referencing something that was
additionally ordered and charged to him. This statement shows that Dr. Purge is Argans’s
supreme authority on medical needs. When we do meet Dr. Purge his attitude is one of
disbelief and anger at his authority being questioned. He even breaks off the engagement
to his nephew, Thomas. Finally predicting Argan’s imminent death for not taking his
medical advice.

Dr. Smelling
Who is a pharmacist, and in league with the Diforuses and Dr. Purge, represents all of the
medical professionals. He is first spoken of in Act I scene I when Argan is totaling up his
bills. Speaking of Dr. Smelling Argan says “What I like about Mr. Smelling, my
pharmacist, is that the bills are well worded and descriptive, but without the medical
details and nonsense.” Dr. Smelling is business minded and out to make a profit. At the
end his attitude is the same he leaves with in a huff, but state, “ You will be billed for my
time!” as he storms out.

Mr. Goodeel
Mr. Goodeel’s character remains constant throughout the play, he only appears in one
scene. He is an underhanded notary that is working against Argan and for Darlene. He
tells Argan not to consult a more reputable lawyer because “the consult the law too
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much” Act I scene IX. He finishes his scene with the same conniving attitude by giving
Darlene a parting pinch on the behind when Argan is not looking.

Nanette
Nanette is the guardian of the family. Even though she banters with Argan she is always
trying to steer him to do what is right. She tells Argan that the doctors are using him in h
early in the dialogue. “ They have a regular savings plan in you.” She tells Angela that
she will never desert her and her love of Clinton. She also warns Argan about Darlene. At
the end of the play she remains true to her attitude and the family. She uses trickery and
pranks, but they are always to prove the truth about people and keep the family happy.
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Information on The Playwright
“‘He Died.’ And the Prince, running to meet Louis, will exclaim: ‘Sire! Molière is
dead!’ And Louis XIV will remove his hat and say: ‘Molière is deathless!’” (Bulgakov
165) This quote from The Life of Monsieur de Molière eloquently expresses why, three
hundred years later, we are still enjoying the plays of Monsieur de Molière. Born as Jean
Baptiste Poquelin in January of 1622, he was the son of a royal upholsterer in Paris,
France. Slated to follow his father’s footsteps, he would break from tradition and follow
his own path to the stage.
Highly influenced by his grandfather, the two attended many productions of the
Kings’ players at the Hotel de Bourgogne. Here, he was introduced to tragedies,
tragicomedies, pastorals, and farces. It was the latter that Jean Baptiste enjoyed the most.
Another area, according to Bulgakov, that influenced the young Jean Baptiste, was his close
proximity to Pont Neuf. Like many of the bridges in seventeenth century Paris, they were
not only used to cross the Seine but were also bustling shopping centers. Pont Neuf, in
particular had many street doctors and apothecaries selling their wares along the bridge (Fig.
1). Advertising was through actors and comedians, who gave “entire performances
demonstrating the miraculous properties of the cure-alls” (Bulgakov 3040).
Through his father’s royal connections, Jean Baptiste was able to attend the
prestigious College de Clermont in Paris, graduating with a law degree in 1641. There is
no record that he ever practiced law. It was two years later that he officially turned his
back on becoming a scholar and announced that he would follow his dream of becoming
an actor. He may have left his father at this point, forfeiting an inherited membership to
the royal valet and upholsterers’ guild to which his father belonged. Some stories say that
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he went to his family friends the Béjarts. Their oldest daughter, Madeleine, was his lover
and a well-known actress. It was soon after this break from law that he and ten other
devoted actors formed the Illustrious Theatre. Also, from this point on, he became known
as Jean Baptiste Molière.
Unfortunately, the newly formed theatre company was not well received and
within a short time they were bankrupt. According to one biographer, on their opening
night, “not a single carriage drove up the pavement” (Bulgakov 657). In Paris, his theatre
company proved to be a flop and left him broke. Unable to pay back debts, Molière went
to prison; his father had to bail him out. This was not the only time he was behind bars
for debt related crimes. 1645 was a horrible year for Molière and company. After selling
off everything they could, it was official: “the theatre ceased its existence forever”
(Bulgakov 715).
Molière was not to be deterred. Taking seven remaining company members, he
decided to leave Paris and tour other parts of France. Originally trained as a tragic stage
actor, “the trouble was in his total lack of talent for tragedy” (Bulgakov 832). He was so
bad at performing tragedy, an audience booed him off the stage in Limoges, “which also
pelted him with baked apples to express its disapproval of his acting” (Bulgakov 715).
This must have left an indelible mark on him because from this point on,1651, he started
imitating the comedia dell’arte style of the Italians.
It was through his farcical comedies and his humorous acting that his star began
to rise. It took a while to understand why even the royals liked comedy more than
tragedy, but by1652, at the age of thirty, he arrived in Lyons with several farces and his
first full-length comedy, The Bungler. The troupe crisscrossed France performing their
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farces and comedies, gaining popularity, and seeing real success. It was on this tour that
they performed for Prince Conti of Lyon. This turned out to be very lucrative for Molière
and company. They remained under the prince’s patronage for two years. It would be
twelve years of traveling, playwriting, directing, and acting before Molière returned to
Paris permanently.
In the autumn of 1658, the caravan returned to Paris. Through a royal
acquaintance, and preceded by his budding reputation, Molière was granted an audience
with Prince Philippe of d’Orleans, the King’s brother. Well received by Prince Philippe
and by King Louis XIV, Molière became more and more popular. The theatre company
was commanded to move to the Petit Bourbon Palace and was given a royal subsidy of
fifteen hundred livres annually. Eventually, they were performing at the Palace of
Versailles, the Louvre, Fontainebleau, and the Tleries garden.
Until his death in 1673, he wrote nineteen additional plays, managed his troupe of
actors, and performed in hundreds of performances. He married a member of his troupe
in 1662, Armande Béjart. Béjart was the younger sister (or daughter depending on what
you believe) of his former lover Madeleine Béjart. This controversy was never proved.
According to Britannica, Béjart’s birthday was not recorded and this leaves her
relationship to Madeleine Béjart in question. In Mikhail Bulgakov’s words, “Monsieur de
Molière! Tell us, whisper it, no one can hear you now. . . who are her father and mother?
Are you certain that she is Madeleine’s sister?” (Bulgakov 1462) Molière at 42 years old
and Béjart at 21 years old had two sons (both boys died before age two), and a daughter,
Esprit-Madeleine. Their marriage was rocky and they separated several times, but Béjart
was there when Molière died from complications of tuberculosis.
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Molière was a fascinating man and there is much we will never know about him.
He forever influenced French theatre and has continued to entertain audiences for over
three hundred years. He was part of a profession that was in some ways valued and in
other ways dismissed. A comedian was one of the lowest forms of employment during
his lifetime. His wife had to petition the king to have Molière buried in a Catholic
cemetery. The King’s messenger, de Champvallon, was sent to talk to the Archbishop.
“‘What’s all this about Molière’s death?’ ‘Sire,’ replied de Champvallon. ‘The law
forbids his burial in consecrated ground.’ ‘And how deep is the consecrated ground?’ the
King asked. ‘Four feet, Your Majesty,’ replied the Archbishop. ‘Be kind enough,
Archbishop, to bury him five feet deep,’ said Louis” (Bulgakov 2968). And so he was,
under cover of darkness.

Figure 1 Bulgakov, Pont Neuf
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Previous Production Reviews

Between the 17th and 18th centuries the troupe, Comédie-Française, was the only
performing troupe allowed to produce and perform any works by any of the French
playwrights. This included; Molière, Corneille, Racine, Voltaire, Beaumarchais, and all
other French playwrights of the time. All other troupes were excluded from performing
within the city limits and its surrounding neighborhoods only at Le Maison de Molière or
Comédie-Française were performances sanctioned by the king. Since then the ComédieFrançaise has continued to produce at least one play by the French father of farce,
Molière.
The Imaginary Invalid was the final play written by Monsieur Molière. It was
well received by the French court at the time and far less controversial than several of his
other plays. He did not harass the clergy, the aristocrats, or any other groups or persons
that might get him arrested, again. His primary focus was on exposing the medical
professionals and their methods. For the past three hundred years The Imaginary Invalid
has been reproduced, re-translated and re-adapted. I would venture to say that similar to
how no stage performances are exactly the same neither are any two translations of The
Imaginary Invalid.
Historically there are far too many past productions and too many versions of this
play to review in one paper. I have chosen four contemporary versions, one that I was
lucky enough to see several years ago in Ashland, Oregon. Marty Hughley from The
Oregonian in his review said it was “an exceptionally silly yet just-thoughtful-enough
update” of Molière’s original. Adapted by Oded Gross and Tracy Young the production
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blends Paris elegance with nineteen sixties mod splashes. The production does not stick
to the sixties, there are references from the ‘80s, Hall and Oats, and even into the ‘90s
when it references the drug Viagra. The breakneck speed of the silliness allows the
audience to forgive the dramaturgical stretches. Hughley states that although a bit erratic
in the first act, it manages to “settle down without slowing down” (Hughley Web). I
would agree with this. When I saw it I felt the first act was very fast, a mental whiplash,
the jokes almost non-stop and left me thinking, “ What is going on?” but as the show
progressed it was easy to follow and even easier to laugh at.
In 2012 at Bard College an all male version and cast of well known actors,
including Peter Dinklage as Toinette and Ethan Phillips as Argan, give it a unique twist.
Helen Shaw in her review said “the whole cast seems to be in a competition for funniest
performance” (Shaw Web). She goes on to compliment stage designer Laura Jellinack for
her “architectural pun” of a set. The audience is looking down into the “bowels”, while
“disgorging” Argan’s doctors as the action takes place. The script, adapted by Miles
Malleson, is shortened from the original or as Shaw says, “ surgically reduced”, but this
allows the actors more focus to play to their crazy characters. Shaw concludes her review
with a wish for the show to come to New York City, “He made us all sick three times
over: sick with laughter, sick with admiration and sick with longing for this vibrant, silly,
wicked show to come to New York” (Shaw, Web). I would love to see it in Seattle as
well.
According to Charles Isherwood’s reviewing for Variety magazine, In 2004 The
Comédie-Française went a completely different direction than the traditional farcical
version of The Imaginary Invalid. Swiss director, Claude Stratz shifts the focus of farce
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and satire to the more realistic and somewhat depressing subject of dying and the
psychological toll it takes. Using gloomy and foggy lighting and a nearly bare set the
scene starts to prepare the audience member for a possible Samual Beckett version of
Molière. Rest assured it is not all depressing and sad. Isherwood explains
Stratz’s production seeks to underscore the darker aspects of the play, but it is not
an example of a director willfully betraying the spirit of a classic. Moliere’s late
comedy is a death-haunted play, and not just because the author famously lost his
long battle with tuberculosis just hours after giving his fourth performance as the
title character. It’s celebrated as a sharp-tongued satire of a hypochondriac in
thrall to the bogus magic of the medical profession, but in Moliere’s mockery
there can be heard the bitter sound of a man railing against the real villain,
mortality.
We see again how farce and satire can be used to educate its viewers. Although typically
lost in laughter and amusement Stratz stays true to Molière’s plot and characters. The
actors stick with the seriousness of Stratz’s vision by treating their characters as real
people and not comical caricatures, “flesh-and blood- human beings driven by
uncomfortable but undeniable desires” (Isherwood Web). This is a unique and different
take on a French classic.
There are unlimited reviews of this French classic throughout history. It seems
whether it is done as its traditional 17th century farce, updated hippie sixties or as a
lesson on the grim reaper it is always a comedy. Four centuries later we continue to laugh
at the silliness, of a French classic.
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Learning Goals and Outcomes
Through the production of The Imaginary Invalid the lessons learned will:
•

Acquiring historical knowledge on the late nineteen sixties.

•

Practice strong vocal projection and diction.

•

Learn comedic timing and quick pace dialogue to keep a comedy moving
forward briskly.

•

Work as a team to create a cohesive, fluid and entertaining production.

•

Learn a variety of vocal and physical warm-ups to do prior to rehearsals to
build teambuilding and strong acting skills.

•

Introduce the cast and crew to the life and history of Molière.

•

Be able to meet deadlines effectively.

•

As an ensemble, create interesting, playful and energetic tableaus between
the actions.

•

Develop a sense of “playing” on stage and throughout the action scenes.

•

Create different moods, tempos and tones through the use of sound and
lighting.

•

As a director: be patient with individuals and provide positive,
constructive feedback to the cast and crew.

•

Communicate my ideas effectively with supporting crewmembers;
technical, costumes, sound etc.
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Production Journal
January 2nd, 2019
I decided to start my production journal today, seemed appropriate considering
the New Year. Technically I could have started it in September, when I was traipsing
around Paris looking for all things related to Molière, but that seemed really early. Thus
far the thesis project has been a varied in its positives and negatives. I will address the
pros and cons later. For now, I am on pause. I have not received any edits, corrections or
suggestions from my advisor, yet. Probably because I don’t start casting until mid
February and she has several other students that are producing ahead of me. I have heard
from my contact at Sky Performing Arts and we are set for rehearsal dates. I am starting
to work on set design ideas and costume ideas. My goal is to have these items completed
and ready to hand over to my set builder and costume creator on audition day. I feel
really lucky that I have a great team in the community to work with.
January 11, 2019
I have been going back and forth via e-mail with the S.P.A. (Sky Performing
Arts) folks about audition information, advertising and general expectations. I am
meeting with my friend Julia, who has been designing my poster work, to go over the
finishing touches. We had to start over since our original idea was too busy to get a good
resolution in poster form, a good lesson. I completed the audition information and it will
be going out to the community and various actor-based websites in about a week. I am
making a costume and set design folder with pictures that I feel illustrate my vision of the
show. I have also created a Pinterest board specifically for my thesis project.
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https://www.pinterest.com/dramagoddess3/imaginary-invalid-thesis/. My set designer is
more of a set construction person. He is a cabinetmaker and has no theatre background.
He requested that I send him some pictures of what I had in mind, not actual renderings. I
started the research today and found some interesting articles about architecture in the
mid to late sixties.
January 15th, 2019
Today I worked on the artwork for The Imaginary Invalid it needs to be
something simple but eye catching. It will be in the form of posters mainly. We will post
them around town and use one on line. I had to start from scratch, as the one that Julia
had been working on was great but too complicated for printing. I chose several things to
focus on, Argan and the sixties and the love interests. My first idea was a stethoscope
wound around into a heart, since the story does focus on love. My other idea was to
incorporate tie-dye and Argan or an invalid type character. I sent Alex, the board
president, a couple of rough ideas and she liked the tie-dye and Argan idea. I sent my
ideas off to Julia and she is working on it.

February 1, 2019
I posted the audition information on Theatre Puget Sound, a local site for actors
who are looking for parts. I also posted on the Bothell Facebook page, the Woodinville
page and inquired about posting on Monroe’s Chamber of Commerce page. I have been
contacted by a couple of people. I am a bit worried because the last director had a tough
time trying to cast the last show. I think I have a couple of friends that will step in for the
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female roles, but I am worried nonetheless. The artwork looks great. We posted it on the
Sky Performance website a few days ago. One of the people that typically handles the
postings is dealing with a very sick child and has been a bit busy so things have stalled
until someone else steps in to her job. I applied to be part of several local Chamber of
Commerce Facebook groups, hoping that they will let me post information about the
show.

February 5, 2019
It snowed two days ago and has been in the teens and twenties for the last four
days. I only mention this because living in the Pacific Northwest snow in a big deal. We
had to cancel my first production meeting because the roads were so treacherous. I
moved the meeting to this Thursday right before auditions. It is supposed to snow again
on Friday and Saturday, which are both audition days. It is supposed to snow again on
Tuesday and that is our first rehearsal. It looks like I am going to have some challenges
on day one. I think my back up plan may need to include some online auditions.

February 7 , 2019
t

Tonight was the first night of auditions. We had them at the church that we are
using for Thursday rehearsals. A dad and daughter came. The daughter was auditioning
for the part of Louise. She did a great job and I would cast her, but upon further
discussion her dad realized that she is already booked and there would have been too
much overlap between shows. Her dad is a director for his church’s theatre. I talked him
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into reading for the part of Argan. He was great, but the conflict is the same. It’s too bad
because it is always nice to bring new people into community theatre.

February 8, 2019
More snow! We had eight inches of snow on Friday/Saturday so no auditions
either day. We are scheduled to have our first meeting on Tuesday and we are supposedly
getting another snow event. I was able to cast most of the show, using friends and actors
that I had seen in previous performances. I had several people send me videos of their
audition pieces. I have three more parts to fill. I have reached out to every high school in
my area plus a local community college to fill these rolls. I also emailed ten people that
had bios on Theatre Puget Sound. I had no idea filling parts for a community production
would be so difficult. I also emailed several alumni students to see if they were available.

February 11th, 2019
More snow! We had to postpone due to snow again. We are starting rehearsals
next week, a week behind schedule. I still do not have a Louise and a Thomas, but I do
have an Angela. I am a little worried about Julia as Nanette, she has read the script and
likes it but is worried about her “mommy brain” and remembering her lines. I reached out
to Casey Ponce, she was in You're a Good Man Charlie Brown last spring, but her
grandfather passed away and she wasn’t willing to commit. I am meeting a couple of
possible people for the part of Louise later this week.
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February 14th, 2019
I met with a mother and daughter today, the daughter is auditioning for the part of Louise.
She read really well, but I am not sure she will be animated enough. I think with some
directing and coaching she can do it. I have one more girl to audition on Monday. I am
thinking that maybe both of them, one as an understudy would be a good idea. I also
auditioned a young guy for the part of Thomas. I gave him the part, he was really my
only choice. He has a fair amount of experience in theatre, both on the tech side and the
acting side, so that is a win. He is going to be great and his enthusiasm is a huge plus.
One area that is starting to concern me is my choice to place the show in Paris,
Tennessee. When I made this decision I was thinking about staying true to a city named
Paris. Now that casting has started and my cast is becoming more ethnically diverse it
doesn't make as much sense to have it in the Deep South. I am also concerned about
maintaining southern accents throughout the show. I have several cast members that have
not been involved in theatre for several decades, if ever. I am starting to play with the
idea of a fictional city in California named Paris. I will run this past Dr. Rollie and see
what her sage advice is.

February 18th, 2019
Tonight was our first rehearsal. We did a cold read. We were missing one
character, Clinton. Everyone read really well. It looks like it is going to come together.
Julia/Nanette did not get my memo about changing the setting so she had practiced a
southern accent and read with the accent. I will have to talk to her about dropping it. I
cast two girls as Louise, one as an understudy. One read better than the other, but the
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other one was more animated. I think either will be great and I am willing to give them
the experience. It feels reassuring to have the show cast.

February 22, 2019
I spoke too soon. I am pretty sure the minute I posted on Facebook that I had a
full cast and that they are great, the theatre Gods started laughing. Julia just called to tell
me that she was bowing out of the show. She has a good reason, they have an opportunity
to adopt a baby boy and his due date is April 9th. I can’t fault her for it, but I can’t say I
am not disappointed. I am in Utah this weekend to go see Jed’s show a fellow graduate
student. I emailed Dr. Rollie and she was great, she made me feel better about all of this
being part of the learning process. I must be learning a lot. I emailed my stage manager
and other cast members and we all got the word out that we are still looking for Nanette
(sounds like a comedy that needs to be written). I heard back from one gal and also
offered the role to one of my daughter’s friends, Megan. Megan has done plenty of acting
and was actually really interested, however she lives in Utah.

February 24th, 2019
I went to Jed’s show last night. He cried when he saw me, he had no idea I was
going to come. It made me cry too. His show was amazing. I have to continually remind
myself that he has many resources and advantages that I don’t. Also the theatre culture is
vastly different between Utah and Washington. It is not about how big and fantastic your
show is, but that we are enriching our lives and doing what we love to do and putting the
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many lessons learned in class into practical use. It makes me realize how important it is
to keep producing community theatre and fighting for the arts in schools.
I have heard from a couple of people in regards to the part of Nanette. Megan
really wants to do it. She has some medical issues so I am leery, after Julia. I think maybe
having an understudy for the part is the best way to go. Possibly between two actors I will
be safe. It is interesting that these are the challenges that I am facing, it is very different
than working with Jr. High and High school students. In the past it has been about having
the right play for the cast, girl heavy, weak singers, etc. This is a totally different
challenge.
February 28th, 2019
We are in our third week of rehearsal and I have yet to have the entire cast
available. At one point this week my stage manager was reading for both lead parts and a
minor part. Needless to say she was getting a bit dizzy spinning from one character to
another. I added up the amount of time I used to have with my students for rehearsals,
about 28 hours before tech week. I am getting about double that amount with this
company. Factor in that they are adults and half of them are experienced actors I should
be fine for the production. I keep reminding myself that I have run into similar issues
when teaching school. I recall one production when my lead actor was stuck in Alaska
over the holidays and couldn’t get back in time for the show. I am trying every day to
look through the lens of an educator, how can I learn from this? What can I do to
compensate or adjust to get the most out of the people and time I do have. It is definitely
a juggling act. I feel like the actors are finally warming up to me. Several that have been
in past productions with this company have given me a chilly welcome. Now that they
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have seen me direct and they like my script, they are warming up and offering
suggestions and asking for approval. In some ways teenagers are easier and in others they
are not.
March 4th, 2019
I am a month away from opening night. That last sentence is terrifying. We have
the weekend off. Tonight before rehearsals I am meeting with my set builder, I have a
firm idea on what I want. It is not elaborate or difficult so I think it will be doable. I have
been texting/emailing back and forth with the costumer. She has been great to work with.
Unfortunately she is going out of town for the next three weeks. She did a lot of shopping
this weekend and we know what we need for costumes. She also came to rehearsal last
Thursday and took measurements. I told her I could help with costumes as well we are
sharing patterns and fabric ideas. I have been working with my stage manager and
properties person to procure all the set pieces. We found two lime green “sixties” chairs
and I am negotiating on a couch. We will have to make some psychedelic pillows to
really bring the furniture into the sixties, but it should work. It is tough when you don’t
have a place to store big pieces. My garage is getting full. This week we are focusing on
Act III as Jan/Bernie will be out of town next week.

March 6th, 2019
This week we finally have the full cast. Megan flew in from Utah today and we
had a full cast tonight. Things went pretty well. I feel like the cast is starting to gel and
take direction from me. It’s weird because with junior high students and high school they
take direction fairly well but don’t always have the experiences to relate to it. With adult
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actors it is a bit the opposite. They are a bit more resistant, but as soon as you relate it to
them they have similar experiences so they understand and can draw on it. I thought I
was going to have some issues with a couple of the actors that have been in SPA
productions. I have found that humor works best with divas. We are starting to
understand and respect each other and that is huge. Next week we will be missing
Jan/Bernie. She is going to the Mayo clinic in AZ. I hope they can help her.

March 11th, 2019
Rehearsals went pretty well tonight. We are running through Act I and II. Act III
is pretty heavy with Jan’s character so we are focusing on I and II. I have been talking to
my costume builder and my set builder. A note here about my set builder, he is not a set
designer. He is a cabinetmaker by trade and although very talented he has no experience
or desire to become a stage designer. With that being said, we have found a good way to
work with each other. I have acted as stage/set designer. I have done the research,
designed what I envision and given Michael my pictures and ideas. He is very visual and
has asked for actual pictures and not drawings or renderings. I think that is wise as my
renderings are not my strength. I think we are on track in both of those areas. I have been
furiously shopping online, Facebook marketplace, Nextdoor and Offer Up for vintage,
mid-century pieces. I found a great end table, a leopard print chaise and a desk chair. My
designer is building a three dimensional fireplace, a coffee table, one end table and we
found some french doors. Those are the biggest items. I found some apothecary jars that I
am going to fill up with syringes, pills and other medicinal paraphernalia. The cast is
doing pretty well. I feel like they are a bit too static, but it may also be that they have
their scripts still in hand. Off book is March 18th. Doubtful that they will all be off, but at
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least most of them will. I am working on the last scene. I sent away for permission to use
All You Need is Love, by The Beatles. I am not sure it will get here in time. Our posters
should be here this week so I will need to drive around and post them in various
locations.

March 14th, 2019
I have yet to have a full week with the entire cast available. I found out today, at the end
of rehearsal, Colton, he is playing Thomas Diforus, that his dad is being transferred to
Enumclaw, about two hours away from Monroe. He doesn’t have a car, and with traffic it
would be about a two hour drive one direction.. Needless to say I sent an email out to the
entire cast when I got home. Hopefully someone will offer a room for him to stay closer.
I can offer my house, but it’s starting to feel like a boarding house. On another note, the
person that was supposed to proofread the posters didn’t catch that the address was
incorrect. Now they have to be reprinted. I have two actors that are pretty seasoned actors
and they are passing the “diva” crown back and forth between them. At first I thought
they were going to hate me. They didn't know me, I didn’t come with any fancy 5th Ave
street credentials, and I am their director. I am happy to report that they have warmed up
considerably. I am using Facebook friend requests to gage how much they like me or not.
So far all of the cast that uses social media has reached out to me on it. Funny that that is
the barometer that we use in 2019.
March 18th, 2019
The entire cast in in town, but Karen/Darlene is sick. We are primarily focusing
on Act III this week as Jan/Bernie was gone all last week. Tonight we ran through the
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entire show. I am shocked at who knows their lines and who do not. The people with the
larger parts are memorizing at a much faster rate than the smaller parts. I have one cast
member in particular that I have been working with. He is a 35-year-old guy with who
has just started focusing on acting. His goal is to become a professional actor. His goal is
admirable, but he has had no training, does not take directions very well and has not
learned his lines. He has a tendency to slur his sentences together. He also has a hard time
hitting his consonants, I am not sure if it is a cultural thing, or not. He is Hawaiian and
was raised in Maui. I have given him several very pointed directions and he says he
understands, but then does not incorporate the note. The other cast members have noticed
and it is causing some friction amongst them

March 21st, 2019
Cloe, my stage manager, has been in Hawaii all week. She is scheduling things
from there, which has been a bit hectic. I have caught several items that the dates and
times were incorrect. We are scheduled to have a promotional photo shoot on the 26th. It
is unfortunate that we do not have access to the theatre that week another group has it.
We will be rehearsing at a local fire station. It is very challenging to keep the blocking
correct when the location is so flexible. It has also been a challenge in that we have not
been able to use any of the set pieces. I am loading in the couch and a couple of chairs to
the fire station so they can start getting used to them. My set builder has not finished the
coffee table and this is important because it is a piece that several characters use in a
chase/fight scene. I guess we just make due with what is available.
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March 26th, 2019
Tonight was our photo shoot. We had a semi-professional photographer come out
and take photos at the fire station. I hung some gold fabric up to cover the conference
room walls and brought in the couch and the end table. I used the picturization method
that we learned in Th 501 to create some good publicity shots (see appendices). I also had
my costume person come with enough costume pieces for every one. I think it turned out
well. We are a week past “off-book” and there are still several people that are struggling.
I have one actor who is in his late sixties and warned me at his casting that he has a hard
time memorizing lines. I told him I understood and had confidence in him. He is still
struggling, he has three monologue type sections and they fluster him every time. I am
still working with my young Hawaiian with enunciating. I have also had a change of
heart on a song within the play. There is a ballad between the ingénue and her love
interest, it is not going the way I saw it. One issue is the male character is slowing the
pace and tempo. I have given him some notes on this and today I brought in some music
for him to listen to. He is young and very unfamiliar with the nineteen sixties. I gave him
some homework; a list of period music to listen to, some video clips to watch and a
couple of articles about what was going on during the time period, hopefully that will
help.

March 28th, 2019
We are a week away from opening night. We are waiting to hear if we can load
and build our set on Sunday rather than Monday. The other group has a show on
Saturday, but not on Sunday. We are hoping they strike after their show so we can get in
earlier. Sharing space is always challenging, but at least we have the space. Rehearsal
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tonight went well except that as we were packing up one of my main characters told me
that he would be missing next Monday. I told him next week is tech week and we need
“all hands on deck”. He told me that he was involved in another production and had
missed several rehearsals because of this production. I let him know in no uncertain terms
that tech week is mandatory! I let my stage manager know what was going on as well. I
am sure she will send out an email stating how important tech week is. The interesting
thing about this cast member is, he wants to, someday, be a professional actor. I am not
sure why he thought it would be a good idea to double up on acting jobs.

April 1, 2019
We were able to get into the theatre yesterday, at 4pm better than waiting until
today. Megan, Colton and I met Michael, my set builder, there last night and today at
noon. We loaded, built, painted and arranged the scenery and set pieces. We still have a
lot of painting. It may be one of those shows where the paint is still drying when the
curtain opens. I made several trips to various nearby cities to pick up set pieces. I found a
piece of 60’s pop art that looks like a younger version of one of the characters. We started
to paint the walls to look like wood paneling; it was a lot less expensive than real wood
paneling. I am using some of the techniques that Dave taught us in Th 583. We still have
to paint brick behind the fireplace. The fireplace turned out really great, very sixties.
Right now the scenery is a bit too brown. I need to incorporate some more colors. I don’t
want to make things too busy, but right now it needs some vibrancy.
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April 2nd, 2019
Tonight at rehearsal a cast member showed up drunk. That is definitely a first for
me. My stage manager brought it to my attention. When I talked to the cast member she
said she was “fine”. I smelled alcohol, but she didn’t seem to be exhibiting any serious
effects. I asked her if she was ready to start rehearsals? She was a bit peckish, but replied
that she was. She has a very small part, in the third act and the final scene; I am hoping
this was a one-time mistake. Colton, Megan. Michael and I all painted for about five
hours today, we are not quite finished, but it is coming along. It is rewarding to hear the
cast’s “oooh’s” and “ahhh’s” when they arrive and see more and more progress. The

walls are a little bare so I am going to pick up some floating shelves and some vintage
bric brac to adorn the walls. I would love to find a large sixties clock, but so far no luck
with that. I thought about painting it on, but decided it would be too many onedimensional things on the walls. The dramaturge in me won’t allow something that is that
big of a focal point and not have it be authentic or at least look authentic. I have learned a
lot about “mid-century” designs since I started this process. I used to say I hated the
sixties and now I am finding that there are a lot of things that I have come to appreciate. I
have also found that we really never let one period go altogether. We all have something
from some other time period in our lives. They all influence each other.

April 3rd, 2019
Tonight my cast member that was drunk (I will call her Jane) last night showed up
an hour and a half late and completely inebriated. Jane had not showered, was stumbling
and could barely speak. One of the other cast members, who has known her for a long
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time, offered to drive her home (yes, she had driven herself to rehearsal). This is a
problem on various levels. I met with the board president and my stage manager in
private to discuss what to do. If I were teaching at a high school the student would
undoubtedly be suspended from school. As these are mostly adults and it is a volunteer
organization I have to consider other things. We have a thrust style stage that has an
orchestra pit. I am never sure if the pit will be covered or not. I chose not to incorporate it
into my show for a couple of reasons; one being the above, I can never depend on it being
open or closed. Two, about three weeks prior to my production rehearsals starting,

another production had a member fall off the stage and into the pit. Fortunately they were
not seriously hurt, but it adds an element of risk that I did not want to take. An
intoxicated cast member obviously increases that risk exponentially. I am thinking of not
only Jane but also how the other cast members will react to the situation. After meeting
with my stage manager and board president I learned that Jane had many other trials in
her life. It does not excuse the poor choices, but it does shed some light on the situation. I
decided to send her home with the friend and informed my stage manager that she may
have to go on for Jane. I was willing to give Jane a second chance, if she showed up on
time and sober to dress rehearsal tomorrow night she could continue in the show. If she
did not, she would not be included for the duration of the performances. Colton, Megan
and I continued our painting of the set today. We are almost finished. I have hunted for
more sixties pop art, but unfortunately it is difficult to find and pricey when I do. I
decided to do a little research and try my hand at my own version of pop art. My
inspiration was the television Laugh In. I think I did a good job. We have some details to
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wrap up on our painting, make the bricks look more real, give the wood a bit of texture
etc. I think we will make it before opening night.
I met with the cast at the end of rehearsal, after Jane was driven home. I assured
them that I had a back up plan and the show would go on. I did not specifically tell them
that Jane was drunk, but that we needed to keep what information we did have within our
theatre family. I reminded them that if any of us were in a similar position we would want
privacy and respect. They were all very understanding, as much as they could be, and we

left it at that. I had one of the seasoned actors come up to me after and compliment me on
my handling of the situation. That comment made me feel good.
April 4th, 2019
Jane showed up on time and sober. Dress rehearsal went well. We are finished
painting and the set looks good. I think we are ready for opening night. I am very happy
with the cast and the efforts they have put in. Several of the more seasoned actors do not
feel like they need to be part of the stage crew. One in particular often says that he has
“been there, done that” and does not want to get involved in that. Tonight I was outside
repainting a coat rack. I had disassembled it and was spray-painting all the parts an
pieces. This actor happened along when I was putting it back together. He saw me
struggling and stopped by to ask if he could help. I was pleasantly surprised that he
offered, much less stuck around to help me finish the job. I thanked him and said I
appreciated his help. He said he appreciated a director that was involved in all parts of
production and not one that just gave directions and left the sweaty work to others. That
was nice.
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April 5th, 2019
Tonight was opening night. Overall it went well. It would have been nice if we had had a
larger crowd, but the cast did a great job, the set was finished, the show went well. I
know when I proposed The Imaginary Invalid we talked about how it might be a harder
sell to our specific community. I was surprised that most of the cast had not heard of this
show. I guess being in theatre, and particularly education, has exposed me to more
playwrights than the average person. Hopefully we will have a bigger crowd tomorrow. I
am not concerned about size so much as energy. The cast really does react more
positively to a livelier crowd.
April 7th, 2019
Our first weekend is over. Saturday night’s performance was the best of
the three. I am happy about that since that is the night my chairperson was here. We have
a few glitches with our sound. The way the sound floats in the auditorium it seems to get
lost in the front one third of the audience. It is interesting that the best place for the sound
is further back. Our lights are also a challenge. We just cannot get enough light on the
stage. Our light board is very old, 1937 and has to be operated manually from backstage
(see photo in appendix). We do have additional lights, but they are not particularly new
and we are limited. It is a problem with every show. I talked to my light guy and we have
added the sidelights, but even with these on, it’s not super bright and casts shadows. I
cannot imagine what adding gels would be like.
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April 10th, 2019

Tonight we met at the theatre to move the set and props back behind the curtain. Part of
the set is hinged, part is not, I had a pretty good idea that we would need to move the set
so we designed it for easier mobility. There is an orchestra that has a standing date at the
theatre. We have to make sure everything is out of the way for them to practice. It is a
huge pain, but part of sharing space. We will need to be back on Friday to put it all
back in time for our show. I knew this was a possibility when I started the production
planning. It is one of the reasons that I chose to do a simple set. Originally I had thought
of doing a second level, but decided against it since it would be more to break down,
reconstruct and move. Thankfully we had Michael there to help, he did most of the
construction, so he knew how best to take partially take it apart and move it safely. We
have a set of French doors in the center of the scenery and we need to be careful we don’t
break the glass. It is a delicate juggling act. We do not have the theatre between show
weekends. My stage manager is going to see if we can get it for a pick up rehearsal for
tomorrow, but I am doubtful. I think just getting the cast together for an earlier curtain
call might be a better idea.

April 12th, 2019
Since we were unable to do a pick up rehearsal this week I had the cast meet an
hour earlier and we did a speed through with the lines. It was interesting to hear the script
run through so fast and without all the inflections, tones and humor. Everyone has
retained their lines, which is good and we are ready to finish our last three shows. I am
very proud of the group. They come from very different areas with different theatre
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experiences. I had two actors that this was their first stage experience. I had two more
that had not acted in decades. I have one actor that is new to acting, never taken any
classes/workshops but has given up his career and want to become an equity actor. On the
other end I have actors that have worked for thirty or more years on an off in theatre. It’s
been a very interesting experience. Tonight's show went well. Friday night crowds seem
to be the lightest, about 35 people. Tonight they were an enthusiastic group and that made
the show livelier. We had one somewhat funny slip up, my lead actor misspoke a word.
That wouldn’t seem like a big deal, but he substituted it with a pretty specific swear
word. The actors just continued on as if he had not said it. One of the cast members had a
friend in the audience and caught the mistake and texted her about it. The general
consensus was it was funny leave it in. I told the cast that was fine but not if there were
kids in the audience.

April 14th, 2019
Tonight was our closing show. It was a matinee and right after the show we had to
strike. It went well. We were able to strike, clean and put everything back in order in
about two hours. I took most of the pieces that I had purchased home with me. I will try
and sell what I can in the weeks to come. There is not a ton of storage for set pieces only
flats at Wagner. All in all it went well. I know I am my own worst critic. I shouldn’t
compare my production to what others in my program have done. We all have different
parameters, time constraints, budgets etc. And yet, I do. I heard lots of positive comments
from audience members, friends and relations who came to watch. I felt good about it.
Yes, there are things I would do differently, but that is hindsight speaking and a bigger
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budget. Overall I am happy with it and glad that I had the experience to direct in the
community. I had several of my actors come up to me at various points and tell me I was
doing a good job. I had the costumer tell me that I am very easy to work with. She said
she appreciated that I knew what I wanted, was clear in my directions and that I listened
to her suggestions. I also had the president of Monroe Arts Council, Robert Bogue, tell
me that the show was “great” and that I am a “strong director”. All of these comments
add validation and confidence; things that will help me navigate my next directing job.
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Written Evaluation of Project Committee Chairperson

MA – Theatre Production
Thesis Production Response to The Imaginary Invalid, directed by Ms. Kimberly
Dorman
Wagner Performing Arts Center (Monroe, WA) – Produced by Sky Performing Arts
6 April 2019 @ 7:30 pm
Thesis Chair: Dr. Emily Rollie

As an artist and educator who works outside of the school structures that many
of our MA Theatre Production students inhabit, Ms. Dorman embraces her role as a
non-traditional educator, and she speaks passionately about her desire to bring
theatre to audiences and artists who may not always have access to such
opportunities. That in mind, her production of The Imaginary Invalid, produced in
collaboration with the Sky Performing Arts group, a longstanding community
theatre in suburban north Seattle, and performed at Wagner Arts Center in Monroe,
WA, was certainly in keeping with her vision and artistic as well as pedagogical
interests.
Of course, producing in a community theatre setting does come with some
challenges, most specifically for Ms. Dorman and Sky Performing Arts these
challenges were primarily related to available resources, shared performance
spaces, and funding. The Wagner Performing Arts Center is an older auditorium
space, connected to and utilized by an elementary school as well as the local
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community. Operated under the larger umbrella of the Monroe Arts Council, the
Wagner Performing Arts Center was built in 1939 and renovated for use in 2012.
Despite the renovation, the venue itself has seen and regularly sees quite a bit of
use, thus there is some significant wear and tear to the space such as over worn
seats and limited technical capabilities such as light and sound. The Performing Arts
Center is also a shared space, which means that Ms. Dorman’s design and set must
be created so that it can be stored in the limited wing and backstage space between
performance weekends. Despite these limitations, Ms. Dorman seemed to make the
best use of them, crafting a set that evoked the 1960s period but was also minimal
and flexible enough to move and store for the school events, music concerts, and
more when the company was not in the space.
Because Ms. Dorman chose to set the play in the 1960s, as a way to bring Moliere
into a time period more accessible to her audiences (many of whom were growing
up in the 1960s themselves) and set it in “trendy” California, the set was based on
1960s aesthetics including bold, mixed geometric patterns, dark wood paneling, and
decorative curtains on the walls. Several more mature audience members
commented on elements of the set being “what I remember” from their younger
days, which speaks to the efficacy of Ms. Dorman’s research and concept. As an
audience member and observer, I was initially struck by the almost cartoonish
colors and painting. While one might expect a more realistic interior and visual
design elements, as the play unfolded, the set, in its broad strokes and more
representative/performative style, supported the larger-than-life, cartoonish
personas of the characters quite well. Thus, although I initially questioned the more
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cartoonish and over-the-top visual aesthetic of the set, it quite nicely reinforced the
style and tone of the performances (and, as I understand it, also was feasible for Ms.
Dorman’s scenic collaborator).
As is often the case in community theatre, there is no scenic designer or scene
shop/technical director to build the set; as a result, Ms. Dorman had to recruit
assistance and lead the charge in creating the initial design herself. A local cabinet
maker helped construct the set, which also required Ms. Dorman to devise creative,
alternative ways to communicate her design ideas to him beyond the expected
theatrical ground plans and elevations. Whatever means she utilized seemed to
work, though, as the set visually did support the concept. I did wish that the
distinctly 1960s fireplace was utilized more actively in the action and blocking, as it
commanded a rather prominent place in the visual landscape of the play, and I did
suggest to Ms. Dorman after the show that a screen she used for one of the
eavesdropping moments could easily be struck in favor of using the prominent
curtain on the wall (which I believe she did in subsequent performances). However,
these quibbles aside, the overall elements included in the set evoked the 1960s
clearly.
The set dressing and props also demonstrated specific attention to the time
period as well as the action of the play. The set was scattered with pill bottles to
emphasize the invalid’s propensity for “quick fixes” and those bottles were of the
era. Moreover, the magazines used as set dressing and props were also in keeping
with the visual aesthetic of the 1960s period, which further helped create the world
of the play and support Ms. Dorman’s concept.
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In terms of stage layout and blocking opportunities, the set’s corners were
(mostly) pinned, with Argan’s desk downstage right and a large potted tree
downstage left. I perhaps would have liked to see Ms. Dorman and the cast use the
space downstage left near and around the tree a bit more, and the downstage desk
felt a bit cramped for the action happening around it at times. Part of these choices
were likely due to the limitations of the space, as Ms. Dorman seemed to be trying
her best to pull the action downstage, although the orchestra pit limited that
significantly and prompted her to work more in favor of the actors’ safety by
keeping the action further upstage. Overall, in light of the available stage space, Ms.
Dorman demonstrated her use of Hodgian blocking techniques such as levels,
triangles, and such. However, working even more with stronger diagonals and
pinning the downstage corners would be something for Ms. Dorman to continue
working on directorially in future projects.
Ms. Dorman used sound design primarily in the pre-show, intermission, and
post-show music, and the music she selected spoke to and aurally evoked the era,
using popular songs and refrains from the 1960s. As I sat in the audience, I could see
several fellow audience members nodding along in time with the music and some
even singing, which, considering the demographic this company appeals to and who
attended the production this evening, spoke well to the suitability of the aural
landscape to the 1960s theme. I would have perhaps liked more sound, as it felt
distant and weak, coming largely from two small speakers at the front of the
auditorium. However, I believe this was also part of limitations of the space and its
rudimentary technical capabilities. Further, though the actors wore microphones (a
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definite plus to ensure more even sound in a rather cavernous space), it was often
difficult to hear them, especially for audience members seated further back in the
space. In fact, the difficulty with sound prompted several audience members to
move closer to the stage during intermission. Fortunately, there was ample room for
them to do so, and moving closer seemed to remedy the issue for most of them.
Several moments in the production featured clever use of sound elements. For
example, the pre-show announcement was pre-recorded but performed in keeping
with the period and associated language. Moreover, this opening announcement
also prompted a generous initial laugh from the audience, thus setting them up for
the show ahead and inviting them to laugh from the start – a wise choice, especially
for a play that not all are familiar with but is indeed a comedy. Another cleverly
designed sound moment came at the end of the show when the cast appeared with
kazoos to “play,” offering a familiar 1960s tune in a creative way, sensitive to royalty
rights and availability. This moment also was well received by the audience, many of
whom guffawed in response, as it brought the farcical, ridiculous nature of the play
and its action to the fore.
Because of the multi-purpose nature of the space and its need of further
renovation and/or upgrade, the lighting equipment available to Ms. Dorman and her
lighting team was also limited. They seemed to do the best they could with the
minimal equipment, and I was able to adequately see all of the faces and playing
spaces throughout the production (which is not always the case in older spaces with
limited lighting capabilities). Ms. Dorman and her team brought in two additional
light trees, located at the downstage corners, which helped offer necessary
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additional front light. Without these trees, I think it would have been incredibly
difficult to see adequately and would have significantly hindered the production. In
some moments, even with the light trees, when actors were grouped together, there
were some shadows on faces; however, overall these additional lighting trees
helped immensely to allow more consistent coverage of the stage. Thus, once again,
Ms. Dorman creatively worked with her available resources to find the best solution
for the production.
While the faces and costumes were decently lit throughout the show, some of the
lighting cues and transitions throughout the show felt rather abrupt and sharp (due
in large part, I imagine, to the limitations of the lighting system in the space). Quite
honestly, there was likely no way around these shifts, and Ms. Dorman did well to
minimize these sharp shifts, keeping them largely to beginning and ends of acts.
Following the show, Ms. Dorman also treated me to a look at the old light board that
was located backstage. (I believe she also included a photo of this board in her
documentation, as it is quite an impressive relic.) This board offered some
additional insights and explanation into the lighting, and in consideration of these
limitations, I felt Ms. Dorman and the Sky Performing Arts company did what they
could to work within their means and serve the overall story of the play.
As a community theatre, the actors for The Imaginary Invalid hail from a variety
of backgrounds, experience levels, and ages, which can prove challenging for any
director. While I was not privy to the development of the actors during the process, I
was impressed by the entire company’s investment in the production. They were all
enthusiastic and clearly enjoying their performances, which speaks to Ms. Dorman’s
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ability to create ensemble. As an ensemble, there were several clear, sharp moments
of unified movement, which served to direct focus and emphasize comedic
moments. In a few moments, some more attention to composition with the whole
group could have been utilized. Although I could see faces and there were groupings
of actors that employed levels and character postures, sometimes the visual
compositions felt a bit cramped in the space, leaving me wishing some elements
might be pulled further downstage, etc.
It was clear during the performance, though, that Ms. Dorman had worked with
her actors to help them find specific, character-driven stage business and to
physicalize their character relationships. This work and encouragement to find
character details helped root the actors largely in the same world – both the time
period of the 1960s and the world of this play ala Moliere’s comedy – and it also
helped extend the believability, even within the context of an over-the-top farcical
comedy. Some of the actors rushed a wee bit, both physically and vocally, which,
coupled with the difficulty in acoustics overall, made it doubly difficult to hear and
consistently understand them. However, actors overall seemed aware of their beats
and shifts in intention, which is an important element that one does not always see
with actors of diverse experience and training levels. While some actors’ movements
felt slightly unmotivated, overall it seemed that Ms. Dorman had worked with them
to find ways to open up the space and use movement patterns to keep the comedic
story moving forward and energized.
It should also be noted that, in addition to directing the production and
coordinating all of the design elements, Ms. Dorman adapted the script, essentially
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taking on a second artistic project, for adapting a script in and of itself is a major
endeavor that requires significant research and additional skills. Ms. Dorman had
good reason for adapting the text, which she articulates in her Section I. Rather than
simply laying a directorial concept on top of the play in its original form, Ms.
Dorman chose to streamline the story and bring the language more into the modern
period in an attempt to better meet her audience’s needs.
Moreover, in watching the production and observing the audience on the
night I attended, I witnessed the impact of her adaptation work – both in terms of
directorial concept and the text. Several of the audience members commented on
the familiarity of the 1960s language during the intermission, and the bursts of
laughter throughout the play spoke to the ways that the language’s accessibility. As I
listened to some audience members following the show, I overheard comments such
as “that was cute,” “it was funnier than I expected,” and “it’s so close to real life,” all
of which serve as testament to Ms. Dorman’s work to make this period play
accessible to her contemporary audience, many of whom may have never heard of
Moliere. Moreover, several actors commented to me after the show that Ms.
Dorman’s adaptation and updating of language better enabled them to understand
their roles and the play’s overall connections to modern culture. This added
endeavor of adapting the text should be recognized and commended as part of this
overall thesis project; it demonstrates Ms. Dorman’s interest and investment in the
overall process.
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Self Evaluation

I always find self-evaluations difficult because truth be told I am not very good at self
promotion or evaluation. I listen to what others say and think one of two things; one,
either they are related to me and have to say that or two, they are just being nice. I am
always surprised when I win an award, gain recognition or am acknowledged for things
that I felt just needed to be done. I am terrible at taking compliments and always deflect
to what could have done better. I found myself doing this with my thesis project long
before it was complete. All that being said, I will try to be objective and refrain from
comparing to other thesis projects I have either seen or read about.
I will start with why this particular play. I chose to adapt The Imaginary Invalid for
several reasons. I mentioned in my concept statement that I had been working with the
senior population for a few years and I had noticed that as a society we continue to
wrestle with the medical establishment. At the onset of my graduate degree journey I was
not sure if I was going to remain at the Montessori school where I was employed. I
wanted to choose a play that I knew I could do both at the school and within the
community. My students had seen The Imaginary Invalid a couple years prior and had
been asking to produce it. My theatre budget, at the school, was about one thousand
dollars a year. I also knew that the community theatre budget was small. I wanted to have
more flexibility with finances when building the show. I also knew that if I was going to
complete my project through the community theatre, my target audience was most likely
going to be the senior population. I knew one way to reduce cost of producing theatre
was to reduce royalty fees. This could be done with my own adaptation of a playwright
like Shakespeare or Molière.
I had never adapted a play, but had written several young adult and children’s
short plays. I decided it was worth the challenge. I feel my adaptation would be
considered one of the positive things that came out of this project. It is not perfect, but it
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is very good. It stays close to the original script; it is recognizable as The Imaginary
Invalid; and it accomplishes my goal of bringing the story forward into the twentieth
century. One area that I changed was the setting. I started with the idea of keeping Paris
part of the setting, but Paris, Tennessee instead of Paris, France. I came to realize during
casting that the location was really secondary to the story and its characters. Location and
time period are two constraints that will directly affect the choice of cast. I did not have a
lot of control about who was going to be in the cast. When roles were finally cast, it was
clear I had certain players that would not have worked with my Paris, Tennessee idea. It
was better to adjust to a fictitious Paris and place it in a setting where the characters made
sense, and focus more on the time period rather than the location.
As I mentioned above, at the time I started my graduate studies I was in a bit of a
transition. I ultimately said goodbye to the school at which I had taught for 15 years, and
decided to pursue other teaching opportunities. With that change I needed to find a
theatre to direct my show. I had been helping with a local community theatre and I
approached them. I chose to do this rather than guest-direct at a school, or at my former
school for a couple of reasons. One, I wanted to start the transition into directing older
students, high school and college. I knew getting a job at a junior college was not
possible until after obtaining my masters degree. I thought that gaining experience with
older ages would point me in the direction I wanted to go. This definitely turned out to be
a learning experience. I had actors with a variety of experience, from first time actors to
seasoned/former professionals. This really pushed me as a director. I found the easier of
the extremes, in some ways, was the inexperienced actor. It was easier, because it was
more familiar. I had dealt with students where my drama class was their first experience.
I had not dealt with an adult that acted like a diva. As a teacher, discipline issues are part
of the job. As a teacher, my formal authority was already established. On the other hand,
I had never had to discipline someone that was older and in a position of authority. Such
was the case with my inebriated cast member two days before the show opened. This
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situation was one of my larger challenges. I felt like I handled it extremely well. It was
important to be diplomatic, fair, firm and kind. I feel like I did all four of these. I needed
to be fair to my other cast members and maintain the integrity of the show. I needed to be
firm for many reasons but primarily for safety and health. I also wanted to be diplomatic
and professional as there were other people involved that I would most likely be working
with again. Lastly I wanted to be kind. I did not know at the time but there were a lot of
extenuating circumstances in this person’s life. Although her tragedies are not an excuse
for her poor and potentially dangerous behavior, it is not my job to judge, only to respond
to the situation.
My second reason for choosing the community theatre was that I wanted the
autonomy to choose my thesis presentation. I knew that going to a school where I was not
an established faculty member, I would not likely have a lot of say in my choice of show.
I also had been working with the senior population for several years, and I knew this
would be a show they would enjoy and could relate to, it would bring people in from the
community.
One lesson that was interesting to me was my adjustment to not being a one-man
show. For over fifteen years I had done everything -- sewing costumes, designing simple
sets, renting stages, directing students, building and purchasing props etc. Having even a
few people I could count on was a very interesting and pleasant experience. Everyone
involved had full time jobs outside of theatre. For the most part all involved were willing
to donate materials, labor and energy to making the show the best it could be. This was a
learning opportunity for me because it took some of the doing off of my plate, causing
me to delegate. I feel like I did well with it. I had to pick up the slack several times from
people that were unavailable. For example, the stage manager was on vacation for a
week. In the end I was able to balance letting others do while I focused on directing more
effectively. This leads me to another lesson that was reinforced through the project, “fire
stomping,” or dealing with unexpected challenges.
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Although I had worked with this theatre company before, this was the first time I was
in charge. One of the initial challenges began before we even cast the show. I mentioned
this problem in my production journal, snow. The Seattle area does not get a lot of snow
and we are unequipped to handle it when we do. The two weeks prior and the first two
weeks of rehearsal we accumulated more snow than in the ten previous winters
combined. Instead of having three days of auditions and a day of callbacks at the theatre,
I had one. I handled this by contacting potential actors and having them audition through
video apps. FaceTime, Skype and YouTube. I also contacted several actors whose work I
had seen, and offered them parts. I met several possible actors at a nearby coffee shop
and had them read for certain parts. I think I was lucky to get the people that I did, but it
was the experience I had at casting that enabled me to best match people with roles. One
of the biggest casting challenges came two weeks into the process. My lead female quit.
She had a good reason, adopting a baby, but it was a huge challenge to have to start
looking again for someone to fill the part. Ultimately it worked out. The girl that filled
the roll did a fabulous job.
The directing philosophies of Francis Hodge helped me develop a refined ability for
improvisation, grounded in the combination of intuition and research. As he states in his
book,
The director is therefore an improviser of the first order. In this sense he is
very close to the playwright who turns his dreams into forms—all
controlled improvisations. The director is forever a game-player, always
improvising, always making up spontaneously what seems appropriate and
believable in a given circumstances but grounded in the play which he is to
interpret, releasing the master improvisation written down and then shaped
by the playwright in the “wrighting” process (Hodge 10).
I found as a director I used this idea of improvisation many times. In part because the
version of The Imaginary Invalid I had chosen had no stage or blocking directions.
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According to professor Hubbard we should “throw out the stage directions” and replace
them with our own and the version we imagine. Also because I had adapted the play, I
had become somewhat of a co-playwright. I helped rewrite the story, and as the director I
wanted to bring it to life the way I envisioned it. Almost instinctively I knew when my
actors were right on point. When they were not it was almost painful. I had one actor for
whom taking directions was very hard. I tried several different approaches. I approached
him individually verbally, with written notes, and even gave him video links that I felt
might help him interpret his character. He never really got it. I would not say he did a
poor job, but he never really fit the vision of the character I had imagined. It became
apparent through comments from the other actors that I was not the only one struggling
with this particular actor.
The skill of improvisation was not only used with actors, I also used it many times
in the technical side of my project. I had a specific vision for my scenery, but when it
came time to purchase items, they were hard to find or out of my price range. Having
done thorough research on the time period, I had other alternative looks for the nineteen
sixties in my toolbox. I did not plan on picking a leopard print chaise. When one came up
for sale for a reasonable price, it was in line with the research I had done and I was able
to adjust to something else that represented the time frame I was going for. I think being
flexible with the concept, particularly when limited by other constraints, is imperative to
a successful show.
Another area where I had to improvise and be flexible was with music and sound.
In the original play, the final scene is entirely in nonsensical Latin. I am sure that was
pretty funny to the 16 century French who saw it. Poking fun at the wealthy, educated and
th

bourgeoisie was what Molière was known for. However, in 2019, it would have been
confusing and anti-climactic. I saw one version of the show where the final scene was
done all in pig-latin and another that was done all in gibberish. Both versions were funny,
but I wanted something different. I chose to create my own concluding verse. A poem
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style induction that was specific to the main character and his beginning and ending polar
attitudes:
In order to join our most sacred profession,
You must first bow down and let us hear your confessions
Argan by name father by title
Relinquish your child this act proveth vital
Your daughter you grant, to choose whom she will
You make this promise or suffer a coronary
Your supposed maladies, ailments and illnesses be gone
Heal, depart, in front of these marked witnesses lean on
From this day forward you shall be known as a curative man
And promise to do no harm in your unfolding lifespan
The Imaginary Invalid no more
From this day forward a doctor guarantor (Wall and Dorman 48)

I had the cast costumed in doctor style lab coats with Groucho Marx glasses playing
kazoos between stanzas. This brought closure to the story while holding the silliness of
the characters through the final scene.
One of the areas that I felt went well was the connection to the community. This
particular theatre company has been around for over twenty-five years. In the last eight
years they have seen a drastic decline in theatre attendance. Prior to 2010 they were
producing four shows a year. Several years ago they dropped to three and for the last two
years they have only done two, a spring and a holiday. One of the goals the board has had
is to build up their audience base, bringing in more funds and subsequently providing
more community theatre. The audience total for The Imaginary Invalid, although not
huge was steady each night. The most well attended shows were Saturday nights and
Sunday matinees. On the closing matinee show we had several retirement community
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buses bring their residents. As the seniors I work with daily inspired this show, I was
particularly happy that so many came to enjoy it.
There were many things that I was able to draw on from the master’s program classes
and activities that I had completed through Central Washington University. In TH 540
with Brenda Hubbard we talked about “pinning the stage.” This meant using set pieces
that had value to the movements of the actors, bringing them naturally to different parts
of the stage. I incorporated this with the use of Argan’s desk on stage right and a small
tree stage left. Argan’s desk is a piece of furniture that is used throughout the play and
draws the characters further down stage. The tree was used a couple of times to draw
characters to the other side. I also used these two pieces to frame the living room scene.
Another lesson from TH 540 was Primary Focus. This meant that the focus should
be on whoever was speaking at any given time. This seems like an obvious point, but it
was interesting how many times I had to direct other characters to stop drawing the focus
away from the speaker. Another area that I felt I was able to refine through my graduate
learning was collaboration. Professor Hubbard said in class, “If you don’t know where
the good ideas come from, that’s ok.” It is something that I have taken to heart. Theatre is
a team sport. It will never be all one person’s ideas or another’s. The most successful
shows happen when a good team works well together. I feel like the cast and crew, many
of whom had never worked together, did a fabulous job as a team. I heard many say at the
end that they were going to miss each other and wanted to stay in touch. Several of the
cast members who had been out of theatre for ten years or more, commented that this
show brought them back to community theatre.
One directing lesson that I tried to use, was the idea we learned both from
Michael Smith in TH 541 and Terri Brown in TH 542, of “playing” on stage. I
emphasized to my cast on a number of occasions that I wanted them to use the stage as
their playground. Come up with ways to have fun with the props and pieces. An example
is when Argan and Nanette are arguing and their fight ensues. Originally I had a spare
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cane for Nanette “sword fight” with Argan. In one of the rehearsals the extra cane could
not be located so Nanette picked up a nearby walker and fought him with that. It was very
funny to see her wrestling with the walker while trying to fight off Argan at the same
time. There were several of these moments that were created through this idea of playing.
What would I change or do differently? Nothing. There are things that I wish would
not have happened (i.e. snow). There were things I wish I had had (e.g. a ten thousand
dollar budget). However, the learning process is the same. My graduate thesis project
should be based on how well I learned, understood and applied the experiences of the last
three years. In this respect I believe that I have learned much, and will continue to learn
as I put into practice the skills and tools I have added to my theatre toolbox. In
conversations, with people over the past three years I have come to realize that the more I
learn the less I know. This thought could be highly depressing because you may wonder
“What is the point?” if there is still so much to learn. I choose to look at it another way. I
have so much more to learn and isn’t that exciting? I can keep taking classes,
collaborating with other teachers, directors, students, actors and theatre techs to learn
more. With each new piece of knowledge I can do a better job than the last one. In the
book Mindset by Carol Dweck she recommends, “Love challenges, be intrigued by
mistakes, enjoy effort and keep on learning” (Dweck). This attitude of growth mindset is
what makes the difference when doing any project whether it is for a master’s project or
not. Being able to draw on what you have learned and the people that have helped you
along the way will make any show now matter the challenges, a success. I am not sure
how my project compares to other thesis projects. I have looked at others, but it is just the
written record of what the student shared, not the whole story. I feel that mine definitely
came with challenges. Many challenges I could not have foreseen and many were entirely
out of my control. It could have been an emotional nightmare full of stress and
frustration. There were moments of definite stress, but overall it was a wonderful
experience. I had wonderful professors; an amazing advisor in Dr. Rollie and my
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graduate friends were supportive and collaborative. I like what the journalist Matthew
Syed says about challenges, “the path to excellence could not be more difficult. It is
steep, grueling, and arduous. It is inordinately lengthy. And, most importantly of all, it
forces voyagers to stumble and fall on every single stretch of the journey”. I had my
share of stumbles and falls on this journey, but I was able to complete the goals I set for
myself. Some might say they are now masters of theatre production, I don’t feel that way.
I feel that I have fulfilled the first important steps along the path towards mastering. I am
confident that I can take my new skills into the next chapter of my theatre career. I feel
confident that I am a better teacher, that I can teach at a higher level and that as long as I
continue practicing my craft I will continue towards mastery of many aspects of theatre
production.
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Appendix A – Charles Heron Wall Script
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Appendix B Paris France Molière Photos

Figure 3 Père Lachaise, Molière Gravesite

Figure 2 Molière Monument

Figure 4 Comedia Francaise
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Appendix C Wagner Performing Arts Center

Figure 5 Exterior View Wagner Theatre

Figure 6 Interior Auditorium
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Figure 7 Wagner Auditorium

Figure 8 Wagner Stage from Stage Rt.
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Figure 9 View of house from Stage Rt.

Figure 10 Stage view from sixth row
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Appendix D Lighting

Figure 11 & 12 Light Board Installed in1937
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Figure 13 Left Boom Light

Figure 14 Right Boom Light
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Figure 15 Scoop lights
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Appendix E Set Design Ideas, Sketches and Pictures

Figure 16 Brickwork idea

Figure 17 Fireplace constructed by Michael McConnell
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Figure 18 The Imaginary Invalid Set Stg Rt

Figure 19 The Imaginary Invalid Stg. Lft.
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Figure 20 The Imaginary Invalid Set
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Appendix F Properties

Figure 21 Animal print furniture 1966

Figure 22 "Come Hither" by Marjorie
Strider ‘60s Pop Art

Figure 23 Late sixties rug

Figure 23 Leopard print chaise for Imaginary
Invalid

Figure 25 Purchased piece for
Imaginary Invalid

Figure 26 Tiger print 8x10 rug purchased for
Imaginary Invalid
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Figure 29 1960s coffee and end table by
Michael McConnell

Figure 27 1960s end table
purchased for Imaginary Invalid

Figure 28 1960's French doors

Figure 30 Completed French doors for
Imaginary Invalid
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Appendix G Costume Ideas, Renderings and Photos

Figure 31 Darlene inspiration

Figure 33 Darlene rendering

Figure 32 Karen Hendrickson as Darlene
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Figure 34 Inspiration for Thomas

Figure 36 Thomas Rendering

Figure 35 Colton Morrison as
Thomas Diforus
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Figure 39 Megan Kline as
Nanette
Figure 37 Inspiration for
Nanette

Figure 38 Rendering for
Nanette
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Figure 40 Inspiration for Clinton

Figure 42 Rendering for Clinton

Figure 41 Keith Ordenez as Clinton
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Figure 43 Inspiration for
Angela

Figure 45 Pam Baker as Angela

Figure 44 Renderings for
Angela
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Figure 46 Inspiration for Argan

Figure 47 David Goss-Grubbs as Argan
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Figure 48 Inspiration for Dr.
Diforus

Figure 50 Richard Morris as Dr. Diforus

Figure 49 Rendering for Dr. Diforus
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Figure 51 Inspiration for
Mr. Goodeel

Figure 53 Jed Reynolds as Mr.
Goodeel

Figure 52 Rendering for Mr.
Goodeel
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Figure 56 Lola Henning as
Louise
Figure 54 Inspiration for Louise

Figure 55 Rendering for Louise
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Figure 57 Inspiration for Bernice

Figure 59 Jan Cunningham as
Bernice

Figure 58 Rendering for Bernice
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Figure 61 Lory Tossey as Dr. Smelling

Figure 60 Inspiration for
Doctors

Figure 62 Alex Clark as Dr.
Purge
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Appendix H Production Photos

Figure 63 Act I scene I Argan totaling bills

Figure 64 Act One scene IV Angela and Nanette
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Figure 65 Act One scene V Argan and Nanette fighting

Figure 66

Act I Scene VI Darlene and Argan
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Figure 4 Act One scene vi Darlene and Argan

Figure 67 Act One scene IX Argan, Darlene and Goodeel

Figure 68 Act II Scene III Nanette, Argan and Clinton
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Figure 69 Act II Scene VI Thomas, Argan and Dr. Diforus

Figure 70 Act II Scene VII Angela and Thomas
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Figure 71 Act II Scene XI Argan and Louise

Figure 72 Act III Scene III Bernie and Argan
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Figure 5 Act III Scene III Bernie and Argan

Figure 73 Act III Scene IV Dr. Smelling and Argan

Figure 6 Act III Scene

Figure 74 Act III Scene VI Dr. Purge and Argan
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Figure 75 Act III Scene XIV Argan and Nanette

Figure 76 Act III Scene XIV Argan and Nanette
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Figure 77 Act III Scene XXI Nanette, Argan, Angela and Clinton

Figure 78 Act III Scene XXIV Full Company
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Appendix I Properties List/ Inventory
Page #
1
1
1
1

Properties
Bills
Calculator
Pens & Pencils
Bells (3)

1
1
1

Louise photo
‘60’s Magazines
Apothecary Jars (4)

Source
LT
LT
LT
LT &
KD
KD
KD
KD

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Medicine bottles
Broom
Feather duster
Pillows
Blanket
Flowers
Walker

KH
LT
K
KD
KD
KD
CF

1

Candy “pills”

KD

1
1
1
1
1

Candlesticks
Decorative plates
Glass sculpture
Ashtray
Canes

KD
KD
KD
LT
KD CF

14
14
14
14
14
14
15

Makeup bag
Compact
Lipstick
Perfume bottle
Cigarettes
Lighter
O2 bottle and mask

KH
KH
KH
KH
KD
KD
KD

17
17
18
19
21

Brief case
Deed
Handkerchief
Note pad/pen
Thermometer

LT
LT
LT
LT
KD

Stage Local
Argan’s desk
Argan’s desk
Argan’s desk
Argan’s desk
drawer
Argan’s desk
On coffee table
Argan’s desk, end
table 1, shelf 3,
end table 2
See above
St right off stage
Nanette
On couch
On couch
On coffee table
Behind Rt. chair
In various pill
bottles around the
set.
On end tables
On wall shelves
On wall shelves
On coffee table
One on couch
Darlene keeps
In makeup bag
In makeup bag
In Makeup bag
On coffee table
On coffee table
Between green
chairs
Goodeel keeps
Goodeel
Goodeel
Goodeel
Angela’s apron

Notes
Entire Show
Entire Show
Entire Show
Entire Show
Entire show
Entire Show
Fill all apothecary jars
Nanette uses in scene 1
Entire show
Entire Show
Cover Argan
Move to tea cart pg 10
Return to chair after
fight pg 13
Nanette pops pills
periodically
Entire Show
Entire Show
Entire Show
Entire Show
Several in umbrella
stand
Darlene’s makeup bag
See above
See above

Goodeels briefcase
Hands to Darlene
In Goodeel briefcase
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26
29
33
34
35

Certificate/Paper
Sheet music
Note pad
Round pillow
Wooden spoon

LT
LT
LT
LT
LT

Thomas pocket
Clinton
Dr. Diforus
On chair
Argan’s drawer

38
38
39
42
45
45
49
51
59

Pipe
Handkerchief
Air freshener spray
Plunger
Thermometer
Giant Syringe
Large books
Hack saw
Kazoos

LT
LT
LT
LT
LT
KD
LT
KD
KD

59
59
59
59
59

BP cuff
Stethoscope
Head lamp
Lab coat
Diploma

KD
KD
KD
KD
KD

Coffee table
Bernie’s purse
Stg. Left
In Drs. bag
Doctor bag
Doctor bag
Nanette brings in
In doctor bag
Cast brings their
own on stage.
Goodeel brings
Smelling brings
Bernie brings
Thomas brings
Nanette brings

Clinton keeps
Louise stuffs in pants
Spanking stick

Argan brings in
Smelling brings
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Appendix J Ground Plan
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Appendix K Music License Application

Contact/Licensee Info:
Your Name:
Email Address:
Phone Number:
Licensee/Contracting Party Name & Address:
Email address to send license and invoice to:

Kimberly Dorman
nxtdormans@gmail.com
206-291-4830
Kim Dorman 16529 112th pl NE Bothell, WA
98011
nxtdormans@gmail.com

Production Details:
Title of Production:

The Imaginary Invalid

Type of Production (i.e. musical, play, dance
performance, etc.):

Play

Theater Name, Location:

Wagner Performing Arts Center
638 West Main St. Monroe WA
300 $8.00

Theatre Capacity, & Ticket Price:
Number of Scheduled Performances (Per
Week or Total):
Scheduled Performance Dates:
Total Number of Copyrighted Songs in
Production:
Brief Synopsis of Show:

6
April 4,5,6,7,12,13,14
One
A hypochondriac attempts to marry his lovestruck daughter off to a buffoon for his own
selfish purposes.

Usage Details for Each Requested Song:
Song #1
Song Title
Songwriter(s) Name(s)
Scene Description of how/when the Song is
used

All you need is love
Beatles
Final scene, played with kazoozs as cast
inducts character into the medical
profession.
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Song #2 (if applicable)
Song Title
Songwriter(s) Name(s)
Scene Description of how/when the Song is
used

Sugar Sugar
The Archies
Intermission

FYI: If more than 2 songs are being requested, please copy and paste the Usage
Details table and fill out for the applicable number of songs.
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Appendix L Financial Report for The Imaginary Invalid Sky Performing Arts
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Appendix M Audition Information for Theatre Puget Sound
http://tpsonline.org
Production title: The Imaginary Invalid
Union/Non-Union: Non-Union
Production Type: Community Theatre
Project length: 90 minute play
Project format: Straight play
Posted on: Monday, January 14, 2019
Production location: Wagner theatre, Monroe, WA.
Production Company: Sky Performing Arts
Company website: https://www.skyperformingarts.com
Director: Kimberly Dorman
Casting Director: Kimberly Dorman
Stage Manager: Cloe Flaherty
Audition Location: Methodist Church 342 S Lewis St, Monroe, WA
Performance Location: Wagner Theatre 639 Main St. Monroe WA
Email: nxtdormans@gmail.com
Compensation: 0
KEY DATES:
Auditions:
February 7th & 8th 7:00-9:00 p.m.
February 9th 2:00-4:00p.m.
Please bring a headshot and have a 2min (or less) monologue prepared, preferably a
comedic piece.
Callbacks: February 12th 7-9p.m.
(Please note all auditions will be given a specific time within these windows)
Rehearsal start date: February 12th, 2019
Performance dates: April 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, & 14
Synopsis:
Adapted from Molière’s comedy, The Imaginary Invalid tells the story of the
laughable hypochondriac, Argan. Determined to benefit from free medical
treatments. Argan attempts to marry his daughter off to a buffoon, Thomas Diforus,
a newly minted practitioner. Angela has other plans. With the help of Nanette, the
housemaid, and a few others they foil Argan’s plans and embark on their own. This
former 17th century Parisian romp takes some new twists through the 1960’s in
Paris, Tennessee!
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Character Bios: 4W/8M
(Argan) (Gender: Male) (Age: 45-55)
Argan, a hypochondriac, wants nothing more than to have a doctor at his beck and
call. Disgusted with the high cost of medicine and the certainty of his impending
illnesses he is blind to the members of his family and his own hypochondria.
(Nanette) (Gender: Female) (Age: 25-35)
Nanette, the housemaid, she is loyal to Argan, but sees his ridiculousness and tries
to set him straight. She acts as the ”reality check” for both Argan and his love struck
daughter. Nanette is sarcastic, honest and quick witted.
(Darlene) (Gender: Female) (Age: 35-45)
Darlene, Argan’s second wife is a gold digging manipulator. She spends half her time
pacifying and crooning over Argan and the other half planning the takeover of his
finances. She is having a secret affair with the notary Mr. Goodeel.
(Angela) (Gender: Female) (Age 18-20)
Angela is the oldest daughter of Argan and his first wife. She is innocent, love-struck
and a bit naïve. Six days earlier she fell in love with Clinton at an outdoor concert.
She loves her father but is also a typical teenager and wants to exert her
independence.
(Clinton) (Gender: Male) (Age 20-25)
Clinton is Angela’s love interest. He is handsome and protective but a little insecure
about Angela’s affections towards him. He is from a neighboring town and met her
at an outdoor concert a few days earlier. He remains devoted to Angela throughout
the play.
(Bernie) (Gender: Male) (Age 40-45)
Bernie, the younger brother to Argan is the voice of reason. He often “reality checks”
Argan and tries to get him to see the truth. Bernie is calm, intelligent and funny. He
is also bit of a prankster and willing to trick others into seeing things his way.
(Dr. Diforus) (Gender: Male) (45-60)
Dr. Diforus is a pompous, know-it all doctor that has a terrible bedside manner. He is
educated in Latin and theory, but is terrible at the practical application of medicine.
He is easily offended and stuffy.
(Thomas Diforus) (Gender: Male) (25-30)
Thomas is the son of Dr. Diforus. He is betrothed to Angela. He is a buffoon who
often speaks in a monotone. He doesn’t read social cues and often says the wrong
thing. He is a recent graduate from medical school, although it took him extra time
to finish.
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(Dr. Purge) (Gender: Male) (40-55)
Dr. Purge is the physician to Argan. He over medicates and over charges Argan. He is
a typical doctor for his time; a lot of book knowledge and poor bedside manner. He
acts as the harbinger of death when he thinks a patient has wronged him. He is more
concerned with making money and being right than helping people.
(Mr. Smelling) (Gender: Male) (40-60)
Mr. Smelling is Argan’s personal pharmacist. He works closely with Dr. Purge to
keep Argan believing that their medicines are needed. He is arrogant and pompous.
(Mr. Goodeel) (Gender: Male) (30-40)
Goodeel is a dishonest notary who is in cahoots with Darlene. He is greasy, sneaky
and willing to do whatever he needs to, to earn a buck.
(Louise) (Gender: Female) (11-15)
Louise is Argan’s younger daughter. She is playful, witty and a bit of a “daddy’s girl”.
She is melodramatic and silly. She knows how to manipulate the adults she deals
with.
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Appendix N The Imaginary Invalid
Scene Breakdown

ACT I
Argan
Darlene
Angela
Louise
Bernie
Clinton
Dr. Diforus
Thomas
Dr. Purge
Smelling
Goodeel
Nanette

P
X

1
X

2
X

3
X

4

5
X

X

X

X

6
X
X

7
X
X

8
X
X

9
X
X

10

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

ACT II
1
Argan
Darlene
Angela
Louise
Bernie
Clinton
Dr. Diforus
Thomas
Dr. Purge
Smelling
Goodeel
Nanette

2
X

3
X

4
X

5
X

6
X

X

X

X

7
X
X
X

8
X
X
X

9
X

10
X
X

11
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

1
X

2

3
X

4
X

5
X

6
X

7
X

8
X

9
X

10
X

11
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

ACT III
Argan
Darlene
Angela
Louise
Bernie
Clinton
Dr. Diforus
Thomas
Dr. Purge
Smelling
Goodeel

X
X
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Nanette

X

X

X

X

X

X

ACT III Continued
Argan

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Darlene

23

X

X

X

Angela

X

X

X

X

Louise
Bernie

24

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Clinton

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Dr. Diforus

X

Thomas

X

Dr. Purge

X

Smelling

X

Goodeel

X

Nanette

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Appendix O Sound Cue List The Imaginary Invalid
Cue # Page
#
1
1
1.5
1
2
1
3
1

Description
Pre-Show Music Loop
Pre- Show Announcement
Fart #1
Fart #2

4
5
6

2
14
30

Smack
Thunderclap
Thunderclap

7

34

Thunderclap

8
9

37
39

Intermission Music Loop
Toilet flushes

10

54

Thunderclap

11

59

All You Need Is Love

12

59

Post-Show Music Loop

Cue line or time and
Character
House Opens
“ “
Argan: “Forty dollars:
Argan: “as above forty
dollars”
Argan: “You Wretch”
Argan: “I am dying”
Argan: “That is all!”
Darlene enters
Argan: “I am sure I will see
you soon.” Darlene enters
Black Out
“follow my lead, keep him
calm” Argan Enters
Nanette: “what a horrible
accident”
“From this day forward a
doctor guarantor.”
Black Out

Type of
Sound
Recorded
Recorded
Recorded
Recorded
Recorded
Recorded
Recorded
Recorded
Recorded
Recorded
Recorded
Recorded
Recorded
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Appendix P Cast and Crew Notes
At the close of each show with SPA it is traditional that the Stage Manager hands out
“thank you” gifts. I felt that since this was my thesis and I had so much to be thankful for
I handed out gift bags to each of the cast and crew. Included were memorabilia from
1968: Zots candy, Lemonheads, SweeTarts, a red clown nose, an Eiffel Tower key chain,
a quote from Molière and an info sheet on life in 1968. I also emailed the cast and asked
them to answer one of the questions I posed, below are their responses.
Hello All,
Just wanted you to all know that I will be defending my thesis on June 20th!! They are
letting me participate in commencement even though technically it won’t all be wrapped
up until after the defense. I would love to include something fun in my thesis from each
of you and I came across this, from another production. Answers one of these questions In what way are you a hypochondriac? Or “What was your most memorable doctors
experience? You can add your name and how you were involved in the show or put
anonymous. I am good with either.
I will go first…
Usually I don’t worry about being sick; I’ve been fortunate enough to be healthy most of
my life. My hypochondrium lies in my sun worshipping past. I am on constant vigil for
skin cancer. With good reason, I’m pretty sure I helped contribute to my dermatologist’s
last automobile upgrade!
- Kim Dorman, Director
Hello Kim,
" Invalid" was a great project, I hope my contribution was helpful.
How am I a hypochondriac? I've tried to take care of myself to ward off any illnesses.
But after the death of my Ironman son it doesn't matter. Losing a child has left me with
an "If I get sick I trust no one, and if it kills me, so be it." Everything in moderation and
I'll not worry about any aches and pains.
Take care girl, it was fun hanging with you at Route 2 so many nights ago. Hope your son
is as healthy as he can be!
Carol
I am a Gem. I have made enough Kidney stones over the last 15+years to make several
pieces of Jewelry. From ear bobs, to broaches, to necklaces, and bracelets.
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All of my stones have been surgically removes, due to blockages and scarring. My one
kidney now looks like a cauliflower. Maybe I should go vegan.
Cloe Flaherty, Stage Manager.
What was your most memorable Doctor experience?
The day I can afford one is the day I can answer this question.
-Anonymous
In what ways are you a hypochondriac?
I'm afraid of life and everything in it. Does that count?
-Anonymous
My hypochondria I would have to say is my knee – due to an injury during high school, I
am constantly afraid it is going to “go out” on me (no ACL, only part of a meniscus) so I
am looking at a replacement down the road.
-Alex Clark, Dr. Purge
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Appendix Q Notes from Audience members
The Imaginary Invalid - what a great play! I have seen several productions of the
Imaginary Invalid and this was the best and most fun. Setting it in the 1960s was a great
way to bridge the cultural gap between 16th century France, and a colorful time period in
America. The way it was presented was totally relatable. We all have problems with
medical care, whether it is with insurance, access to doctors, or the soaring price of
endless medicines. And I have sometimes wondered myself whether it was all necessary,
or if the doctors really knew what they were doing.
I like community theater productions because the actors are local, amateur, and very
passionate about what they are doing. I thought the old town theater in Monroe was the
perfect setting for the production.
-Audience Member (4/13/19)
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Appendix R Poster and Advertising

Figure 7 Original artwork idea for The Imaginary Invalid
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Figure 8 Final Design for Publication
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Figure 9 Poster at Local Coffee Shop
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Appendix S Playbill
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